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ABSTRACT

The question of whether a plausible case for native title in radio spectrum exists in
Australia is not yet fully understood. The relevant literature is lacking in both breadth
and depth. To date, no case has been developed and tested in the courts. Subsequently
this thesis examined whether a plausible case could be constructed that demonstrates
native title in radio spectrum in Australia. This thesis proposed that native title exists
in radio spectrum, but is yet to be proven in Australian law; particularly when
considerations are given to impediments as represented by the current government
and by the current structure of native title legislation and its processes. Since there
was a scarcity of available literature on the concept of native title in radio spectrum,
and the fact that there was no relevant precedent that existed in Australian law, a
comparative study of Maori rights in radio spectrum in New Zealand was undertaken
to a) provide both an initial reference point for Indigenous Australians to consider if
they were to pursue native title in radio spectrum, and b) to gauge the applicability of
the Maori experience to the legislative conditions currently facing Indigenous
Australians who might wish to express native title rights in radio spectrum.
Eventually, the findings of this thesis support the existence of native title in radio
spectrum; however, this cannot be expressed at the present time. Consequently,
Indigenous Australians are strongly encouraged to pursue this issue with an enduring
view to achieve economic and wider parity enjoyed by other Australians.
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1.1 Introduction

The purpose of this thesis is to emphasise that Indigenous Australians can construct a
plausible case that demonstrates native title in radio spectrum in Australia, if political
and legislative impediments are removed. While the title of this thesis is rhetorical in
nature, in essence, this thesis proposes that native title exists in radio spectrum.
Existing research (Dixon. 2000 and Motlap. 2003) emphasises the economic
importance of establishing native title in radio spectrum. Other research (Dodgson.
2000) suggests that there is a valid case of native title in radio spectrum, but as yet
remains untested. Nevertheless, difficulties arise when considerations are given to
constructing a plausible case for native title in radio spectrum under current native
title legislation (Corbo-Crehan. 2000). For example, the extant literature examining
the concept of native title in radio spectrum is relatively limited in both quantity and
conceptual development. Further, there appears to be no relevant precedent that
exists in Australian law from which to develop a case supporting the question of
native title in radio spectrum. Subsequently, a comparative study of Indigenous rights
between New Zealand and Australia examining Maori rights in radio spectrum in
New Zealand was undertaken to provide both an initial reference point for
Indigenous Australians to consider if they were to pursue native title in radio
spectrum, and to gauge the applicability of the Maori experience to the legislative
conditions currently facing Indigenous Australians who might wish to express native
title rights in radio spectrum. Considerations are also given to impediments to
constructing a case of native title in radio spectrum in Australia as represented by the
current government and by the current structure of native title legislation and its
processes. Eventually, while the findings of this thesis do not support the legal
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expression of native title in radio spectrum at the present time, Indigenous

Australians are strongly encouraged to pursue this issue with an enduring view to
achieve economic and social parity enjoyed by other Australians.

1.1.1 Background

The original development of this thesis carne through a senes of extended
discussions between the author and a colleague; discussions that were underpinned
by the relationship of law and economics, and revolving around the central topic of
Indigenous Australians and their relationship with postmodem economies. In the
course of these discussions several questions were posed regarding the impact of new
information and communication technologies on Australian society and the state's
role in developing subsequent economies in this country that exploit these new
technologies. More particularly a number of debates and discussions revolved around
the allocation of radio spectrum in Australia and the economic implications this
might have for Indigenous Australians.

A brief discussion of native title is provided here as a point of reference for the
following text in this thesis. To date, Indigenous Australians have no treaty-based
rights, nor do they have rights entrenched in the Australian Constitution. Instead
Aboriginal rights in Australia are dispersed across a wide range of Commonwealth
and state legislation. The only statutory recognition of common law native title is to
be found in a regular Commonwealth statute represented by the Native Title Act
1993 (the Act) (Havemann. 2000), which was created following a High Court
decision in 1992, commonly known as the Mabo (2) decision. In the Act (s223),
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'native title' is defined as the rights and interests of two distinct groups, Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander people (Indigenous Australians), in land and waters
according to their traditional laws and customs, and which are recognised under
Australian law. Through native title legislation, Indigenous Australians can apply to
the courts to have their native title rights recognised under Australian law. However,
native title may only exist where it has not been extinguished (removed) by a past
action or deed. Native title cannot remove another party's valid rights under
Australian law, for example owning a home, pastoral or mining lease. In any event
where native title rights and rights of another party come into conflict, the rights of
the other party will always prevail.

In the wake of Mabo (2), to establish native title at common law, a claimant group
must demonstrate, on the balance of probabilities: that the claimants are descended
from or otherwise related to the group that held native title at the time the British
Crown asserted sovereignty; non-extinguishment of native title since that time; the
existence of a coherent group of Indigenous Australians, the membership of which is
based on mutual recognition and recognition by persons enjoying traditional
authority among the group; that the group possesses and acknowledges traditional
laws and customs which entitle them to enjoy the land claimed. It is acceptable for
the law and customs to have undergone some change since the Crown acquired
sovereignty, provided the general nature of the connection between the claimant
group and the land remains; and that the group continues to practise its traditional
laws and customs, as far as possible, and has maintained its connection with the land
(Kauffman. 1998).
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Importantly, there is no mention in the Act that claimants must demonstrate a
physical connection with the land; however, the New South Wales High Court is
noted to have asserted that native title claimants are required to prove that they have
not ceased to have a mandatory physical connection with the land (Kauffman. 1998).
It is a significant point then, that at common law, physical occupation is imperative

to native title rights to exclusive possession oftraditiona11ands or waters. Eventually,
where a claimant group is successful in meeting the conditions described above to
the satisfaction of the court, they will be deemed to have native title rights and/or
interests in the lands or waters under claim. However, there is no guarantee that a
determination of native title will result in exclusive possession; the court will assess
the claimant group's native title rights recognisable at common law against the
evidence of traditiona11aw and customs.

It is argued that Indigenous Australians have a native title right and/or interest in

radio spectrum. This argument is based on a possible precedent set by the Maori
people of New Zealand who successfully demonstrated Indigenous rights in radio
spectrum in that country, and which contains some degree of application in
Indigenous Australians' considerations of their alignment with activities associated
with this economic resource. A comparative study contained in Chapter 5 describes
the arguments employed by Maori in further detail.

The question of native title in radio spectrum (especially in regards to economic
implications) becomes significant upon preliminary investigations of the historic
allocation and exploitation of radio spectrum in Australia. Since 1994, allocation of
radio spectrum lots has been by auction, either open outcry or simultaneous
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ascending (Productivity Commission. 2002). These auctions have generated
significant revenue for the Australian government (see Table 1). In the period 19995, an open outcry auction of the multipoint distribution station frequency 2.3GHz
(typically used for pay television services) generated approximately $101 million in
revenue. No auctions were held in 1996, but were followed by a simultaneous
ascending auction for the 500MHz range (used for land mobile and point to point
services) which netted revenues in excess of $1 million. In 1998 through a
combination of simultaneous ascending and open outcry $378 million was generated
for 800MHz and 1.8GHz radio frequencies (typically used for land mobile and
mobile phones). Using the same auction combination as in 1998, the next year (1999)
saw over $66 million raised from the frequencies 28GHz and 31 GHz which are
typically used in fixed wireless services such as broadband wireless access.

Table 1. Revenue raised though auction of radiofrequency spectrum 1994-2002
1994
YEAR

&

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

$1

$378

$66.27

$1480.1

$1170.009

$0.0125

1995
REVENUE
RAISED

$101

($MILLION)
Source: Productivity Commission (2002).

The year 2000 saw previously encumbered spectrum in the 1.8GHz range (lots only
available in capital cities) become available as well as the frequencies 3.4 GHz (for
wireless local loop services) and 27GHz (for additional broadband wireless access
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services); through simultaneous ascending auction these frequencies generated
almost $1500 million in revenue. Similarly, in 2001 the frequency 2.1 GHz (typically
used for 3G mobile phones) was auctioned through simultaneous ascending, and
generated over $1000 million in revenue. Revenue-raising through auction (open
outcry) decreased in 2002 to less than a million dollars as low power open
narrowcasting licences were sold for niche radio uses.

Thus over an approximate ten year period, radio spectrum auctions have netted a
total of over $3196 million in revenue for the Australian government. Indigenous
Australians did not participate in these auctions, nor were they represented at these
auctions by a third party. Subsequently, under the current allocation of radio
spectrum, Indigenous Australians do not control or manage any radio spectrum to
their economic benefit.

Annual licence fees (separate from revenue from auctions as described in Table 1.)
generated additional monies for the Australian government. Reported figures
(Productivity Commission. 2002) show that in 1999-2000 alone, licence fees
generated

$232.1

million

for

broadcasting;

$39

million

for

mobile

telecommunications; $8.1 million for defence purposes; $39 million for fixed
services (point-to-point, point-to-multipoint and multipoint distribution systems);
$0.7 million for amateur use; and $7.2 million for other purposes (satellite,
meteorology, radioastronomy, standard time and frequency signals; industrial,
scientific and medical uses; and non-assigned uses for amateur, maritime, aircraft
and outpost uses) (Productivity Commission. 2002). Collectively, annual licence fees
generated an approximate amount of $326.1 million. Questions arise as to whether
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this wealth (or part of) would have been distributed to the Indigenous Australian
community as owners of radio spectrum in the event of native title recognition in
such. Since they are not currently recognised at Australian common law as having
owned or possessed radio spectrum, Indigenous Australians can not claim any wealth
generated as a result of exploitation of radio spectrum.

It is clear that radio spectrum in Australia has emerged as a significant economic

resource, generating billions of dollars in revenue, annual licence fees and taxes for
the State, as well as consumer-based wealth generated from mobile and other
telecommunications industries. Radio spectrum is the fundamental resource to
industries based on radiocommunications, as land is the fundamental resource to the
industries of pastoralism, mining or agriculture. This renewed interest in
radiocommunications, particularly its commercial applications, has also meant
increased demand and competition for access to limited radio spectrum.

In economics, high levels of competition for limited resources indicate a need for a

degree of regulation and management to ensure optimal use of radio spectrum while
minimising negative externalities (such as unclear reception usually characterised by
the presence of static) arising from interference between spectrum users. Recognising
this need, the Australian government has imposed a regulatory framework for
managing radio spectrum.

History shows that SInce Federation in 1901, the legislative authority for
radiocommunications and radio spectrum management has been vested in the
Commonwealth rather than state governments. In 1905 Australia became one of the
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first countries to introduce legislation regarding radio spectrum management; its first
Act of 1905 was not entirely replaced until 1983. While Australia has regulated
radiocommunications for close to a century, its current regulatory arrangements are
based on the Radiocommunications Act 1992 and related regulations and legislation.
The Australian Communications Authority and

other government agencies

administer this legislation.

The government's economic rationale for its intervention in radio spectrum
management is "to manage interference and thus maximise spectrum utility"
(Productivity Commission. 2002:62). In its deliberations on radio spectrum
regulation and management, the Australian government did not consult or negotiate
with Indigenous Australians as possible stakeholders of this resource. This is in spite
of the Act which encourages (in its preamble) governments to facilitate negotiation
between parties concerned with matters relating to a) claims to land, or aspirations in
relation to land by Indigenous Australians; and b) proposals for the use of such land
for economic purposes. The use of the verb 'encourage' within the statement above
is noted; in light of this verb, it is acknowledged that governments are under no
obligation to engage Indigenous Australians on matters pertaining to radio spectrum.
Conversely, and much more significantly from an Indigenous Australian perspective,
a failure of the Act to direct governments to engage Indigenous Australians on such
matters do not prevent Indigenous Australians from engaging with the Australian
government with a view to determining native title in radio spectrum.

From its practice, there is an underlying assumption within radiocommunications law
that the Australian government 'owns' radio spectrum and can sell or lease that
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spectrum as it sees fit. In 2000, this assumption was disputed by a group of
Indigenous Australians in Sydney who were reported to be preparing a claim for
radio spectrum under native title legislation; the claim was deemed to have validity
by both legal and government sources (Dodgson. 2000). Significantly, this claim was
never

lodged with the National Native

Title Tribunal

for consideration

(investigations into why there was no lodgement of this claim remain inconclusive,
since neither the Sydney law firm who prepared the claim, and the Aboriginal group
upon whose behalf the claim was prepared, are identified in the literature). Such a
dispute over ownership and property rights over radio spectrum would be certain to
create economic uncertainty and instability within the radiocommunications
industries. From an Indigenous Australian perspective, the argument appears to be
simple and straightforward - radio spectrum is a recently discovered resource whose
subsequent possession was held by those people who were here prior to British
colonisation in 1788. Under current legislative arrangements, this argument raises
important questions as to whether Indigenous Australians have a native title right to
radio spectrum.

While these questions may be legal in essence, the economic implications of native
title in radio spectrum cannot be ignored in light of the significant amount of wealth
currently being generated through radiocornmunications-based industries and
revenue-raising practices by the Commonwealth government. It is imperative that the
question of possible native title right in radio spectrum be examined, particularly
from the Indigenous Australian perspective. Historical data shows that a contributing
factor to Indigenous economic marginalisation in Australia has been a lack of access
to resources that were fundamental to Australia's early success in the international
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marketplace. Lack of access to resources was an imposed situation through the legal
principle of terra nullius ('land belonging to no-one' or 'empty land') that
encouraged the dispossession of lands and seas originally in the custody of
Indigenous Australians. While that principle has been legally discounted as such by
the creation of native title legislation in 1993, the consequent actions of past and
present governments continue to impact on Indigenous Australians' ability to access
resources. It is argued that, with regard to radio spectrum, Indigenous Australians are
currently experiencing a second wave of dispossession (Dixon. 2000).

1.2 Why study native title in radio spectrum?

This study is significant to Indigenous Australians for a number of reasons.
Considerations for examining the question of native title in radio spectrum include
those emphasised in previous research (for example, Motlap. 2001) regarding
Indigenous Australian use of information and communication technologies. These
include avoiding further dispossession, minimising the technological divide between
Indigenous and other Australians, creating opportunities to overcome remoteness as
an inhibitor to economic development and delivery of services, creating opportunities
for Indigenous Australians to remain on traditional lands and estates, and creating
opportunities for the ongoing maintenance and development of languages and
cultures.

12

1.2.1 Avoiding further dispossession

The means of production ofthe 'old' economy consists ofland, labour and capital.
Lands and estates that were in the original possession of Indigenous Australians
became the base of the current Australian economy. Dispossessed of their lands and
estates, Indigenous Australians were effectively prevented from participating as
producers in subsequent economic activity that occurred from the late 1800s with the
arrival of the British (Altman. 2000 and Reynolds. 1972, 1987, 1989a & 1989b).
Indigenous Australia, as a distinct group of people, became entirely marginal to the
European enterprise.

The spectrum and new information and communication technologies comprise the
means of production of the 'new' economy. It is argued that Indigenous Australians
are marginalised to the new economy through dispossession of the radio spectrum.
Using the premise of prior occupancy determining prior ownership, all resources in
the jurisdiction known as Australia must have been subject to Indigenous Australian
ownership and control prior to the arrival of the British in 1788. Therefore, since
Indigenous Australians have been effectively dispossessed of radio spectrum, they
have been prevented from capitalising on economic opportunities in regards to its
exploitation. Subsequently it is argued that unless Indigenous Australians can
establish some degree of control over the new means of production, they will remain
marginal to the new economy.
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1.2.2 Minimising the technological divide with regards to Indigenous and other
Australians

At present advantaged sections of Australian society are on-line and exploiting new
technologies to generate opportunities and more advantaged lifestyles. Those
Australians who are characterised as disadvantaged remain offline. It is officially
recognised that Indigenous Australians form a part of those Australians whose access
to radio spectrum and new information and communication technologies is severely
limited (Daly. 2005); as few as 5% of people in remote Indigenous Australian
communities have access to a phone at home, compared with 99% of the total
Australian population (Coonan. 2005). Issues such as social justice and equality of
opportunity dictate universal access to the technology through either common
ownership ofthe means of production, or an equitable share ofthe market.

1.2.3 Opportunities to overcome remoteness as an inhibitor to economic
development and the delivery of services

Evidence shows that ifthere is a telecommunication infrastructure in place which has
adequate bandwidth and is both reliable and affordable, Indigenous and other
Australians living in rural and remote areas can pursue educational and economic
opportunity, while still experiencing quality of life, community and cultural
maintenance (Druett. 2000, Peterson. 2000 and Thornbory. 2003). Northern Australia
(that land area characterised by all terrain north of the Tropic of Capricorn) has long
been associated with remoteness; government policy is continually subjected to the
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'tyranny of distance' where factors such as geography, climate and population
distribution in rural and remote areas create difficulties in the provision of services.

1.2.4 Opportunities to remain on traditional lands and estates

Push factors responsible for Indigenous Australian migration to urban centres may be
reduced through high bandwidth networks. A compelling reason for this urban
migration is to access knowledge, information, and opportunities that have
traditionally been aggregated in central places such as cities (Biddle & Hunter. 2005
and Memmott, Long & Thomson. 2006). As described previously, new information
and communication technologies hold the potential to create opportunities for a
decentralised delivery of services and opportunities. For example, it has been
demonstrated that patients in some rural and remote areas of Australia can access
much-needed primary medical attention through telecommunications (Bandias &
Vemuri. 2005). This allows Indigenous Australians to remain on traditional lands and
estates to maintain their cultural identity and responsibilities.

1.2.5 Opportunities for cultural and language maintenance and development

The mass media, including the Internet is still predominantly English speaking with
the exception of rapidly expanding online use in China and other Asian countries.
There is extensive literature on the need to ensure that Indigenous Australian
language and culture are reflected in mass and mainstream media to ensure
maintenance and development (Verran, Christie, Anbins-King, van Weeren &
Yunupingu. 2006 and Christie. 2006, 2005 & 2001). New technologies permit
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narrowcasting to specialist audiences including small groups of same language
speakers, the subtitling of broadcast media in multiple languages, and accessible
point-to-point interaction between same language speakers such as the video-cam
and voice messaging over the Internet (Meadows. 1994).

1.2.6 Impact of global economic changes on Indigenous Australians

Establishing native title in radio spectrum may assist Indigenous Australians to
prepare for global economic changes that have affected the way in which wealth is
created and generated. It is acknowledged that the world and Australia is in a period
of significant social and economic change (Motlap. 2001). In relative terms, wealth
creation has shifted from 'commodity production' (extracting raw materials and
manufacturing them into products) to the less tangible products of the information
age - 'intellectual property manufacturing' and service industries. It is in these new
tertiary industries that significant wealth creating opportunities now reside
(Leadbeater. 1999; Beck. 1992; Drucker. 1993 and Castells. 1996). Products arising
from exploitation of radio spectrum are representative of this shift in wealth creation
(as described above). This shift has implications for Indigenous people whose
primary economic experience has been, and often remains, at the lower end of landbased resource extraction and primary production for the current Australian
economy. Securing native title in radio spectrum may enable Indigenous Australians
to take advantage of economic opportunities described above that are not available
under current circumstances.
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1.2.7 Global changes regarding information and communication technologies
impact on Indigenous Australians

Further to the above, rapid advancements and subsequent evolution of information
and communication technologies have had profound social, economic, military and
environmental effect on the world. This rapid evolution in such communication
technologies has been accompanied by new and emerging economies that have
displayed extraordinary growth in a relatively short time span. One of the resources
that have gained significance with the developments of communication technologies
is the radio spectrum. Radio spectrum can be seen as a fundamental factor of
production associated with new communication industries, and which has assumed
the same importance as land within the 'old' economy of primary resource
exploitation. For example, the Australian rate of national penetration and uptake of
new communication technologies has been unprecedented, particularly in the mobile
communications market.

Mobile communication technology depends primarily on access to radio spectrum by
which transmission of audio, text and graphic data can be transmitted and received
via specific radio frequencies. The current 'owners' of the radio spectrum in
Australian (the government) have enjoyed considerable revenue from recent auctions
of radio spectrum, and continue to benefit from increased usage of such radio
spectrum by consumers. Similarly, leaseholders enjoy wealth generated from
exploitation of the radio spectrum by controlling consumer access and usage through
payment of rent. For example, Australia's mobile telecommunications industry has
shown strong growth over the past decade. In a recent report (Allen Consulting
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Group. 2005) it was shown that more than 16 million persons of the Australian
population were subscribers to the mobile telecommunications industry in Australia,
representing a penetration rate of approximately 81 per cent. This penetration rate is
forecasted to exceed 94 per cent in 2005-06.

It was also reported that this industry's gross product for the CSP sector was $6.1

billion in 2004-05, increasing from $5.3 billion in the previous year. Government
revenue through industry-specific charges and levies (in addition to the standard
Commonwealth and State industry taxes) were approximately $175.6 million in
2004-05. In terms of employment, approximately 33,600 people worked in the
mobile telecommunications industry in 2004-05 (representing an increase of 46 per
cent over the period 1999-00 to 2004-05), with a reported $1.3 billion paid in wages
(Allen Consulting Group. 2005). With such economic growth resulting from
exploitation of radio spectrum, it is well within the interests of Indigenous
Australians to secure native title in this resource.

1.2.8 A possible solution to Indigenous Australian poverty

Establishing native title in radio spectrum may contribute to alleviating Indigenous
Australian poverty. Research shows that over time, Indigenous peoples have
continued to occupy the lowest ranking of all Australians in economic status.
Statistical data indicates such low levels of health, employment and education of
Indigenous Australians that are more associated with Third World countries rather
than a developed nation like Australia. These statistics are symptomatic of people
suffering from dispossession of traditional territories and associated resources; the
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causes of which are reflected in the relatively young history of contemporary
Australia. Despite their best intentions, successive government policy and efforts
have largely failed to alleviate Indigenous Australian poverty. Securing native title in
radio spectrum may help to achieve a level of economic independence that may help
alleviate Indigenous Australian poverty by a) decreasing Indigenous Australians'
dependency on government through exploitation of radio spectrum, and b) assisting
in increased distribution of wealth to the Indigenous Australian population to aid in
addressing current social concerns such as low levels of health, education and
training, and unemployment.

1.2.9 Legislation is limited to advancing the economic situation of Indigenous
Australians

Recent legislative developments (including those containing native title and specific
land rights concepts) have not advanced the possibility of self-determination by
giving Indigenous Australians legal recourse to ownership and access to lands and
waters. This legislation is currently limited in its ability to enable economic
development through exploitation of said same primary resources to generate wealth
by Indigenous Australians. With limited ownership of and access to resources,
coupled with an inability to exploit those resources, Indigenous Australians will
continue to be restricted in assuming a substantive role in the production side of
Australian and international economies. As such they remain subject to the market
forces of supply and demand with little or no control over their economic status and
future.
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1.2.10 Scarcity of relevant literature

Finally, a significant reason for this study is that it makes a contribution to literature
involving native title in radio spectrum. At present, literature that examines the
question of native title in radio spectrum is in a state of early development, both in
conceptual development and amount. This indicates a gap in the current discourse
regarding Indigenous Australians and native title interests and rights to not only
'new' economic resources such as radio spectrum, but also to those resources and
technologies as yet unknown. It is important that Indigenous Australians brief
themselves on the implications of these changes and examine opportunities to
strategically position themselves while minimising potential negative impacts; but
this can not occur without reference to meaningful, comprehensive and ongoing
discussion. To that end, it is perceived that this study makes a small but meaningful
contribution to the question of native title in radio spectrum.

1.3 Native title in radio spectrum: impediments and issues

The main problem examined in this study is the act of proving native title in radio
spectrum. While there are a number of issues that surround this problem, two are of
greater concern than others. Firstly, the current political climate in which Indigenous
Australians find themselves is not conducive to success in expressing their native
rights and interests. Since its election in 1996, the Howard Government has
consistently demonstrated a failure to address significant matters as contained within
and arising out of native title, and working actively to diminish the ability of
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Indigenous Australians to express their native title rights and interests. In December
1996 the High Court found that native title may continue to exist on pastoral leases

[(Wik and others v The State of Queensland (1996)]; in response the Howard
Government developed and released a ten point plan in May 1997. Howard's Native
Title Amendment Bill, which was passed in October 1997, shifted the emphasis of
collective rights of Indigenous Australians toward the rights of others (Kauffinan.
1998). As expected, Indigenous Australians perceived this as an unacceptable
development in their ongoing struggle to achieve economic and wider parity with
other Australians.

The second issue associated with proving native title in radio spectrum is the Native
Title Act itself. In its current form it is an ineffective and inefficient method of
delivering any kind of resource control or management rights to Indigenous
Australians. Recent literature indicates growing discontent with the ability of native
title to deliver equitable outcomes, and concludes that the ability of the Act to deliver
in terms of its basic recognition and protection of native title within the parameters of
common law is found wanting. For example, Agius, Jarvis and Howitt (2003)
confirmed that a combination of racially-based amendments to the Act and the
increasing technical complexity of legal issues confronting claimants have meant that
court determinations have repeatedly affirmed Indigenous Australian dispossession.
This is supported by Ridgeway (2003: 1) who argued that the amendments to the Act
rendered it non-beneficial in its effect "by licensing governments to racially
discriminate against the interests of Indigenous Australians."
Native Title is increasingly treated as a specialist domain for legal technicians, and
not a domain where Indigenous Australians can achieve justice or recognition.
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Similarly, Pearson (2003) emphasises that the courts have reduced native title to a
social and cultural artefact, not a legal title to land that encompasses any economic
meaning or benefit, and is adamant that processes of mediation and negotiation with
governments and third parties is resulting in native titles being stripped of almost all
economic or commercial meaning. Pearson (2003) adds that legal and intellectual
discourse on the common law meaning of native title in Australia is inadequate, with
most of the discourse and available literature focussing on procedural issues
emerging from the legislative framework. Bartlett's (1993a, 1993b, 1994 & 2000)
examinations of the origin and content of native title at common law in Australia
showed that it does not extend to the commercial exploitation of resources. Further,
the 'burden of proof in establishing native title has proven to be an extensive and
expensive exercise for both Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians.

In spite of the hostile political climate and the current shape of native title legislation,
there are still important unresolved issues in regards to native title in radio spectrum.
For example, Reyburn (2000) argued that radio spectrum is a fundamental part of
Indigenous Australian's cosmos; it was in existence prior to the arrivals of Europeans
sharing similar temporal characteristics as the bodies of ancestral beings. He also
speculated that if the Australian government has acquired all property rights over the
radio spectrum, then questions arise about how and when this took place. Following
the recognition and acknowledgment of native title over land (and by logical
extension, waters and all associated resources) in Australia (Commonwealth of
Australia. 1994), it would seem logical to assume that radio spectrum as a natural
resource in Australia would be subject to considerations of prior ownership by
Indigenous Australians.
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Proving the existence of native title in radio spectrum under current associated
legislation, although difficult, may be possible for Indigenous Australians given the
fundamental criteria that have to be satisfied. Native title exists in accordance with
the laws and customs of Indigenous people where a) those people have maintained
their connection with the land (or radio spectrum); and, b) their title has not been
extinguished by acts of Imperial, Colonial, State, territory or Commonwealth
governments. With regard to the first criterion, it could be argued that Indigenous
Australians have maintained their connection with the radio spectrum. Like the
Maori of New Zealand, Indigenous Australians may be able to prove use or
exploitation of, electromagnetic radiation (generated by the sun and stars in the form
of visible light) for navigational purposes. In regards to the second criterion, a
common colonial ploy (as in Mohr. 2000) used by the Australian government via
native title legislation is to 'freeze' Indigenous Australians in time; in this case, 1788.

However, in the case of radio spectrum, these arguments do not have a strong
foundation in that the Australian government cannot claim it 'discovered' radio
spectrum. Nor can it assert that it was brought to this country; it is ubiquitous in
nature in that it exists everywhere all the time. Moreover, as a resource it cannot be
transported. Finally, the fundamental research, development and subsequent
exploitation of radio spectrum did not occur in Australia (refer Chapter 2 for further
detail). Radio spectrum has been in existence since time immemorial, preceding
human life and activity. Its exploitation, particularly for mobile communications has
been a very recent event. Certainly, the Australian government (or rather, its British
predecessor) was not utilising radio spectrum in 1778 when Captain James Cook
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claimed the entire Australian landmass as part of the British Empire. Further, the
Australian government had no part in the initial research, development and creation
of wireless communications. Therefore, arguments emphasising 'life as we knew it'
regarding the historical reference of 1778 do not deny Indigenous Australian's native
title to radio spectrum.

Another common strategy employed by the current Australian government against
native title claims (following its amendments to the Act) is to determine that native
title has been extinguished. In relation to radio spectrum, this argument brings about
two important points. First, the onus is on the government to prove that native title in
radio spectrum has indeed been extinguished. Second, even if it were proven that
native title had been extinguished, Indigenous Australians could perceive the
evidence presented by government as an admission of their (Indigenous Australians')
prior ownership of radio spectrum, since acknowledgement of prior ownership must
logically precede before an act of extinguishment.

1.4 Objectives of the study

The problem stated in this thesis is whether native title can be proven to exist in radio
spectrum, whilst acknowledging an unsympathetic incumbent government, and the
inherent deficiencies in the Act to deliver outcomes of substance for Indigenous
Australians. To answer this question, the main aims of this thesis are threefold. First,
this thesis aims to examine radio spectrum as an economic resource to emphasise its
significant commercial value in Australia, and subsequently, to Indigenous
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Australians. The second aim of this thesis is to explain Indigenous Australian
marginalisation from radio spectrum by the incumbent government. Using
marginality as a theoretical framework, this thesis examines the effect of current
regulatory and management aspects of Australian radio spectrum upon Indigenous
Australians' ability to access it through conventional market means. Finally, cases
made in law frequently draw on precedents as supportive argument, and so the third
aim of this thesis is to examine through comparative analysis a precedent of
Indigenous rights in radio spectrum set by the Maori of New Zealand, who
successfully argued possession of radio spectrum through the Treaty of Waitangi
1840 (the Treaty), and which has been recognised at (New Zealand) law. The
objectives of this comparative analysis are to a) offer a perspective from the
standpoint of Indigenous Australians; b) examine the specific histories of settlement
of New Zealand and Australia; c) consider imperialism as a possible explanation for
marginalisation of Indigenous Australians; d) outline and critique the history, law
and policy relating to the management of Indigenous affairs in Australia; e) analyse
comparatively the effectiveness of the Treaty ofWaitangi and the Native Title Act to
enable access to resources of radio spectrum; and f) indigenous rights in the political
jurisprudence of Australia and New Zealand via parallel chronologies.

1.5 Organisation of the thesis

In addition to the introduction, the study is organised into six subsequent chapters.
Chapter 2 describes the current literature available with regards to native title in
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reference to radio spectrum, and demonstrates that the body ofliterature is in an early
stage of development.

The emphasis of Chapter 3 provides an examination of radio spectrum as an
economic resource; its commercial significance has already been described above. It
commences by defining the concepts 'resource' and 'economic resource' before
examining radio spectrum as an economic resource in terms of its unique
characteristics, its various commercial uses, as a source of revenue, and how these
aspects of radio spectrum use affect its supply in the Australian market place. The
chapter then continues with a description of the emergence of new communication
technologies, before discussing implications for competing interests in radio
spectrum markets.

Chapter 4 provides an explanation of the absence of Indigenous Australians from the
radio spectrum marketplace. This chapter suggests that an examination of Indigenous
Australian marginalisation is important as it (marginalisation) represents an
impediment in any actions considering native title in radio spectrum. It does this by
first defining the concept of marginalisation as a process. This chapter then goes to
describe three sociological explanations of marginalisation: centre-periphery
dichotomy, world system theory and imperialism. While consideration is given to the
two former explanations regarding Indigenous marginalisation, it is imperialism that
is the theory of choice for this thesis.

Subsequently, Australian government actions of regulation and management of radio
spectrum are interpreted as acts of social exclusion since Indigenous Australians are
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not producers within the radio spectrum economy: they are perceived to possess no
prior right of ownership of such spectrum, they do not have current access to
spectrum by way of market means, and thus they have no control or management
over spectrum in its exploitation or allocation.

In its summation, this chapter draws the conclusion that the subjugate relationship
practised by the initial British and successive Australian governments toward
Indigenous Australians has continued since colonisation in 1788, particularly in
regard to ownership and control of economic resources. Thus, it is concluded that it
is the lesser position currently occupied by Indigenous Australians in a relationship
of subjugation that is an impediment to considerations of native title in radio
spectrum; in practise, this relationship continues to show that the stronger of the two
parties (that is, the Australian government) determines the political, legal and
economic framework in which Indigenous Australians are required to function. To
surmount this impediment, examining precedents of Indigenous rights in radio
spectrum may prove helpful in considerations of native title in radio spectrum.
Subsequently, in Chapter 5 a comparative study of Maori rights in New Zealand and
Indigenous peoples' rights in Australia is undertaken to observe any information that
may prove helpful in considerations of native title in Australian radio spectrum.

The fifth chapter introduces two important components of this thesis. The first
component comprises a description of the comparative study approach used to gain
supportive information to aid Indigenous Australians' considerations of native title in
radio spectrum. Accordingly, the comparative study approach is described in its
intent as a method of investigation, and gives both its advantages and disadvantages
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in comparison with other methodology. The chapter continues with a rationalisation
of why the comparative study approach was most amenable to the problem of
proving native title in radio spectrum, based on the supposition that it would reveal
relevant cases (especially precedents) in a similar jurisprudence (New Zealand)
which could act as a source of law that Indigenous Australians may refer to as part of
the decision making process. Making a case for native title in radio spectrum is a
problem that would benefit from examination of such precedents. Subsequently, the
second component of the comparative study consists of an examination of Maori
rights in radio spectrum in New Zealand, with particular focus on four specific
claims, submitted before the Waitangi Tribunal, that enabled Maori to successfully
construct a case for Indigenous rights in radio spectrum. Each claim is described and
analysed according to its applicability in proving Indigenous Australian native title in
radio spectrum.

After the analysis contained in the fifth chapter, Chapter 6 presents findings as to
whether a legal case can be constructed to prove native title exists in radio spectrum
in Australia, using the Maori experience as a precedent. These findings are
comprised of considerations of the fundamental arguments used by Maori in relation
to radio spectrum, and whether Indigenous Australians, through the Native Title Act,
can apply these arguments.

In conclusion, Chapter 7 commences by summarising the question of native title
rights in radio spectrum as examined in this thesis. This summary reiterates the
subjugate relationship in which Indigenous Australians find themselves where they
occupy a lesser position, and further, how this relationship has determined the extent
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to which Indigenous Australians might legally express their traditional rights in
relation to radio spectrum. Included in the summary is a precis of the Maori
experience in New Zealand in regards to Indigenous rights in radio spectrum, prior to
the findings restated for emphasis. In closing, this Chapter offers suggestions for
further research before considering the future implications for Indigenous Australians
in relation to radio spectrum.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

2.1 Introduction
2.2 Extreme scarcity of literature
2.3 Summary
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2.1 Introduction

As stated in the previous chapter, there is a scarcity of literature that bears some
relevance to this thesis. Literature having specific reference to radio spectrum and
Indigenous Australians appears to be limited to a small number of discussion papers
and unpublished documents. These are discussed below, followed by suggestions as
to the reasons why a situation of scarcity appears to exist in regards to relevant
literature that might incorporate radio spectrum with regard to either Indigenous
Australians or the question of native title rights to this resource.

2.2 Extreme scarcity of literature

The extant literature on radio spectrum with regard to Indigenous Australians appears
to have first emerged in 2000 following the successful Maori claim to radio spectrum
in New Zealand. The items of relevant literature found for this chapter are described
below in chronological order so as to reveal the thread of discussion over time.

In May 2000, there appeared an article titled 'Spectrum faces Mabo claims' in The
Australian, authored by Charles Dodgson. The article stated that claims over the

ownership of radio spectrum by Indigenous Australians could disrupt the Federal
Government's planned 2000 auction of third-generation resources. The article went
on to add that representatives of Indigenous Australian interests may seek
compensation for radio spectrum that had already been allocated since 1975.
Alternatively these representatives may apply for discounts for future spectrum
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allocations under the Racial Discrimination Act. A "Sydney-based law firm" was
stated as preparing a claim on behalf of "an Aboriginal group" and that legal and
government sources had confirmed the validity of such a claim.

The article did not identify the "Sydney-based law firm" preparing the claim, nor did
it identify the "Aboriginal group" upon whose behalf the claim was being prepared.
Extensive efforts involving numerous telephone discussions with various Sydneybased Indigenous nations, organisations and individuals to identify or locate either
the law firm or the "Aboriginal group" have failed to unearth any details that could
prove such a relationship existed.

Efforts to contact the author of the article, Charles Dodgson, revealed that there was
no person ever employed by The Australian. Speculation suggests that the author
assumed the name of a mathematics lecturer, named Charles Lutwidge Dodgson
(1832-1898) as a pseudonym. Although the Charles Dodgson wrote a number of
mathematic textbooks, he was better known through his pseudonym of Lewis
Carroll, author of the satirical work Alice's Adventures in Wonderland in 1865.

A further concern held by the author of this thesis is that such a claim appears to
have not been lodged in the National Native Title Tribunal. Despite several telephone
discussions and searches of the register of applications conducted by both the author
of this thesis and by staff employed by the National Native Title Tribunal, no native
title claim involving the radio spectrum appears to have been lodged.
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In June 2000 Reyburn wrote a brief article in the Landright's News Q raising several
concerns regarding the Howard Government's actions of ignoring the question of
native title rights to the radio spectrum. Reyburn emphasised that, by not addressing
the question of native title rights to radio spectrum, the Howard Government is
continuing to enact the doctrine of terra nullius in regards to this new resource.
Reyburn goes on to raise further questions regarding the legalities of how the
Howard Government acquired all rights to the radio spectrum. Using the simple
precedent set by the Mabo decision, Reyburn asserts that native title rights to radio
spectrum had existed prior to British invasion, and must still exist today.

Further investigations by Dixon (2000) led to the development of an unpublished
draft discussion paper regarding Indigenous Australians and radio spectrum. Dixon
highlighted the concern that, in regards to the radio spectrum, Indigenous Australians
faced a second wave of dispossession of property and resources.

Corbo Crehan (2001) posed two questions: "Could [I]ndigenous Australians have a
native title right to radio spectrum?" and "Should they have such a right?" In reply to
the first question she concluded that current mechanisms for understanding native
title rights in Australia seem unable to recognise rights to the radio spectrum, and
that it is difficult to see how a claim based on the principles contained with the Mabo
decision could succeed. Corbo Crehan also suggested that several factors affect
whether a native title right should be granted in regard to radio spectrum
encompassing legal and moral considerations.
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Finally, Motlap (2003) gave a brief overview of current research being undertaken in
regards to emerging economies with reference to Indigenous Australians; in this
case, the 'new' resource of radio spectrum. In particular he argued (supporting
Dixon's earlier work in 2000) that Indigenous Australians face a second wave of
economic dispossession. Drawing on the Treaty of Waitangi 1840 (New Zealand)
and the subsequent allocation of radio spectrum for Maori use, an analysis was to be
undertaken to find similar provisions in native title legislation for allocation of radio
spectrum for Indigenous Australian use.
Explanations for what appears to be a scarcity of relevant literature in Australia
include the following speculations. It might be argued that the concept of native title
rights in regards to radio spectrum is a relatively new concept in Australia, and
subsequently any discourse on this concept could still be in an early stage of
development as Indigenous Australians consider the implications of native title rights
or interests in radio spectrum.

It might also be argued that the scarcity of literature is an outcome of a circumstance

that Indigenous Australians might not know the economic value of radio spectrum,
and are subsequently not producing literature that discusses or examines native title
with regard to radio spectrum. Essentially, this argument assumes that Indigenous
Australians are not aware of the economic value of this resource; this is in spite of
the fact that issues raised by Corbo Crehan, Reyburn, Dixon and Motlap, as well as
the questionable article by Dodgson since 2000, were all presented in the public
sphere - two instances of conferences (one national and one international), one
within a broadsheet with national distribution, another within a publication that
focussed specifically on land rights and native title issues, and finally one document
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that eventually formed a briefing paper to an Aboriginal land council (one of the few
in Australia that was allocated status as a statutory authority). Nonetheless, neither
Indigenous nor non-Indigenous parties, other than the current thesis, have expressed
any interest, in terms of generating literature, which would contribute to the
consideration of native title in radio spectrum.

Furthermore, the argument that Indigenous Australians might not know the economic
value of radio spectrum runs counter to the existence of the large number of radio
and television- based organisations that are Indigenous-owned or managed, including
the Outback Digital Network (incorporating Broome Aboriginal Media Association,
Cape York Digital Network, and Top End Aboriginal Bush Broadcasting
Association), Imparja Television, Central Australian Aboriginal Media Association
and the National Indigenous Radio Service. These organisations clearly demonstrate
that Indigenous Australians fully understand the economic value of radio spectrum,
at least from the demand side of economics. Nevertheless, no substantial research
appears to have been undertaken in regards to radio spectrum and Indigenous
Australians from a supply or production perspective, or with regards to native title.

Further speculation of why there is a scarcity of relevant literature that examines the
question of native title in radio spectrum is that those who possess a deeper
understanding of native title as a legal device may have already concluded that, in its
current form, native title legislation is, in itself, inadequate to consider such
intangibles as radio spectrum. This circumstance is exacerbated by recent
amendments to native title by the Howard Government in 1998, where an outcome of
the amendments is an isolation of native title legislation from racial discrimination
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legislation. Perhaps this knowledge may have discouraged any further development
of discourse on the question of native title in radio spectrum by those in the legal
fraternity.

2.3 Summary

Whatever the causes, the current status of relevant literature that considers native title
in radio spectrum is one of extreme scarcity. In addition, the earliest piece of relevant
literature that was exposed in this thesis dates back less than six years. Apart from
this thesis, there appears to be no other substantial research that has been undertaken
in relation to the question of native title in radio spectrum.

It is subsequently implied, that because there is hardly any discourse regarding native

title in radio spectrum, Indigenous Australians cannot make informed decisions about
owning, controlling or exploiting radio spectrum, and are marginalised from radio
spectrum by those who control and manage access to it. Therefore, part of this thesis
examines the marginalisation of Indigenous Australians from radio spectrum in
Chapter 4. However, to gain an understanding of its economic significance, the next
Chapter describes radio spectrum as an economic resource and how its unique
characteristics affect both its demand and supply.
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3.1 Introduction

This chapter describes radio spectrum as an economic resource, beginning with its
unique characteristics, and how these characteristics affect both the allocation and
the management of the radio spectrum. A description of the many uses of radio
spectrum is provided, followed by how the Australian government utilises radio
spectrum as a source of revenue. A discussion of the supply of radio spectrum is then
discussed before mention is made of new and emerging technologies affecting the
demand for this resource. Finally, implications for competing interests in radio
spectrum markets are discussed as a close to this chapter.

3.2 What is a resource?

The term 'resource' has multiple definitions with each determined by the context
surrounding its use. For example, the following definitions appear to be the most
common: 1) a source of supply, support or aid; 2) the collective wealth of a country,
or its means of producing wealth; 3) money, or any property which can be converted
into money; 4) available means afforded by the mind or the personal capabilities; 5)
an action or measure to which one may have recourse in an emergency; expedient;
and 6) capability in dealing with a situation or in meeting difficulties (Delbridge,
Bernard, Blair, Butler, Peters & Yallop. 2001; Schwarz. 1991; Rooney. 1999;
Trumble & Stevensen. 2002; and Moore. 2002).
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The first three definitions of 'resource' described above have some relevance to this
study in that they incorporate related concepts of a resource being a source of supply,
associated with wealth, and the conversion of property into money. However, it is the
use of the term 'resource' in an economic context that is of significance to this study;
subsequently the concept of 'economic resource' is explored in the following text.

3.3 What is an economic resource?

In some literature, the concept of 'economic resource' is synonymous with the term

'factors of production'. For example, one definition states that these factors are
[e]conomic resources or inputs which are employed in the process of production.
These are usually divided into two main categories: human resources and non-human
resources. Human resources include two main composites: labour, which includes all
human physical and mental talents and efforts employed in producing goods, such as
manual labour, managerial and professional skills, etc; and entrepreneurship or
entrepreneurial organization, which encompasses everything that facilitates the
organization of the other composite factors for productive purposes, such as
innovation, risk-taking, and applications analysis. Non-human resources include two
other composites: land, which includes the entire stock of a nation's natural resources
such as territory, mineral deposits, forests, airspace, territorial waters, water power,
wind power, and the like; and capital, which includes all man-made aids to
production, such as buildings, machinery, and transportation facilities (Spero & Hart.
2005).
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Knopf (1991:111) defined factors of production as "resources that enter into the
production of goods and services, usually classified into the categories of labor, land
(or natural resources), capital goods, and sometimes entrepreneurship. Further,
Rutherford (2002) defined factors of production as an input to a productive process
that produced a good or service. Prior to the eighteenth century it was common
practise to classify all factors as either land or labour, with capital and
entrepreneurship considered as separate factors of production.

However, Greenwald (1994) argued that in attempting to encapsulate the essentials
of every productive process by describing it as part of a "flow-input, flow-output"
production function, the meaning of the term 'factor of production' in economic
discussion lacks in clarity about what phenomena it specifically refers to. That is,
from recent usage of the term it is unclear about whether it refers to composites such
as labor and capital, or to any aspect of the environment that has an influence on the
productive process.

Given the above, this study adopts the definition of 'resource' as suggested by
Dunster & Dunster (1996:266) from the perspective of natural resource management.
As such they define resources as [g]enerally, anything that is useful for something,
be it animal, vegetable, mineral, a location, a labour force, etc. Resources can be
tangible commodities or abstract concepts, such as aesthetics. The concept of
'resource' presupposes an appraisal of the usefulness of an object or environment for
some purpose. What constitutes a 'resource' is a relative concept whose definition
changes depending on the purpose or point of view.
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The definition above is more suitable for the purposes of this thesis since radio
spectrum occurs as natural phenomena, and thus could be considered as a natural
resource that has economic value attributed to it. This concept of radio spectrum as
an economic resource is further explored below.

3.4 Radio spectrum as an economic resource

In the last two decades, radio spectrum has assumed prominence as a fundamental
resource in modem, technology-driven economies. The radio spectrum is an essential
resource for a wide range of activities, including telecommunication, radio and
television broadcasting, all modes of transport, emergency services, industrial
processes and applications, medical diagnosis and therapy, navigation guidance,
meteorology, disaster warning, global positioning, and astronomy, among others.

What is of interest to this thesis is the economic value placed on the radio spectrum
through demand for access to and consumer demand for it. As a resource, radio
spectrum has unique characteristics that set it apart from tangible natural resources.
These characteristics have enabled the Australian government and private sector
industries alike to generate significant amounts of wealth.

3.4.1

The unique characteristics of radio spectrum

Radio spectrum has a number of characteristics that make it unique as a resource.
First, radio spectrum is non-homogenous; different frequencies have different
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features, namely propagation, bandwidth and interference (Productivity Commission.
2002). These features make specific radio frequencies suitable for particular uses.
The first feature of radio frequencies, propagation, can be defined as referring to an
area or distance of 'service coverage' achieved by a transmitting device. A number
of factors can affect the propagation of radio signals: the time of day, time of year,
topography, weather conditions, solar activity and the communications equipment in
use. Radio signals of lower frequency tend to propagate over longer distances than
higher frequency radio signals that are more appropriate to shorter 'line-of-sight'
applications. Similarly, radio signals that are high powered propagate further than
low powered radio signals. The second feature of radio frequencies is bandwidth,
which can be defined as the range of radio frequencies used in transmission and
reception of radio signals. Bandwidth is expressed in units of 'Hertz' in recognition
of Heinrich Hertz' early theoretical developments in electromagnetism (Hendry.
1986). Generally speaking, bandwidth determines the amount of information that can
be transmitted in a given time period - greater bandwidth means more information
can be transmitted at anyone time. Thus, if this concept is applied commercially, one
could derive greater benefit from owning greater bandwidth (that is, a greater range
of frequencies, especially in 'block'). The third feature of radio frequencies is
interference. This term refers to the inability of radio communication receivers to
distinguish between wanted and unwanted signals.

The generation of unwanted

signals may be either artificial or natural. Artificial generation of unwanted signals
can include a number of transmissions in the same radio spectrum space at the same
time, creating at times some degree of overlapping in the information being sent and
received. Natural generation of unwanted radio signals can originate from lightning
and solar activity. Interference can affect radio communications through reducing
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voice communication quality, reducing the rate of data, and in some cases, eliminate
the communications connection. Given the number of variables that can generate
interference, it can be seen that different users of radio spectrum are more affected by
interference than others. For example, the performance of satellite systems operating
at frequencies of 10 gigaHertz and above can be affected by the activity of
rainstorms. Interference can also be generated partly by the technology used with
more sophisticated equipment being able to enhance the performance ofthe receiver.

A second characteristic of radio spectrum as a resource is that it is considered finite,
and therefore

has

an element

of 'scarcity'

attached

to it. Under

the

Radiocommunications Act 1992 'radiocommunications' is all radio emISSIOns
(emissions of electromagnetic energy) of frequencies less than 420 teraHertz.
Scarcity increases the economic value of a resource; as such the economic value of
radio spectrum is in direct proportion to its consideration as a scarce resource for
commercial benefit.

A third characteristic of the radio spectrum as a resource is that it is non-depletable.
While there may be limitations on space as determined by current regulatory
standards, current use of radio spectrum does not reduce the amount available the
next day, or the next decade, or the next century for that matter. With advances in
information and communication technologies, it is arguable that the ability to utilise
the regulated (as well as currently unexploited) space in the radio spectrum will
increase. However, radio spectrum not used today is lost forever.
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A fourth characteristic of radio spectrum as a resource is that it is non-storable.
Possessing no tangible or physical dimensions, radio spectrum cannot be stockpiled,
or needs to be for that matter. This characteristic eliminates the need for storage
space and the associated financial costs, thus acting as an advantage unrivalled by
other goods and commodities in terms of storage.

A final characteristic of radio spectrum as a resource is that it is ubiquitous, or
omnipresent. That is, radio spectrum is present in all places at the same time. As
described above, radio spectrum is not subject to temporal and spatial laws that
govern the existence of tangible resources. There is no 'downtime' as determined by
specific times or hours as to its maximum utility; it is available all the time. Spatially,
it does not have tangible dimensions and is not confined to occupying a discrete
physical space; instead, it exists everywhere in free space.

It is those characteristics described above that influence both the allocation and

management of the radio spectrum as a resource. Through international conventions
the radio spectrum is divided into eight broad frequency bands (refer Table 2) with
each band consisting of sections of radio spectrum that share similar characteristics.
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Table 2. Classification of radio spectrum
Frequency band

Frequency range

Very low frequency (VLF)

3 -30 kHz

Low frequency (LF)

30-300 kHz

Medium frequency (MF)

300 - 3000 kHz

High frequency (HF)

3 -30MHz

Very high frequency (VHF)

30-300MHZ

Ultra high frequency (UHF)

300 - 3000 GHz

Super high frequency (SHF)

3 -30 GHz

Extremely high frequency (EHF)

30-300 GHz

Source: Productivity Connnission (2002).

The width of frequency bands (that is, bandwidth) differ greatly in size with each
frequency band being ten times greater than the preceding one. Comparisons in
bandwidth size made at the extremes of the radio spectrum show that the VLF band
has a bandwidth of27 kHz, while the EHF band has a bandwidth of270 million kHz.
Given the previous description of the relationship between bandwidth and the
amount of information that can be sent at anyone time, it can be seen that the EHF
bandwidth can (potentially) carry much more information than the VLF bandwidth.

3.4.2

The uses of radio spectrum

The range of communications that utilise the radio spectrum is wide and diverse,
with the main uses of radio spectrum being for fixed links, broadcasting, mobile
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phones,

defence and radionavigation (refer Table 3). Other uses include

radioastronomy, meteorology and satellite communications.

Each

of these

communication uses of radio spectrum has specific requirements that would best
facilitate their intended activities. Some require large amounts of bandwidth in
particular parts of the radio spectrum, while others do not require as much radio
spectrum to function effectively. Interference is an ongoing consideration for
communications using radio spectrum. As previously stated in this chapter, lower
frequency bands are more suited for long distance communications, while higher
frequency bands are better suited for transferring large amounts of information or
data over short distances; these are important considerations influencing the
allocation of radio spectrum.

One of the major uses of radio spectrum in Australia is mobile communications with
twenty percent of all radio spectrum (Productivity Commission. 2002). Mobile
communications are used for a range of voice and data services that are divided into
four main categories. These include a) mobile, which are communications between a
fixed network and mobile users, and between mobile users themselves. An example
of this type of communication includes that used by cellular mobile communications;
b) land mobile, which are communications between a base station (a fixed site) and a
mobile station (a moving site). Examples of this type of communication include that
used by taxi fleets, police vehicles, courier companies, citizen band (CB) radio and
paging services; c) maritime mobile, which includes general communications
between land and vessels, vessel to vessel, and in some cases for internal
communications aboard vessels. Port safety operations and communications for
distress are paramount for maritime mobile systems and thus require specific bands
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within the radio spectrum to function effectively; and d) aeronautical mobile, which
are similar to maritime mobile communications in that communications are between
land and aircraft, and between different aircraft.

Table 3. Allocation of radio spectrum in Australia by use

Radio spectrum use

Percentage of radio spectrum allocated

Mobile communications

20%

Defence

10%

Radionavigation and radiolocation

10%

systems

2%

Broadcasting services

37%

Fixed services

21%

Other uses
Source: Productivity Commission (2002).

Another major use of radio spectrum in Australia is fixed services, a communication
use that is allocated thirty-seven percent of radio spectrum in Australia. This use of
radio spectrum incorporates communications of point-to-point or point-to-multipoint
applications. Point-to-point services, commonly known as fixed links, are utilised to
provide connection between mobile base stations and telecommunications networks,
as well as to transmit content to transmission towers for broadcasting. Other uses
including meteorology, radioastronomy, industrial, scientific and medical, security
and military (for example, weapons systems) and domestic uses (for example,
remote-controlled devices) account for twenty-one percent of radio spectrum
allocation in Australia (Productivity Commission. 2002).
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Allocation of all radio spectrum to different spectrum uses between 9 kHz and 300
GHz is described in the Australian Radiofrequency Spectrum Plan (the Plan)
(Australian Communications Authority. 2005). While the Plan may describe radio
spectrum allocation, this does not necessarily mean that all radio spectrum is being
exploited or utilised. Radio spectrum space is allocated under sharing arrangements
of which there are three types (Productivity Commission. 2002). The first includes
frequencies allocated under 'exclusive use' type arrangement; these arrangements
indicate a single spectrum use exclusive to all other activities. A second arrangement
known as 'primary use' type indicate that two or more spectrum uses are permitted,
but that one of these uses is defined as the 'primary' use of subsequent allocated
radio spectrum. Other uses within this type of arrangement are defined as secondary;
these uses cannot claim protection from, or cause interference with the stated primary
use in the same radio spectrum space. The third type of radio spectrum sharing
arrangement, 'co-primary use', is where two or more uses are defined, and where
two or more uses are identified as co-primary uses.

Licences to use frequencies in respective bands of radio spectrum are issued to
individual spectrum users (Productivity Commission. 2002). These (licences) may be
either assigned or non-assigned. An assigned licence is one where each licensee
requires a specific frequency assignment, such as radio stations who broadcast on a
single particular frequency. In contrast, a non-assigned licence is one where specific
frequency assignment is not required, or the frequency is chosen from a predetermined suite of frequencies. For example, amateur radio operators, who utilise
radio spectrum for personal or 'hobby' purposes are issued non-assigned licences
because they 'share' frequencies.
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3.4.3 Radio spectrum as a source of revenue

The radio spectrum has proven to be a significant source of revenue for the
Australian government. This revenue is raised through licence fees collected by the
Australian Communications Authority. However, licence fees differ in prices among
users of radio spectrum for a number of reasons (Productivity Commission. 2002).
Some users are granted free use of radio spectrum or on a concessional basis,
particularly for those whose primary purpose is to provide diplomatic and consular
services, surf life-saving and remote area ambulance services, and emergency
services for the safeguarding of human life where the body is staffed principally by
volunteers and is exempt from paying income tax. Other users such as broadcasters
are charged indirectly for their use of radio spectrum.

Most radio spectrum is assigned on an administrative basis and fees are charged
accordingly. These charges are part cost recovery and part tax on the economic rent
associated with use of the radio spectrum. The assignation of remaining radio
spectrum is priced according to market-based mechanisms; in Australia this is
primarily through auction. Payments for licences may be one-off transactions for the
purchase of licences at auctions or annual payments.

Auctions are used to assign licences where the Australian Communications Authority
(ACA) considers that demand exceeds supply. Between 1994 and 2001 more than $3
billion in revenue was collected by the ACA. The majority of this revenue was
collected in the PCS 2000 auction of radio spectrum in the 1.8 GHz band, an amount
of$1,327.7 million (Productivity Commission. 2002)
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In 1999-2000, 71% of radio spectrum-related licence fees, approximately $232

million, were collected from commercial broadcasters by the ACA. Rather than
being based on the amount of spectrum being used, fees charged to broadcasters was
based on the revenue earned. As an input in the production of broadcast services
radio spectrum is 'granted' to broadcasters; this arrangement is the only significant
use of radio spectrum in which licences are charged in this manner. Further, in 2001
broadcasters paid $5.2 million in licence fees for the use of additional radio
frequencies external to the broadcasting bands, on the same basis as other users of
radio spectrum (Productivity Commission. 2002).

In the same 1999-2000 period mobile communications accounted for 12% of total

licence fees collected, amounting to approximately $39 million. However, this figure
does not take into account payments for access to radio spectrum by mobile
communications users. In addition to monies payed for licence fees, mobile
communications accounted for all revenue, some $1.3 billion, raised from auctions in
1999-2000. From the fourteen auctions run by the ACA between 1994 and 2001,
mobile

communications account

for eight of them. In addition,

mobile

communications account for 90% of auction revenue collected in that period.
Subsequently, it is strongly suggested that, in practice at least, the rights to radio
spectrum are in the exclusive property of the Australian government.

All other radio spectrum uses including defence, fixed services and amateur radio
accounted for twelve percent of total licence fees. However, these uses combined
represent almost eighty percent of total radio spectrum allocations.
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Administrative charges are usually calculated using a formula that attempts to reflect
the market value of the spectrum covered by the licence, keeping in mind that
licences may differ in terms of access granted to different amounts of radio spectrum,
and that different radio spectrum frequencies have different economic values.
Imputed apparatus licence fees enabled the ACA to collect a total of $113.7 million
in November 2001. Telecommunications was the major user of apparatus licences,
spending approximately $80.7 million and thus accounted for 71% of associated total
licence fees.

3.4.4

Supply of radio spectrum

The supply of radio spectrum is considered finite at any given point m time.
However its productive capacity is affected through technological improvements and
increased investment in infrastructure that increases use of radio spectrum. ill
addition, the heterogeneous nature of radio spectrum makes some frequencies more
suitable for some uses than others, thus resulting in scarcity in some frequency bands
but not in others. Through its system of spectrum management the Australian
government also influences the effective supply of radio spectrum.

Advances in technology can affect the information carrymg capacity of radio
spectrum, and enable increased exploitation of radio spectrum by extending both the
lower and upper boundaries of useable boundaries. One such technological
advancement which has had impacted greatly on radio communications is the
development of digital transmission. Digital transmission is based on the conversion
of information and data into a binary computer code utilising a series of O's and 1'So
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This code is then transmitted and, upon reaching its destination, it is reconfigured
into its original form, whether it is audio, visual or textual information. By
comparison digital transmission provides sharper, clearer and faster transmission
than analogue systems of radio communications.

The impact of digital transmission on the supply of, and demand for, radio spectrum
has been great. Through digital transmission, larger amounts of information can be
transmitted at greater speeds and by more flexible means than analogue systems.
Thus, the capacity of radio spectrum to carry information and its range of potential
uses is greatly increased. For example, in Australia, television broadcasting is
commencing to switch to digital transmission (digital television); this transmission
format increases the amount of information broadcast by up to four times using the
same amount of radio spectrum as compared with a single channel using an analogue
system. Digital television allows for the use of 'single frequency networks', where
overlapping interference problems are overcome by using the same frequency in
adjacent radio spectrum space. This would mean that, to accommodate a licence area
presently requiring multiple channels for analogue transmission, a single channel
could be used to cover the same area via digital television.

Another example of improved radio spectrum efficiency resulting from digital
transmission is the evolution of mobile network standards. Analogue systems could
only afford to assign one subscriber at a time to a channel. Eventually the growing
consumption of mobile services provided impetus for development of radio spectrum
technology that was more efficient in terms of allowing a greater number of users for
a given amount of radio spectrum. From these developments digital standards
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emerged including the global system for mobiles (GSM) which could accommodate
eight simultaneous telephone conversations

on the same channel. Further

developments resulted in the digital standard of code division multiple access
(CDMA) which employed a technique of 'spread spectrum' that allowed even greater
increase in numbers of simultaneous conversations. More significantly, these digital
standards have potential application beyond mobile communications, with most radio
communications now employing digital techniques for transmission.

3.4.5

Emergence of new technologies

Speaking globally, Castells (1996) describes a self-expanding network logic through
the use of new technologies that pervades and transforms all domains of social and
economic life. It progressively absorbs and subdues pre-existing forms, without
discarding them altogether, just like industrial societies did not eliminate many preindustrial forms for some time. This pervasion goes for networks of production,
distribution, financial circulation, power, information, communication, images and
experience, both considered apart and taken together. The first domain that Castells
predicted to be absorbed is the domain of the economy and the enterprise, both
adopting a network structure in the process of globalisation.

Here a new technical-economic paradigm develops: the information-technology
paradigm. It has five features: 1) information as the raw material to act on; 2) the
pervasiveness of information technologies used; 3) the networking logic of any
system using them; 4) flexibility and 5) convergence of technologies. It leads to a
new mode of development called informationalism. This is 'the attribute of a specific
form of social organization in which information generation, processing and
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transmission become the fundamental resources of productivity and power' (Castells.
1996:21). One of the ways this pervasion can be clearly observed in Australia is the
rapidly expanding use of mobile wireless technology.

Innovation in wireless technology (communications technology requiring use of
radio spectrum) is still in its infancy in terms of the current exploitation of radio
spectrum space in Australia. Around the globe regulators are auctioning the 'new'
Super High Frequency (SHF) band; this band has nine times the amount of useful
radio spectrum seen before in history. This frequency is best suited for high
bandwidth, one- and two-way communications over distances up to 20 kilometres.

Fist (1998) highlights two major applications in Australia. Local Multipoint
Distribution System, or LMDS, is a short-distance form of wireless cable providing
hundreds of television channels over a relatively small geographic area. The second
application involves last-mile, two-way broadband voice and data links that are
desired both for telephony and for a related form of unlicensed radio modems that
by-pass the telephone network.

Similarly, the rapid increase in demand for mobile phones has prompted both
established firms and start-ups to investigate ways to make phones more efficient and
versatile. Meanwhile, the Internet is going wireless; a transition that is driving a
separate wave of innovation as the Internet's ability to transform traditional ways of
communications enters a new state. It is too early to predict how these two waves of
wireless enthusiasm will fit together. Given the unstable and unpredictable state of
the wireless-telecoms industry, and the difficulties surrounding the deployment of
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"third generation" (3G) networks in particular, it could be argued that existing ways
of doing things are reaching their limits, and that some radical new ideas are needed.

Given the above circumstances, four emerging technologies are predicted to impact
on future radio communications: smart antennas, mesh networks, ad hoc
architectures, and ultra-wideband transmission. "Smart antennas are already in use
and mesh networks are starting to appear, while ad hoc architectures and ultrawideband are still largely restricted to the laboratory. But each challenges existing
ways of doing things; each, on its own, or in combination with others, could shake up
the wireless world" (Economist.com. 2002). Other emerging technologies include
software-defined radio, wireless local area networks and ultra-wideband radio
(Productivity Commission. 2002).

There is no shortage of new wireless technologies. However, it is currently unclear
what effect they will have on society (Economist.com. 2002):

Their potential impact on future communications networks remains to be seen. On
the one hand, there is a clear trend towards consolidation in wireless telecoms, with
the likelihood being that there will be only a handful of global wireless operators by
2010. On the other, many emerging wireless technologies seem to signal a move to a
less informal, more decentralised model along the lines of the Internet.

Network operators' role could become less (rather than more) important in future.
In the process, the entire structure of the industry could shift from a top-down
approach to one that is organised from the bottom up. There are already signs of this
happening in the emerging area of commercial WI-PI networks, which allow
individuals to club together to form a larger network. The business models and
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billing systems remain uncertain. But one thing is clear: it is still very early days for
wireless data.

New technologies will impact widely upon the use, demand and supply for radio
spectrum. Perhaps its greatest impact (new wireless technologies) will be on policy:
"[a]s new wireless technology is developed, its success in the marketplace ultimately
depends on appropriate radio spectrum being made available by government
regulations. A great deal of negotiation and education is needed to ensure that these
regulations allow these new advances to make their way into products that can
interoperate and be useful around the world" (Pitsch. 2004:3).

3.4.6

Implications for competing interests in radio spectrum markets

According to the Australian government, the nature of competition in markets for
radio spectrum is different to other forms of communications because of a variety of
factors (Productivity Commission. 2002). For example, the licensing policies are
different, the cost structures are different, and the way customers use the services are
different. The market for radio spectrum is also influenced by the multiple uses of
radio spectrum and its different supply characteristics, including the derived nature
of demand for radio spectrum, and the heterogeneous nature of radio spectrum. In
addition, radio spectrum planning can determine particular access to certain
frequencies, while other historical uses can be locked in through the characteristics of
particular licences. Current institutional arrangements can also create artificial
barriers to competition for radio spectrum.
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The demand for access to radio spectrum is a 'derived' demand; that is, the demand
for radio spectrum as a resource is derived from the demand for output of goods and
services that use radio spectrum. Some radio spectrum frequencies are in great
demand, such as that used for mobile communications, while others face little
competition such as radionavigation used in submarine communications.

For

example, demand for mobile phones (as a product that uses radio spectrum) is
increasing

at a phenomenal rate.

According to the Australian Mobile

Telecommunications Association (AMTA) (2004) there were 602,972 mobile
handsets sold in June 2004 as compared to 399, 302 in June 2003. The total figure
for sales of mobile handsets in the first six calendar months of 2004 was 3,715,716,
up 45% on the same period in 2003. This rapid increase in demand for mobile
phones generates demand for access to radio spectrum.

In addition, there is currently no single market in radio spectrum. Different radio

frequencies and different end products may have different markets, and thus have
implications for the level of competition in each market. Some markets may generate
strong competition in some parts of the radio spectrum, but not in other parts.
Further, competition for specific frequencies may be stronger in some geographic
areas, such as in and around population concentrations, and not outside these areas
such as rural and remote regions of Australia. It is these influences described above
that affect competition in radio spectrum markets.
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3.5 Summary

This chapter has been largely devoted to defining radio spectrum as an economic
resource with implications of the property rights to it as owned by the Australian
government. It was observed that radio spectrum has unique characteristics that
affect its demand and supply in the Australian marketplace. The current uses and
exploitation of radio spectrum in Australia are diverse, with some uses attracting rent
from its exploitation while other purposes associated with safeguarding human life,
scientific or defence purposes are granted free access for non-commercial use. From
the description above, the absence of Indigenous Australians from any productive
role in economic activity associated with radio spectrum is prominent. A general
inference that can be drawn from this Chapter is that Indigenous Australians are
marginalised from radio spectrum in Australia. Subsequently the next Chapter
provides a theoretical framework to examine marginalisation of Indigenous
Australians in relation to radio spectrum. It does this by first defining the concept of
marginalisation as a process, before going on to describe three sociological
explanations of marginalisation; namely, centre-periphery dichotomy, world system
theory, and finally, imperialism. While consideration is given to the two former
explanations regarding marginalisation, it is imperialism that is the theory of choice
for this thesis.
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4.1 Introduction

A theoretical framework to examine marginalisation of Indigenous Australians in
relation to radio spectrum is provided below. This framework first defines the
concept of marginalisation as a process. It then describes three sociological
explanations of marginalisation; namely, centre-periphery dichotomy, world system
theory, and finally, imperialism. While consideration is given to a number of theories
regarding marginalisation, it is imperialism that is the theory of choice for this thesis.
In conclusion, justification is given for this choice of theory.

4.2 Defining marginalisation

The concept 'economic marginalisation' can be understood within the broader
concept of marginalisation or marginality. Generally speaking, marginality is
" ...used to describe and analyse the socio-cultural, political and economic spheres,
where disadvantaged people struggle to gain access (societal and spatial) to
resources, and full participation in social life. In other words, marginalised people
might be socially, economically, politically, and legally ignored, excluded or
neglected, and are therefore vulnerable to livelihood change" (Gurung & Kollmair.
2005:10).

Theoretically, marginality
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.. .is primarily defined and described by two major conceptual frameworks: societal
and spatial. The societal framework focuses on human dimensions such as
demography,

religion,

culture

social

structure

(for

example,

caste/hierarchy/class/ethnicity/gender), economics and politics in connection with
access to resources by individuals and groups. In this regard, the emphasis is placed
on understanding of the underlying causes of exclusion, inequality, social injustice
and spatial segregation of people.

The explanation of the spatial dimension of marginality is primarily based on
physical location and distance from centres of development, lying at the edge of or
poorly integrated into system. With this concept, it is intended to gain insights into
the influence of physical locations and distance on the livelihoods of
individual/groups and the space itself (Gurung & Kollmair. 2005:10).

Speaking simplistically, if there are margins, then there must be a centre (where
power is kept) from which the margins must be defined, described and positioned.
Thus, the fundamental question to ask when speaking about marginalisation is,
"Marginal to what?" This question is often difficult to answer, since the place from
which power is exercised is often a hidden place: "[w]hen we try to pin it down, the
centre always seems to be somewhere else. Yet we know that this phantom center,
elusive as it is, exerts a real, undeniable power over the whole social framework of
our culture, and over the ways we think about it" (Ferguson. 1990:9). However,
margins are frequently defined in contrast to a central point: that is, the central point
defines the margins, and everyone who does not fit the description becomes
marginalised (Vasas. 2005).
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It is acknowledged that providing a single definition of marginalisation is a difficult

exercise because the term assumes different meanings according to the variety of
analytic perspectives employed. Initially, the term 'marginality' was used to analyse
individual psychological problems; for example, persons situated on the edge of two
conflicting cultures as a result of intermarriage or migration were considered
marginals, for the reason that they experience psychological disorientation. The
concept was later extended to include other types of cultural contact arising from
such mobility. Subsequently, the term marginalisation evolved in meaning to
describe socio-politico-economic phenomena caused by rapid industrialization in
less-developed countries. Generally speaking, the phrase 'marginal group' refers to
the poor and the powerless, or both (Majangwoelan. 1997). The concept of
marginalisation is commonly used (in American literature) to explain poverty,
without clear definition, and used to describe a wide range of problems of exclusion
or to refer particularly to the problem of persistent poverty (Marklund.1990).

At the explanatory level, marginalisation has been interpreted usmg different
perspectives. The modernist school, for example, perceives marginality as a common
phenomenon which usually arises during the process of transition to an industrial
society. In that process, there are individuals or groups that are left behind and do not
participate. Thus, the marginals are those who are out of the system, or more
specifically, "those who are located at the inferior end of the social scale or, more
precisely, outside it, as they are not integrated culturally, socially, or economically to
society" (Majangwoelan. 1997:10).
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The main focal point in the marginalisation tradition is on those social mechanisms
that make it difficult for parts of the population to support themselves, to withhold an
autonomous private economy, or to participate in conventional social activities.
Marginalised populations are groups of people who are socially excluded and
experience inequalities in the distribution of resources and power (Vasas. 2005).
Lack of sufficient economic resources (or access to) is typically seen as the main
problem, although other material shortages or social shortcomings may lead to
exclusion

from

normal

activities

in

the

society

(Marklund.1990).

Thus,

"...marginalisation occurs when individuals or groups are identified as being
'different', as judged by some particular social norm or standard. Its usual impact is
social exclusion (that is, exclusion from social life or social relations) or spatial
relations (exclusion from places or areas) or both" (Gold & Revill. 1990:36).

In considering change over time, marginalisation is concerned with the degree to
which the poor are separated from the rest of the population, and the degree of
persistence in poverty. The marginal position is seen to a certain extent, permanent,
with changes in numbers of poor people having little effect (Marklund. 1990). Most
scholars who use the marginalisation concept regard poverty as endemic; particular
groups of people are at higher risk of becoming poor. This is frequently perceived as
a process, for example, poverty traps in the provision of welfare. Thus the
perspective is most applicable to explain why parts of the poor remain poor over an
extended period of time (Marklund.1990).

As mentioned, theories of marginalisation are primarily concerned with the already
poor, with selected groups of hard-core poor in focus. Explanations of the causes of
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poverty are linked to the unique situations of each particular group. The fact that
many remain poor over long periods of time is interpreted in terms of lack of relevant
resources such as education and labour market experience, with studies of the longterm unemployed and labour-market capacity (Marklund.1990).

Marginalisation perspectives of poverty are also concerned with general political and
economic factors such as real incomes, income distributions, negative effects of taxes
and transfers, and exclusion processes in working life. Subsequently, marginalisation
places a strong emphasis on structural factors related to poverty. Proponents of the
marginalisation concept are generally interested in long historical perspectives and in
such changes in structures that affect small sections of the population, and generally
regard specific life events such as the loss of employment, separation and childbirth
as mechanisms that may lead to an individual's poverty (Marklund. 1990).

Thus the marginalisation perspective sees individual poverty as a consequence of
gradual exclusion from labour markets and autonomous support systems.
Subsequently, when an individual has suffered from unemployment for a long period
of time or been unable to enter the labour force, a number of secondary resources
will also be weakened; social networks, time structure, credit rating, skills or
motivation to work.

Brown (2002) defines the term 'marginali[s]e' as "[m]ake marginal; remove from the
centre; esp. move to the margin of a sphere of activity, make economically marginal,
impoverish. B. Treat as marginal; depreciate, undervalue." Similarly, Delbridge
(2001) defines the term 'marginalisation' as a "redefining of social groups or of the
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interests, activities, gender, race, etc., which identify them, in which some groups are
allotted a social position at the most remote point from the focus of interest, power,
access to money, etc." These definitions of marginalisation incorporate two
components that are important to the central question of this thesis: first, there are
actions of one party toward another; and second, there is use of spatial metaphors.
Subsequently, it is suggested that definitions of marginalisation that combine these
two components describe the actions of one party toward another with the intent of
asserting its dominance over the other. Thus, it is argued that marginalisation of
Indigenous people in Australia is a result of non-Indigenous actions. To further
examine this argument, explanations of marginalisation, including centre-periphery
dichotomy, world system theory and imperialism, are described below.

4.3 Theories explaining marginalisation

4.3.1 Centre-periphery dichotomy

The geometrical metaphor of centre and periphery is often used to describe
opposition between the two basic types of places in a spatial system where the core
of society acts as the central value system and is the ultimate source of authority.
Subsequently it legitimates the distribution of wealth, rewards and roles in the social
system. Various social elites position themselves within the centre, while other social
groups are located at the periphery. Its contemporary meaning was given by
economists who focused on development inequalities (for example, Amin. 1977,
Frank. 1979 & 1996 and Petras. 1973).
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The concept is used at the global level comparably with terms such as "developedunderdeveloped world" or "North-South". The centre-periphery dichotomy allows
description of the opposition of places, but moreover proposes an explanatory model
of this differentiation where periphery is subordinate to a dominant centre. To
examine differentiation in terms of centre and periphery allows consideration of
interactions between places in the World, that is, links of reciprocal dependency
characterised by inequalities.

To derive meamng from this concept there must be a hegemonic relationship
between the two types of places; flows, for example, of persons, goods, money,
information, decisions and relationships between the centre and periphery must be
dissymmetrical (for example, an imbalance of flows). The centre is central
specifically because it benefits from this inequality and, in tum, the periphery is
characterised by a deficit which maintains its dominated position.

Over time as industrialisation increases, the means of communication are improved,
particularly in terms of mass communication. Effects of this improved mass
communication include an expansion of the centre to become more extensive
throughout society, and groups that were previously considered to be peripheral
become more involved in the central value system and subject to its authority. The
emergence of the modem state is considered to be a condition for the extension ofthe
centre, and subsequently, for the creation of national identity and citizenship rights.
However, consensus with regards to central values remains partial and problematic
due to the increasing complexity of modem society, and the differentiation of roles.
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In another use of centre-periphery dichotomy the term 'centre' refers to the location

of economic power in global organisation of production and distribution, and not to a
core of values. Subsequently the global economy is conceived in terms of a hierarchy
of economic centres (Frank.1996). Despite the use of either hierarchical or
categorical descriptions of economic centres, the relationship between centres and
peripheries still remain the same; that is, centres extract an economic surplus from
subordinate peripheral economies and regions using military, political and trade
arrangements.

The terms of centre and periphery are commonly associated with Wallerstein and the
'world system' approach. Wallerstein (1966 & 1974) argued that from the sixteenth
century onwards a capitalist world system began to emerge. Countries characterised
by strong centralised political systems and mercantile economies were perceived as
central within Wallerstein's world system, including England, France and the
Netherlands, and subsequently formed a political and economic core. Other countries
assumed a subservient position to the core and provided cheap labour, usually unfree
labour in the form of slavery or debt peonage. As peripheral countries they supplied
raw materials, foodstuffs and luxury goods to merchants from the core who
dominated world trade.

4.3.2 World system theory

World system theory is based on the concept of a social world composed of a single
interlinked system with an international division of labour unregulated by anyone
political structure. Originally developed by Wallerstein (1974) the theory is
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underpinned by five central concepts: 1) economic organisation is on a global (not
national) basis; 2) this system is comprised of economically and politically dominant
core regions, and peripheries which are economically dependent on the core; 3) core
regions are developed as industrial systems of production, whereas the peripheries
provide raw materials, and are subsequently dependent on prices set in the core
regions; 4) there are semiperipheries which have a combination of social and
economic characteristics from both core and periphery; 5) this world economic order
emerged in Europe in the fifteenth century with the slow evolution of capitalist
agriculture.

An important point to be noted is that pre-modem empires had an overarching

political-bureaucratic structure but diverse economic systems. By contrast the
modem world has diverse political systems but a common interlocking organisation.
The principal implication of this approach is that the nation state cannot be
understood in isolation, since the domestic economic processes of any society will be
completely shaped by its location in the world system (Wallerstein. 1974 & 1980).

World system theory is not impervious to criticism. In particular, four issues form the
basis of criticism of world system theory. Firstly, it is not entirely clear that
peripheral societies are underdeveloped by core regions, since the majority of trade
and investment activity takes place between societies that are already developed and
industrialised. Secondly, it is unclear how societies displaying socialist features fit
into the world system. Thirdly, the suggestion that external forces of the world
economy are more significant for social change than internal processes (for example,
class struggle) is not entirely evident. Finally, by emphasising economic processes,
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world system theory neglects the influence of cultural change. Theorists have argued
that there is a world system of global culture that is entirely autonomous from the
economic processes of capitalism (Amin. 1989 and Said. 1993).

At this juncture, it is noted that the theory of centre-periphery dichotomy and world
system theory are limited in that they only serve to describe marginalisation as a
result of actions of one group against another or others, and which descriptions are
limited in dialogue to predominantly economic terms. Subsequently, while these
theories may provide some economic explanation of Indigenous Australian
marginalisation from radio spectrum, they do little in terms of describing the
underlying cultural, economic, political and legal motivations on behalf of those that
establish and maintain such relationships between centres and peripheries. To
examine such matters, the theory of imperialism is offered in this thesis as an
explanation of why Indigenous Australians, as a self-identifying group, continue to
be subjugated to alien powers.

It is further noted that the vast literature of systematic works on imperialism has

ascribed to largely economic and somewhat ambiguously characterised political
processes (Said. 1990). While acknowledging the importance of such works, these
ignore a whole range of motives (cultural, political and legal) that combine with, but
are not reducible to, the pursuit of economic advantage (Said. 1993). It is argued here
that culture played, and continues to play, a significant role in the marginalisation of
Indigenous Australians from radio spectrum.
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4.3.3 Imperialism

The concept of imperialism is difficult to define. This difficulty can be attributed to
the ambiguity of the term (Eatwell, Mi1gate & Newman. 1987; Kuper & Kuper.
2004; Ritzer. 2005; and Borgatta & Borgatta. 1992). Since there is no consensus on
the meaning of imperialism, there is no consensus on the meaning of the term itself
(Eatwell et al. 1987). Subsequently, definitions ofthe term 'imperialism' are diverse.

However, in spite of the current lack of consensus of a specific meaning of the term,
it is recognised that most definitions of imperialism share an idea that the
relationship between two social formations is in some sense imperialist if their
interactions are underpinned by the use of force (Eatwell et a1 1987). Thus, these
definitions contain an emphasis on coercive incorporation of territories, along with
their economies, social formations, and political systems, into structures of power
that are dominated by external interests (Ritzer. 2005). Further examination into the
meaning of imperialism found that there is a connotation of domination of one
people, nation, or country by another; this relationship is then inherently coercive,
and can be maintained by forms of power that originates with civil society rather
than with the state's "monopoly of legitimate force" (Becker & Sklar. 1987).

Even if the use of force is implicit as contained within legislation and policy, it is still
deemed to be imperialist if the weaker group is collectively subjected to forms of
control by the stronger group. Consequently, it can be argued that imperialism,
despite its underlying motive, is ultimately a political phenomenon (Eatwell et al.
1987).
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A general definition of imperialism then is as follows. Imperialism is, "[i]n general,
the extension of the power of a state through the acquisition, usually by conquest, of
other territories; the subjugation of their inhabitants to an alien rule imposed on them
by force, and their economic and financial exploitation by the imperial power"
(Bullock et al. 1977:301). The term 'imperialism' was used in England in the late
seventeenth century by supporters of a significant economic development to extend
the British Empire. This term was quickly adopted to describe the competition
between rival European powers to secure colonies and spheres of influence in Africa
and elsewhere. Known in literature as the Age of Imperialism, this competition
dominated international politics from the late 1800s to the early 1900s (Bullock et al.
1977).

However, the definition above does not mention the importance of culture, in
particular European culture, as an underlying motive for imperialist actions. For
example, British and other imperialists justified their policies by claiming that they
were extending the benefits of 'civilisation' to peoples of other countries based upon
the perception of racial, material and cultural superiority of white races (Said. 1993).
Research reveals that, from the sixteenth century onwards, imperialism was a
ubiquitous phenomenon; however, without exception, Europeans quickly dominated
the countries they had 'discovered', and in some cases exterminated or dispossessed
those already settled there by taking full advantage of their technological and
material superiority (Parekh. 1997). Regardless of where they went, Europeans
immediately began to transform the environment in places as far away from Europe
as South America and Australia into images of their countries of origin. This
continuous process resulted in the introduction of vast numbers of flora and fauna
species, as well as methods of agriculture, horticulture and building methods. Over
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time countries were colonised and gradually transformed into new places, complete
with new diseases, environmental imbalances, and traumatic dislocations for the
overpowered natives who had little choice in the matter. In this sense, imperialism
could be deemed to be an act of geographical violence through which virtually every
space is explored, charted, and finally brought under control (Said. 1990).

On the concept of orientalism it has been argued (by Said.1990:71-72) that

"[a]t the heart of European culture during the many decades of imperial expansion
lay what could be called an undeterred and unrelenting Eurocentrism. This
accumulated experiences, territories, peoples, histories; it studied them, classified
them, verified them; but above all, it subordinated them to the culture and indeed the
very idea of white Christian Europe. This cultural process has to be seen if not as the
origin and cause, then at least as the vital, informing, and invigorating counterpoint
to the economic and political machinery that we all concur stands at the centre of
imperialism. And it must also be noted that this Eurocentric culture relentlessly
codified and observed everything about the non-European or presumably peripheral
world, in so thorough and detailed a manner as to leave no item untouched, no
culture unstudied, no people and land unclaimed. All of the subjugated peoples had
it in common that they were considered to be naturally subservient to a superior,
advanced, developed, and morally mature Europe, whose role in the non-European
world was to rule, instruct, legislate, develop, and at the proper times, to discipline,
war against, and occasionally exterminate non-Europeans."

Indigenous Australian's experience with imperialism began in 1778 with the arrival
of the First Fleet from Britain. As described above, the newcomers immediately set
about transforming the physical environment culturally, economically, politically and
legally to reflect their countries of origin.
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4.4 Government actions effecting marginalisation of Indigenous Australians
from radio spectrum

Indigenous Australians have been (and continue to be) subjugated by British
imperialism and its subsequent successors since 1788. Historically this subjugation
was both social and environmental. Past actions of British colonialists toward
Indigenous Australians (Reynolds. 1972, 1981, 1982, 1987, 1989a, 1989b, 1995,
1996, 1998, 1999 & 2001; Pilger. 1989) are tantamount to "genocide" by modem
standards. Recent analysis indicates that Australia is guilty of at least three acts of
genocide (Tatz. 1999). First, the essentially private genocide, the physical killing
committed by settlers and rogue police officers in the nineteenth century, while the
state, in the form of the colonial authorities, stood silently by (for the most part)
(Elder. 1988 and Hartwig. 1960). Second, the twentieth century official state policy
and practice of forcibly transferring children from one group to another with the
express intention that they cease being Aboriginal (Cummings. 1990 and Healey.
1998); third, the twentieth century attempts "to achieve the biological disappearance
of those deemed 'half-caste' Aborigines" (Tatz. 1999 and Chesterman & Galligan.
1997).

A recent example of the persistence of imperial thought and behaviour in Australia is
the fact that, despite being colonised in 1778, Indigenous Australians were only
recently granted permission to vote and be counted in the national census through
legislation developed for Commonwealth elections in 1962, with the last State to
provide Indigenous enfranchisement being Queensland in 1965 (National Archives
of Australia. 2006 and Chesterman & Galligan. 1997).
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Indigenous Australians remam marginalised on the fringe of society as visible
minorities in the cities, as well as in rural and remote regions of Australia. Official
discourse of the late 1990s such as the Bringing Them Home report (Human Rights
and Equal Opportunity Commission. 1996) and the national and regional reports
regarding Aboriginal deaths in custody (Royal Commission into Aboriginal deaths in
custody. 1991) is a reminder that the harsh dynamics of relationships established
through colonialism persist into the present. Indigenous Australians continue to
experience these realities, long after the colonisers 'civilising' mission and
appropriation of lands has ostensibly ended (Havemann. 1999). As one author
declared, "[i]n our time, direct colonialism has largely ended; imperialism, as we
shall see, lingers where it has always been, in a kind of general cultural sphere as
well as in specific political, ideological, economic and social practices"
(Said.1993 :9).

The significant effect of imperialism cannot be ignored when discussing the
marginalisation of Indigenous Australians from the radio spectrum. Indigenous
Australians' marginalisation from radio spectrum is arguably a direct result of a
similar ongoing Eurocentric cultural, economic, political and legal process described
above. The persistence of Eurocentric behaviour by non-Indigenous Australians is
reflected in early policy eras that governed Indigenous Australians from colonisation,
with recurrent themes of colonialism, protectionism, separatism, assimilation and
integration. Philosophies underpinning more recent policy development include selfmanagement and self-determination for Indigenous Australians; however Indigenous
people still remain the most economically marginalised group within the Australian
population. Statistical evidence shows that Indigenous Australians, as a selfidentifying group, continue to occupy the lowest socio-economic ranking in Australia
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(Altman. 2000), with education, employment and health conditions in some areas
resembling those more associated with the Third World (Young. 1995).

Recent legislation by the Australian government to regulate and manage the radio
spectrum marginalises Indigenous Australians from participating effectively in any
economic activity associated with this resource. For example, in 1992, the Australian
Government moved an Act to repeal the Radiocommunications Act 1983 and another
thirteen related Acts (Productivity Commission. 2002), and to make transitional
provisions and certain amendments consequential upon the enactment of the
Radiocommunications Act 1992. These actions enabled the Australian government to
assume property rights over radio spectrum, and subsequently hold auctions of radio
spectrum in 1994 and 1995 to yield $101 million in revenue (see Table 1). Four years
later in 1996, amendments were made to the Radiocommunications Act 1992 as the
first

legislative

stage

of providing

increased

competition

in

Australian

telecommunications post-1997 (Alston. 1996).

It is apparent that the Australian government did not include native title rights in its

considerations of legislation regarding the radio spectrum in 1996. It is significant to
note that, prior to the auctions in 1994, the Native Title Act 1993 commenced
operation on 1 January 1994; subsequently Indigenous Australians have been
preoccupied with extensive native title litigation over lands and waters since 1993. In
the meantime the Australian government continues to benefit from the exploitation of
radio spectrum through revenue-raising and other associated rent and taxes without
any prior or current challenge from Indigenous Australians as to its (Australian
government's) right to control and manage radio spectrum, and as such remain
economically marginalised from this resource.
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To exacerbate Indigenous Australian marginalisation from radio spectrum, the
Australian government has encouraged radio spectrum management to move from a
state property regime to an emerging form of private property regime where the
auctions process grants domain over parcels of radio spectrum for a specified period
of time.

Concerns have been raised regarding whether the current form of radio spectrum
management is likely to lead to a comprehensive private property regime, and
whether alternative regimes of management are being suppressed in favour of
engendering a private property regime (Smith. 2003). In 2001, the third generation
auctions were dominated by a small but powerful group of bidders; Telstra, Optus
and Vodaphone purchased enough radio spectrum to set up individual national
networks to supply the required third generation services (Smith. 2003).

In other areas of the radio spectrum economy, carriers fought to have the government
assume control of the radio spectrum and limit the activity and operation of spreadspectrum, as these technologies were perceived as a threat to recent billion dollar
spectrum purchases and local-call wireline businesses (Fist. 1998b). Recognising the
financial benefits that flowed from selling large blocks of spectrum, governments
were understandably sympathetic to the carriers' position. However, it was felt that it
was legislated monopolies that was being auctioned, and not radio spectrum. This is
considered a form of Enclosure of the Commons; the modem equivalent of 1700s
British governments which fenced common grazing land, then sold back to local
land-owners (Fist. 1998b).

The status quo is that the current Australian government has sold all useable radio
spectrum to a small number of parties in a mutually beneficial arrangement: the
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government reaps significant revenue, and the leaseholders of radio spectrum
generate considerable wealth and profit. This mutual benefit may drive existing radio
spectrum leaseholders to unite to defend against any threat to future competition, or
any actions that may depress the value of their previous investments. In America, a
leading author on the allocation of radio spectrum posed the important question: 'Is
the [radio] spectrum the government's to sell in the first place?' (Noam. 1998:771).
For Indigenous Australians, this question is fundamental to any native title challenge
to the government's position of control over radio spectrum (Corbo-Crehan. 2000;
Dixon. 2001; and Reyburn. 2000). However, any such challenge by Indigenous
Australians is sure to be met with strong opposition from both the Australian
government and existing radio spectrum leaseholders; such a reaction would
epitomise the underlying imperialist philosophy in the national administration and
management of this country.

4.5 Summary

Indigenous Australians are economically marginalised from radio spectrum as a
result of imperialist actions by the current Australian government as described above.
Indigenous Australians are not producers within the radio spectrum economy: they
are perceived to possess no prior right of ownership of such spectrum, they do not
have current access to spectrum by way of market means, and thus they have no
control or management over spectrum in its exploitation or allocation. In essence,
Indigenous Australians are presently limited to the role of consumer within the radio
spectrum economy, with no current prospect of playing a role in production of goods
and services within the radio spectrum economy in Australia. The subjugate
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relationship between Indigenous Australians and the initial British and successive
Australian governments has changed little since colonisation in 1788. Indeed, the
future of Indigenous Australians still remains at the whim of policy and law makers
who would seek to deny the original nations of this continent their rightful place in
society by way of political and legal stealth.

Despite the bleak picture describing Indigenous Australians marginalisation from
radio spectrum, some hope is gleaned from the fact that the original native title
decision and legislation succeeded in similar political and legislative aggression.
Further hope may be found in the fact that the Maori of New Zealand, facing similar
political and legislative opposition, have successfully gained access to the radio
spectrum through legislative means invoking their traditional rights to radio
spectrum. The following Chapter highlights the Maori experience of New Zealand
with a view that their experience may contain information that could prove helpful in
Indigenous Australian considerations of accessing radio spectrum through native
title.
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5.1 Introduction

This Chapter focuses on the methodology employed in this study. A description of
the primary research question is given against a brief background. This is followed
by argument for the chosen method of investigation, namely, the case study
approach, along with limitations of this chosen method of investigation. The case
study begins by defining the Maori people as a distinct group from other New
Zealanders followed by a brief demographic description of the Maori population in
relation to population and age structure, location, language and religion, income and
work as well as qualifications. This is then followed by a description of the Treaty of
Waitangi 1840 in relation to issues of consultation with Maori in regards to national
and constitutional matters, sovereignty and self government issues relationship with
land and natural resources. To end the case study, an examination of legal argument
presented in four specific claims presented to the Waitangi Tribunal is undertaken to
answer questions arising as to how Maori secured access to radio spectrum in New
Zealand.

5.2 Research question underpinning this study

Radio spectrum has become one of the most sought after resources in post-modem
economies. It is the fundamental resource of radiocommunications. Access to this
resource is vital in order to take advantage of economic opportunities presented by
emergent information and communication industries.
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Given their current socio-economic position in Australian society, it is important that
Indigenous people brief themselves on the implications of these economic
opportunities. However, the Australian government has undertaken two actions that
have effectively prevented Indigenous Australians from accessing the radio
spectrum. First, actions of regulation and management by the Australian Government
have restricted access to the radio spectrum to a small number of leaseholders via
auction. These auctions generated billions of dollars in revenue for the Australian
Government; only the highest bidders were able to secure those radio frequencies
available for mobile wireless communications. Indigenous Australians do not own
the required financial resources to participate equitably in these auctions.

Secondly, relatively short-term leases of first ten, and then fifteen years were issued
for radio spectrum licences. However, it is the Australian Government's intentions to
introduce perpetual spectrum licences to incumbent leaseholders. New users, like
Indigenous Australians, would need to wait until such time as incumbent
leaseholders exited the market, theoretically under market forces. Under perpetual
lease arrangements, new users would be required to commit large amounts of
resources in a (current) timeframe of two years, should an incumbent exit the market
(Productivity Commission. 2002).

Subsequently, the primary research question in this study is "Can a plausible case be
constructed to demonstrate native title in radio spectrum?" It is acknowledged that,
theoretically, Indigenous people can gain access to radio spectrum through the same
methods as any other Australian. In reality, factors such as low socioeconomic status,
lack of prerequisite knowledge and skills, and the high price of access prevent
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Indigenous people from having any real opportunities to centre themselves as
suppliers or providers in new economies associated with radio spectrum. Given the
above, it would appear that other means of accessing radio spectrum that do not rely
on the possession of extremely large financial resources need to be investigated by
Indigenous people. Therefore, this study examines whether Indigenous Australians
can utilise native title legislation to access radio spectrum; it does so by observing
recent events regarding Maori access to radio spectrum in New Zealand through the
Treaty of Waitangi 1840. What follows below is a case study of Maori and radio
spectrum to elicit any valuable information that may enhance Indigenous
Australians' access to radio spectrum.

5.3 Research design: using comparative research to examine Indigenous
Peoples' Rights in Australia and New Zealand

The analytical method selected for this study draws heavily from a comparative
evaluation between the rights of Maori, the First Nations of Canada, and of
Indigenous Australians as undertaken by Havemann (1999). Subsequently, where
otherwise acknowledged, the ideas and concepts that follow are adapted from
Havemann's (1999) work.

Common justifications for comparative research are that it helps to a) improve
taxonomies and typologies for categorising knowledge; b) refine the conceptual grid;
c) provide some perspective on one's own context from the knowledge of what
occurs elsewhere and so avoid ethnocentrism; d) discover general relationships
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among variables and factors - for example, what difference a treaty makes, if any; e)
evaluate the performance of systems, agencies, and institutions, and isolate factors
that make for success or failure; f) explore the scope and limits of generalisation
from one context to anther; and g) provide conceptual frameworks to assist with
policy analysis, both for predicting outcomes and for advocating reform.

Comparative research is characterised by considerable complexity, and comparative
researchers must be explicit about their operational concepts and theoretical
frameworks, and to select units of comparison and contrast that are functionally
equivalent. It is recognised that an over-consciousness of a multiplicity of fine
differences may lead to a conclusion that valid comparison is methodologically
unattainable because of the many factors to be considered.

5.3.1 Methodological considerations

Havemann (1999) provides that comparative researchers must take into account
methodological considerations for making comparison and contrast by recognising a)
the need to justify all choices of units and themes, and to be explicit about the focus
of comparison and the standpoint of the writer; b) the historically contingent nature
of events, processes, and practices , which take place in linked but unique historic
eras, of which they are both a product and a cause; c) the salience of contextual
specificity: the significance of unique historical, political, economic, and sociological
factors, which combine to structure action and reaction - of which Aboriginal rights
jurisprudence, for example, as an outcome and an agency; d) the interdependence of
internationalised discourses about Indigenous peoples - concerning human rights, for
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example, or the fiduciary obligations owed by the settler Crown; and e) the
phenomenon in which apparently similar concepts may have different meanings and
significance in different jurisdictions - for example, indigenous or Aboriginal rights.

These considerations are important when reading and using comparative research as
they are when conducting it. To contribute to the emerging comparative knowledge
of the history, politics, policy, and law relating to Indigenous peoples in two
countries of the Anglo-Commonwealth, this comparative study aims to a) offer a
perspective from the standpoint of Indigenous Australians; b) examine the specific
histories of settlement of New Zealand and Australia; c) consider imperialism as a
possible explanation for marginalisation of Indigenous Australians; d) outline and
critique the history, law and policy relating to the management of Indigenous affairs
in Australia; e) analyse comparatively the effectiveness of the Treaty of Waitangi
and the Native Title Act to enable access to resources of radio spectrum, and f)
indigenous rights in the political jurisprudence of Australia and New Zealand via
parallel chronologies.

The structure of this analysis is intended to promote thematic consistency across
Australia and New Zealand by explicitly addressing specific and historic contingent
factors relevant to their own jurisdictions.

5.3.2 Some commonalities and differences

The Anglo-Commonwealth settler societies of Australia and New Zealand represent
home to a dominant group of migrants, whose purpose has been to build self-
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sustaining nations independent of, and different from, the imperial metropole, yet
paradoxically imitative of it. They share a history of mass migrations, and of
institutional and ideological intolerance towards Indigenous peoples. The settlers'
quest to define their own destiny may possibly explain their resistance to the
nineteenth-century Colonial Office's humanitarian injunctions concerning the
treatment of Indigenous peoples (Evans, Grimshaw, Phillips & Swain. 2003). The
economic imperatives that stimulated colonisation - particularly the drive for cheap
land, and to institute 'law and order' in the interests of commerce and settlement seem to explain the patterns of genocide and ethnocide that are woven into the
history of settlement (Borch. 2004).

Anglo-Commonwealth settler societies replicate most of the juridical-political
institutions of the 'Mother Country': majoritarian democracy, the ideology of the
rule of law, and the rhetoric of egalitarianism. At the same time, symbolic
representations belonging to the colonised have increasingly been appropriated by
the settlers as their own in attempts to forge a post-colonial identity. A diasporan
space, where cultures collide and combine, has evolved, inexorably constructing
hybrid identities, yet for the most part, these so-called post-colonial settler 'nations'
have been built without relinquishing power or sharing it with Indigenous peoples.
Unequal power distribution between coloniser and colonised is endemic to these
societies; yet, as the study that follows show, rights talk and the politics of
confrontation are emerging to try (both covertly and overtly) to reconfigure the
power of balance.
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Both Australia and New Zealand are now multicultural migrant nations built on the
foundations of British common law, including the Austinian paradigm of the
indivisible sovereign, which made ideas about coexisting, plural legal-political orders
unthinkable. 'Myths of common origin' (which Indigenous peoples could not share)
and 'myths of common destiny' (which Indigenous peoples could share only if they
agreed to become assimilated) defined subjecthood and later citizenship in the new
polities. Assimilation required acceptance of a notion of citizenship founded on the
myth of a homogenous community to which civic obligations are owed. It is thus no
accident, for example, that the first significant integration of Indigenous males into
settler societies occurred in the post-1940s as gestures to recognise their contribution
to military service in the Second World War. From this point, the ideological
legitimacy of formally equal access to civil, political, and social rights seems to have
evolved for Indigenous peoples in Australia and to have accelerated for Maori
people, whose rights as British subjects had been recognised in the Treaty of
Waitangi in 1840.

Since their initial establishment, settler societies and the 'Mother Country' have
communicated extensively in expertise and ideas, particularly about elimination
and/or management of ethnic differences. Australia used the 'Natal' formula, the
English-language test to exclude 'unassimilables' (those who were neither AngloCelts nor Europeans). The infamous Bantustan and pass systems of South African
apartheid owed much to recent segregationist and protection regimes devised by the
Aboriginal 'welfare' bureaucracies of Australia's territories and states.
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5.3.3. Some commonalities

5.3.3.1 Indigenous peoples

Indigenous peoples, as defined by the international Working Group on Indigenous
Populations (by their priority in time; voluntary continuation of their cultural
distinctiveness; self-identification as Indigenous; and experience of subjugation,
margina1isation, dispossession, exclusion, and discrimination by the dominant
society), make up distinct peoples comprising visible minorities in Australia and
New Zealand.

Indigenous Australians are officially recognised as Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples, comprising over 500 separate clan communities and 170 language
groupings, and constituting 1-2.5 per cent of the total population. Indigenous
Australians' flags representing Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people are
recognised.

Maori is one of the two officia11anguages of New Zealand. There are between thirty
six and forty three iwi (distinct tribal groupings). Each asserting various degrees of
rangatiratanga (self-determination), constituting

population.
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12.9 per cent of the total

5.3.3.2 History of settlement

Captain James Cook visited the coastlines of both countries; New Zealand in 1769;
southeast Australia in 1770 and 1776. The 1837 report of the British House of
Commons Select Committee on Aborigines formed the basis of humanitarian and
assimilations discourses in nineteenth-century phases of settlement.

5.3.3.3 Imposed political economy

In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, British econo-po1itica1 requirements and
population-management requirements justified settlement in the form of racialised
nation-building. The capitalist mode of production, focussed on profit and predicated
on growth, was imposed Indigenous subsistence, kin-based modes of production for
use and barter.

Globalisation of internationa1isation of economic relations through NAFTA, WTO,
and, potentially, the Multilateral Agreement on Investment (MAl) increasingly
challenge the capacity of national governments to honour obligations to Indigenous
peoples concerning land and access to resources.

5.3.3.4 Political ecology

Despite their cultural heterogeneity, Indigenous peoples share an approach to
political ecology based on sustainability and a spiritual relationship between human
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beings and nature. Eco-Indigeneity, reflecting this holistic approach, has come into
continuous collision wit the capitalist, anthropocentric approach of settlers. To avoid
economic marginalisation, Indigenous cultures face the invidious choice of
sacrificing sustainability as one of their most salient distinguishing characteristics, in
order to embrace growth for profit.

5.3.3.5 Imposed law and the politics of rights

The English common law, the Westminster model of majoritarian representative
democratic

government, the rule of law, and British assumptions

about

constitutionalism and citizenship for the settler polity are all imposed. Indigenous
rights are constructed as a sui generis category of usufructuary lifestyle rights and/or
a municipalised version of self-management powers, rather than as sovereignty rights
for nations within.

Indigenous rights talk reflects the unavoidable co-optation of Indigenous leadership
into voicing their claims in terms of rights - the interpretive straightjacket for their
claims in the imposed political-juridical system - frequently at the expense of
meaningfulness and of grass/flax-roots mobilisation and accountability.

Confrontation politics takes place, based on a) demonstrations, blockades, sit-ins,
and isolated actions of civil disobedience - some with great symbolic power, such as
the Aboriginal Tenet Embassy outside Parliament House in Canberra in 1972, and
the Maori Land March in 1975 to reclaim Maori mana over the North Island; and b)
endless debilitating litigation, such as the Mabo and Delgamuukw cases, and often
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one-sided 'negotiated' confrontations with the Crown in boardrooms, such as the
Native Title Bill and Tainui and Ngai Tahu raupatu negotiations.

Treaty rights are increasingly commodified in the 1990s. Examples of this trend
include the 1995 Aboriginal Land Fund to compensate Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples now unable to prove native title and 1995 proposals for a billiondollar 'fiscal envelope' for the full and final settlement of Treaty claims in New
Zealand.

5.3.3.6 Genocide and ethnocide and post-assimilationist accommodations

Pacification of Indigenous peoples was 'regulated' by genocide, wars and lowintensity armed conflict, mass population transfers, treaties ceding land proclaiming
friendship (except in Australia), paternalist segregation, ethnocidal assimilation, and
post-assimilationist self-government talk. Scientific racism (social Darwinism),
humanitarianism,

and

evangelical

Christianity

legitimated

paternalism,

assimilationism, and discrimination against Indigenous peoples.

Indigenous peoples are over-represented in statistics of immiserisation, despite
Keynesian welfare-sate programs and policies in the 1930s-80s. Indigenous peoples
are significantly denied the status of distinct societies with inherent Aboriginal rights
to land, customary laws, and modes of governance within the settler polity; the
identification of a collectively defined self with locality is anathema to the logic of
the modem liberal individualist, private property-based, settler political economy.
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5.3.4 Some differences

5.3.4.1 Geography

Australia is among the largest single jurisdiction in the world. Australia covers
7,682,000 square kilometres and New Zealand consists of three islands covering
268,000 square kilometres.

5.3.4.2 Population

Australia is relatively sparely populated, with Indigenous peoples often occupying
remote and rural regions, Australia's population density is 2.1 persons per square
kilometre; 85 per cent of the total population is urban-based. Indigenous people in
Australia are heterogeneous in terms of language, culture, and political style. The
effect of distance had inhibited the evolution of pan-tribal groupings and political
organisation until relatively recent times. New Zealand's population density is 12.3
persons per square kilometre; 84 per cent of the total population is urban-based.
Some pan-tribal political activity has occurred since contact.

5.3.4.3 Doctrines of territorial acquisition

Sovereignty over Australian territory was formally acquired under the convenient
legal fiction that, by the 'occupation of land belonging to no one', the doctrine of
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terra nullius applied, at least until Mabo No. 2 (1992), while treaties of 'cession'
form the legal basis for New Zealand sovereignty.

5.3.4.4 Segregation and assimilation

Reserves and segregation on mission lands were the lynchpins of 'Aboriginal affairs'
policies in Australia's colonies and states until the 1960s. Aboriginal children were
routinely removed from their kin groups to missions, residential schools, or White
adoptive families. Maori were never segregated formally into reserves, and children
were not removed from their whanau (extended family). English was imposed as a
compulsory medium of instruction from the 1860s.

5.3.4.5 Indigenous peoples' rights

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples have no treaty-based rights or rights
entrenched in the Australian Constitution. Their Aboriginal rights are to be found
distributed in an eclectic selection of Commonwealth and state legislation. For
example, statutory recognition of common-law native title after the Mabo No.2
decision of the High Court in 1992 is to be found in an ordinary Commonwealth
statute, the Native Title Act 1993.

Maori rights are enshrined in the Treat of Waitangi of 1840 and are recognised in
statutes such as the Treaty of Waitangi Act 1975, though there is no entrenched
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constitutional recognition of Maori (indigenous rights) or of the Treaty, as such, in
the unwritten constitution of New Zealand.

5.3.4.6 Citizenship and the franchise

Some Aboriginal men, as British subjects, were already entitled to vote in state
elections (subject to various qualifications in different states) from as early as the
mid-1850s, and Aboriginal women were enfranchised with other women in South
Australia in 1894. From 1949 some Aborigines were entitled to vote federally if they
were enfranchised at the state level. However, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples in general gained the right to vote in federal elections in 1962 and 1965.
They were recognised as citizens of the (Australian) Commonwealth in 1967 after
the Commonwealth had, for the first time, acquired conjoint power over Aboriginal
affairs with the states.

From the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi in 1840, Maori were recognised as
having the rights of British subjects. They were allocated four Maori seats in the
House of Representatives in 1867; the number of voters who have chosen to enrol on
the Maori electoral roll now entitles them to five seats.

5.3.4.7 State design and the distribution of power

Australia is a federal state with bicameral federal legislatures. The Australian
Commonwealth assumed conjoint power with the states over Aboriginal and Torres
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Strait Islander peoples in 1967. Relations between federal and state governments
have historically been a major source of friction in Indigenous peoples' relationships
with the State.

New Zealand is a unitary state, with a unicameral legislature since 1951; central
government has jurisdiction over Maori development.

5.3.4.8 Bureaucracy

Australia has devolved and delegated the management of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander affairs to an elected semi-autonomous commission (ATISC) since
1991.

New Zealand manages relations with Maori through units

III

'mainstream'

departments guided by policy formulated in the Ministry of Maori Development and
four specialist policy commissions.

5.3.4.9 Monoculturalismlmulticulturalismlbi-culturalism

Multiculturalism forms the significant platform in Australia public policy, whereas
bi-culturalism forms the basis of ethnic management policies in New Zealand.
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5.3.5 Limitations of research design

It is also acknowledged that the nature of interdisciplinary study presents particular

difficulties. Interdisciplinary research consists of researchers working collaborati vely
but still from a disciplinary-specific basis to address a common problem (Mitchell.
2005). Thinking collectively about complex issues promises collaboration that
broadens the scope of investigation to yield fresh and possibly unexpected insights,
and may lead to new hybrid disciplines that are more analytically sophisticated
(Mitchell. 2005); however, such research is not without its problems, with a number
of barriers identified in relevant literature.

A key problem inherent with this research is the lack of a substantial conceptual base
from which a reference point can be established, and from which subsequent
conceptual development can occur. Research undertaken in a singular discipline
invariably has the benefit of an accumulated body of knowledge based on prior
research, and which may be used as a conceptual platform from which to develop
further knowledge in that discipline. However, it has already been demonstrated in
this research that a substantial conceptual base is difficult to establish when
undertaking interdisciplinary research. Questions arise as to what discipline - law,
economics, or politics, human rights, or combinations thereof - might present
information that could be utilised in the establishment of a substantial conceptual
base. Further questions arise as to what precedence (if any) might information from
one discipline take place over another in the establishment of a substantial
conceptual base. Eventually, questions must be posed in regards to what criteria
constitute what a substantial conceptual base might be in interdisciplinary research.
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These are questions to which answers are not readily found; however they must be
considered in any research activity that involves an interdisciplinary approach.

A significant implication that flows from the epistemological position above is the
acknowledgement that what is eventually chosen in terms of the research question,
methodology, presentation of findings and subsequent recommendations are open to
critical

analysis

from not a single

disciplinary perspective,

but

several.

Understandably, criticisms may reflect the primary disciplines in which examiners
have been trained. While criticisms from multiple perspectives may be correct in
their discipline-specific interpretation, collectively they present a contestation of
views that could marginalise any potential insights borne out of interdisciplinary
research.

The lack of a substantial conceptual base in this research is part of a number of
barriers and difficulties inherent in interdisciplinary research. The following provides
a broad discussion of such barriers and difficulties for greater appreciation.

Four main types of barriers have been identified (in Lele & Norgaard. 2005) in
relation to undertaking interdisciplinary research. The first type relates to the
problem of values being embedded in all types of inquiry and at all stages. This
would affect such aspects of research including the choice of questions, theoretical
positions, variables, and styles of research. Given the presence of a combination of
values within interdisciplinary research, collective judgement is especially difficult
(especially with regards to research combining both natural and social science
disciplines ).
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The second type of barrier to interdisciplinary study is that researchers in different
disciplines may study the same phenomenon, but their theories or explanatory
models (and underlying assumptions) may be significantly different. With regard to
phenomena of significant complexity it is not easy to demonstrate the authority of
one theory over another. Thus, loyalty to one's school of thought may appear to be of
more importance than frank and honest exploration of which explanation might be
applied to a particular context.

The third type of barrier has received the most emphasis in literature on
interdisciplinary research: "the differences in epistemology and hence in specific
methods, notions of adequate proof, and other fundamental assumptions of different
fields" (Lele & Norgaard. 2005:968). Importantly, there are (natural) scientists who
maintain an implicit belief in certain absolute truths, and that, given adequate time
and effort, the ultimate truth can be discovered. In contrast, there are other (social)
scientists that hold that there is no absolutely determinable truth. Further, these
fundamental differences may be present between disciplines in the natural sciences,
and between disciplines in the social sciences. The approaches of social sciences may
contain such differences (for example, between anthropology and economics) with
ongoing debate on the issue of the objective versus subjective nature of scientific
knowledge, and whether it is context specific or general.

The final type of barrier is represented by the way society influences the institutional
arrangements in academia that create incentives or disincentives for knowledge
production through from interdisciplinary research. Thus, the"...relative importance
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or validity of a direction of inquiry or approach is not determined simply by some
objective recognition by academics of its ability to generate more valid knowledge
than another approach" (Lele & Norgaard. 2005:968). Rather, external forces in
larger society outside the research institution can shape the perception of importance
gained by a certain discipline, or by a certain combination of disciplines. In tum,
these perceptions generate differences in the allocation of resources to different
disciplines, and may result in conditioning of behavioural patterns of arrogance or
defensiveness among researchers.

Other literature (Newell, Crumley, Hassan, Lambin, Pahl-Wostl, Underdal, &
Wasson. 2005) similarly describes two other types of barriers to interdisciplinary
research: cultural and conceptual. First, cultural barriers include the "fear and lack of
trust that leads many individuals and schools to defend their disciplinary territory,
discipline focussed funding and institutional arrangements, and the divisive effect of
discipline-based peer review processes" (Newell et al. 2005:300). A considerable
amount of time is required to allow interdisciplinary research to develop further
credence given a) the depth to which cultural barriers have been ingrained in societal
structures and individuals alike, b) the fact that research must engage scholars,
including those who are yet to accept the possibilities and potential of
interdisciplinary research, and c) the resources that must be invested in the next
generation of researchers who will develop further discussion on interdisciplinarybased conceptual frameworks for research in the future.

Second, conceptual barriers to interdisciplinary research include the exasperating
exercise of negotiating the vast range of belief systems, values, assumptions and
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theories when utilising more than one discipline to study phenomena. Multiple
researchers in a single study may contest for space and resources in reference to
perceived authority of their discipline in preference to others, or where a single
researcher using multiple disciplines may find it convenient to rely more heavily on
his/her training in one discipline in preference to other viewpoint. Thus, the contest
of disciplines for time, space and resources remain an ever present factor in
interdisciplinary research.

Subsequently, some of the practical difficulties emergmg from interdisciplinary
research revolve around issues of language, methodology, institutional constraints
and cognitive constraints (Heintz & Origgi. 2007). For example, each discipline has
evolved its own terminology.

Interdisciplinary research thus requires

the

appropriation and accommodation of different languages. Communication of
interdisciplinary research results may also prove to be difficult since it requires the
use of technical terms borrowed from one discipline but that are not well understood
by the audience coming from the other relevant disciplines. Further, choosing
appropriate methodology in interdisciplinary research is difficult as disciplines are
often committed to their own methods of enquiry, and may lead to misunderstanding
and opposition. With regard to institutional constraints, practical difficulties occur
when attempting to form successful research collaborations in organisations that are
primarily structured on disciplines. Thus, institutions may appear to be the first
impediment to interdisciplinary research. Additionally, it is difficult to become a
skilled practitioner in more than one discipline. Nonetheless, deep knowledge of
different disciplines is needed for undertaking legitimate interdisciplinary research.
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Likewise, other difficulties range from the excessi ve time and specialised skills
required for successful interdisciplinary research, and the difficulties that untenured
researchers face in pursuing such a research path because their success is often
measured in terms of disciplinary prestige (Bhavnani.2005).

The implications that flow from identification of the barriers to and practical
difficulties inherent in interdisciplinary research strongly suggest patience and openmindedness in the cultivation of an attitude that enables trusting and respectful
collaboration in the enquiry of complex real world problems. This suggestion
recognises that mutual understanding and respect among all stakeholders in
interdisciplinary research must be established to overcome those barriers at all levels
within in an institution and the more traditional expectations regarding research in
greater society. Mutual understanding and respect among stakeholders is also
necessary from the initial development of research questions, the role of particular
disciplines in investigating such questions, and the final communication of the
investigation to the world for greater consideration.

In addition, the approach used to address the question of native title rights in radio

spectrum incorporates the concept of 'rights' to address limitations resulting from the
lack of a substantial conceptual base. A fundamental reason for this is that rights, by
their very nature, are derived from law, and it is in law that precedents are set from
which individuals and larger society can address issues of marginalisation.

Simply put, a precedent or authority is a legal case that establishes a principle or rule
that a court may need to adopt when deciding subsequent cases with similar issues or
facts. The term may also refer to the collective body of case law that a court should
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consider when interpreting the law. When a precedent establishes an important legal
principle, or represents new or changed law on a particular issue, that precedent is
often known as a landmark decision. For example, Mabo and Others vs State of
Queensland (No.2) 1992 is a landmark case that officially recognised that
Indigenous Australians still retain rights to the lands, seas and air of Australia.

Speaking generally, rights have been utilised by Indigenous people around the world
to address issues of marginalisation. The concept of universal human rights is rooted
in the Stoic, natural-law philosophy which held that all human beings belonged to
two communities: the local community in which they carried on their daily lives, and
the greater human community of which they were members by virtue of their
humanity. Both these communities give rise to ethical relations. This philosophy was
transferred into the mainstream of Western civilisation by Christianity, which taught
that the status of all human beings as children of God is ethically more fundamental
than their status as members of particular nations. In the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries, this idea was combined in Western thought with concepts of property
rights derived from Roman law, and secularised to become the doctrine that all
human beings have certain natural rights (Freeman. 2000).

The right to land and natural resources is considered paramount by Indigenous
peoples as a means of both physical and cultural survival. Thus, respect for their
right to land is a fundamental concern that they consistently bring to international
fora. Indigenous peoples also maintain their concept of communal ownership of the
land which is distinct from the concept of private property under contemporary legal
doctrine (Stamatopoulou. 1994).
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Far from being only past history, the seizure of Indigenous lands by states continues,
as well as their seizure through state-condoned private actors. Even today,
environmentally disastrous practices of state and private companies exploit and
devastate Indigenous lands. While land and natural resources are for Indigenous
peoples a matter of life or death, both physically and culturally, they are at the same
time at the centre of states' perceived economic, political, and even military interests.
Therefore, while states under international and other pressure will more easily agree
to respect Indigenous languages and religions, land and natural resources continue to
be the site of significant contest between Indigenous peoples and states
(Stamatopoulou. 1994).

Two documents describe the rights of Indigenous peoples in relation to lands and
resources; the International Labour Organisation's (1989) revised Convention (No.
169) Concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent Countries and the
United Nations draft Declaration ofIndigenous Rights. It is noted (in Stamatopoulou.
1994:74) that the International Labour Organisation's convention stipulates, in
Article 14, that: "1. the rights of ownership and possession of indigenous of the
peoples concerned over the lands which they traditionally occupy shall be
recognised ... ; 2. Governments shall take steps as necessary to identify the lands
which the peoples concerned traditionally occupy, and to guarantee effective
protection of their rights of ownership and possession." Article 15 provides that: "1.
the rights of the peoples concerned to the [natural] resources pertaining to their
lands... shall be specifically safeguarded. These rights include the right of these
peoples to participate in the [use], management and conservation of these resources".
However, the ILO Convention does not recognise the exclusive right of Indigenous
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peoples to the natural resources of their land. Similarly, the United Nations draft
declaration on the rights of Indigenous peoples stipulates in Article 25 that
"Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain and strengthen their distinctive
spiritual and material relationship with the lands, territories, waters and coastal areas,
and other resources which they have traditionally owned or otherwise occupied or
used, and to uphold their responsibilities to future generations in this regard."

Moreover, in Article 26 the draft recognises the contemporary circumstances of
Indigenous peoples in that they have the right to own, develop, control and use the
lands and territories including the total environment of the lands, air, water, coastal
seas, sea-ice, flora and fauna and other resources which they have traditionally
occupied or otherwise used. This includes the right to the full recognition of their
own laws, traditions and customs, and tenure systems and institutions for the
development and management of resources, and the right to effective measures by
States to prevent any interference with alienation of or encroachment upon these
rights (Stamatopoulou. 1994).

The requirement of genuine participation of Indigenous peoples in any decisionmaking process regarding their lands and material resources within the state in which
they live is a fundamental principle underlying all the relevant articles of the draft
Declaration. In fact, the issue of full participation of Indigenous peoples in the
dominant society and of true power-sharing has been a crucial demand that their
representatives have always emphasised at international fora (Stamatopoulou. 1994).
Thus, given the above, and given the limitations arising from an absence of a
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substantial conceptual base, it is through the examination of rights that this research
seeks to address the question of native title rights in radio spectrum in Australia.

It is further acknowledged that the comparative analysis taken between the

circumstances of Indigenous Australians and Maori of New Zealand with regard to
radio spectrum has its limitations. Contextual factors of connectedness, history of
working together, political climate, resources and catalysts have been identified as
having significant effect on the research activity.

First, 'connectedness' refers to the linkages between individuals, groups, and
organisations. That is, how people know each other or how they are connected to one
another. There are multiple types of connections that are not mutually exclusive.
These types of connection include: individual, group, community, and networks.
People are drawn together socially through organizations and groups, and by
informal and/or formal rules, resources, and relationships. An example of individual
connection in this research is the relationship between the author, an Mbarbarrum
person (Indigenous Australian) and Whanau Raukawa. Connectedness occurred on
both an individual level, where the author and individuals from Whanau Raukawa
formed close personal bonds, and at the community level, where the author
developed a feeling of association and a sense of belonging to the community, where
Whanau Raukawa principles and values were universally understood.

Networks of information exchange were established at each level and across the two
levels. These networks were both formal and informal, and provided an established
pattern of communication at each of the levels - individual and community - and
across them. These networks effectively supported the ability to access information
to understanding Maori arguments based in Indigenous rights to gain access to radio
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spectrum, and to compare and contrast Indigenous Australian perspectives with
Maori perspectives.

Second, in regards to a history of working together, there existed an established
history of collaboration between Indigenous Australians and Maori at the
international community level. However, the author had no prior experience of
collaboration with Maori, and some time was required to gain the trust of both
Whanau Raukawa individuals and the larger community as to the intent of the
research and the author's intentions as a researcher. The gift of trust from Whanau
Raukawa was preceded by ceremonies and subsequent obligations, and extended
discussions regarding the author's history as a person prior to being considered a
member of the community.

Third, the political climate had both a positive and negative effect on the research. In
the global sense, the contest between states and Indigenous peoples regarding
Indigenous rights to natural resources continues. Thus, the political climate borne out
of this contest restricted dialogue with organisations and individuals in Australia,
including the National Native Title Tribunal, several law firms, media and individual
state and federal government departments. Conversely, the author feels that it is the
same contest that encouraged support and endorsement of the research between the
Whanau Raukawa and himself, given the common objective of achieving progress
for Indigenous people with regard to rights. Thus, an element of political alignment
between Whanau Raukawa and the author was created out of this political climate
which facilitated the research.

Fourth, a significant contextual factor in this comparative analysis was resources.
Resources refer to four types of capital: environmental, in-kind, financial, and
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human. Much of what has already been presented has to do with environmental
capital. The ecology can promote collaborations or it can discourage them.
Institutionally, Charles Darwin University was immensely supportive in this
research, establishing an environment where there was connectedness at all levels, a
history of working collaboratively, and a supportive political climate (as stated in its
organisational aims in regards to supporting Indigenous Australian success)
encouraged cooperativeness that maximised the probability of successful research.

In-kind capital has to do with what each of the contributing members and their
organisations contribute to the research, such as meeting rooms, supplies, and
computers. Financial capital involves monetary resources, which are often assumed
to be most important. Hence the support given by Charles Darwin University and
Indigenous Business Australia was significant as a positive contextual factor
affecting this research.

Human capital is the most important asset in this research. The investment of
people's time, expertise and energy into this research is an essential contribution to
achieving the author's objectives. In particular, individuals from the Charles Darwin
University's Research Branch, Charles Darwin University Library staff, Auckland
Museum, Te Papa Tongarewa (Museum of New Zealand, Wellington) the author's
family and extended Mbarbarrum nation, the Whanau Raukawa, thesis examiners,
thesis supervisor, and others all played an important role in the ongoing development
and final completion ofthe research.

Finally, catalysts get research activities started. The existing problem(s) or the
reason(s) for the collaboration to exist must be viewed by the community and
potential collaboration members as a situation that requires a comprehensive
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response. In this way, the problem(s) or reason(s) are the catalyst. For example,
before the question of native title rights in radio spectrum can be an issue to
collaborate research around, the community must view the progression of Indigenous
Australian rights in Australian society as an outcome that can enhance the quality of
life in the Indigenous Australian community. In this case, the Charles Darwin
University and Indigenous Business Australia recognised the importance of the
question of native title rights in radio spectrum to encouraging further participation
ofIndigenous Australians in the Australian economy.

In addition to a community-wide issue, the second type of catalyst needed is a
convener, or in this case, the thesis supervisor. This is the person who calls the initial
meeting of the collaboration and draws everyone into a dialogue about possible
solutions to the situation. If the collaboration is going to move forward and establish
a shared vision, the person who convenes the collaborative group must be respected
and viewed as a "legitimate" player. Conveners must have organisational and
interpersonal skills, and must carry out the role with passion and fairness. In this
case, the thesis supervisor played the central role in the successful completion of this
research. With extensive research experience matched by appropriate qualifications
and publications, the thesis supervisor made significant contribution to the
development and final completion of this research, and as such was an immensely
positive contextual factor upon this study.

5.4 Indigenous rights in radio spectrum: a comparison between Maori and
Indigenous Australians
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Increasingly, new information and communication technologies are undergoing a
renaissance in that they are switching to wireless applications and activities using
radio waves. Current wireless activities, such as mobile telephony, generate billions
of dollars in wealth. Access to radio spectrum is critical to participating in economies
that have this as their fundamental resource. Governments around the world have
moved quickly to exploit the radio spectrum for commercial gain by claiming
absolute 'ownership' through regulation and management of it and charging access
to it by way of rent. Subsequent auctions of leases to blocks of radio spectrum have
returned substantial revenue to governments around the world.

However, such actions by governments have resulted in marginalising Indigenous
people from participating in economies that have radio spectrum as its fundamental
resource. In effect, for Indigenous Australians this could be argued to comprise a
second wave of dispossession following the initial loss of traditional lands, estates
and waters (Dixon. 2000). In addition, such actions of governments determine that
Indigenous people are consumers (or dependents) within associated radio spectrum
economies with no opportunity to generate wealth in a producing capacity.

In New Zealand, Maori peoples have been successful in gaining access to radio
spectrum. Unlike many other indigenous peoples, Maori were able to enter into a
treaty agreement with the colonising state; in this case the British Crown. Under the
auspices of the Treaty of Waitangi 1840, Maori have been successful in regaining
possession of lands and waters and their associated resources in recent times.
Subsequently, a single case study of recent developments in New Zealand was
undertaken to describe how the Treaty of Waitangi 1840 was used to successfully
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secure an allocation of radio spectrum for pan-Maori interests. Part of this activity
(the case study) occurred over a period of four weeks spent in New Zealand
collecting information and data from primary and secondary sources not available in
Australia.

5.4.1 Indigenous rights in the political jurisprudence of Australia and New
Zealand

Chronologies of the type below (adapted from Havemann. 1999), listing key political
and legal events and enactments acutely reflect the serious limitations of much of the
social history of settler societies. Such history tends to begin with settlement and
consequently fails to account for the prior history of Indigenous peoples. The wide
diversity of settler experiences, especially those of women and subaltern minorities,
is also under-explored. Bearing these limitations in mind, 'facts' have been
assembled relating to the historical struggle for Indigenous rights, with the aim of
presenting a chronological picture of the evolution of settler political jurisprudence
since settlement began. In addition, the chronology also tries to classify this
evolution in terms of periods in order to enhance analysis.

Armitage's (cited in Havemann. 1999) classification of five periods of settler state
policies towards Indigenous peoples in Australia and New Zealand provides a
framework around which to start to order the two country chronologies. His periods
include 1) early institutionalised contact and domination (pre-1860); 2) paternalism:
protection (1860-1920s); 3) paternalism: assimilation (1920s-60s); 4) integration
(1960s-70s); and 5) pluralism (since 1975).
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The pre-1860s era is characterised by cooperation and conquest: tentative
humanitarian gestures alongside attempted genocide in Australia; and tentative presettlement cooperation with Maori, perceived as an independent nation, in New
Zealand. In each country, domination, dispossession, war, and genocide followed,
and which continued into the protection phase of paternalism.

Segregation for protection was the major characteristic of the 1860s-1920s in each
country. In Australia colonial and then state governments empowered 'Protectors of
Aborigines' to control and intervene in every aspect of Aboriginal life. In New
Zealand - though assimilation (amalgamation), not segregation, was the model of
protection - a 'Protectorate of Aborigines' was appointed to monitor Treaty
compliance; the Protectorate was replaced by the Native Department in 1860, and in
the 1860s native schools were set up to educate Maori in English and hence
assimilate them.

Australian contact began to a large extent in the form of domination and coercion,
rather than cooperation. This form of contact was in contrast to instructions from the
Admiralty and later the Colonial Office to be conciliatory and to achieve a
consensual agreement to settlement from the 'natives', and despite some modest and
short-lived humanitarian efforts by early governors. Australian scholars McRae,
Nettheim and Beacroft (in Havemann. 1999) classify five phases of Australian
settlement as 1) first contacts and conciliation; 2) displacement, conflict and
extermination; 3) protection and segregation; 4) assimilation; and 5) integration.
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They add that there are 'current suggestions of a further new phase: selfdetermination' .

'Cooperation' would, however, appropriately describe early institutionalised contact
with Maori in New Zealand, and 'paternalism and coercion', 'integration', and
'pluralism and confrontation' are reasonably descriptive of the later periods. Kelsey
(cited in Havemann. 1999), though, suggests some alternative macro-stages of
colonial development, which sharpen appreciation of the political economy of
colonisation - particularly its latest stages, notably the era of 'commodification of
Aboriginal rights' that is unfolding, namely a) era of acquisition (1840-70); b) era of
consolidation (1870-1935); c) era of welfare state (1935-75); and d) era of
international capital (1975 onwards).

Categorisation into eras is a mechanism to assist analysis and comparison; periods
suggest themselves, based on the units of comparison and the theoretical and
contextual frameworks being employed. All periods are not clearly defined and
overlap to a certain degree. The most important point of interest is in the post-1960s
period. This period can bear many labels, such as 'integration', 'pluralism', the 'era
of the welfare state (Fordism)', or 'post-assimilationism'. However it is suggested
that the labels of 'era of Aboriginal rights talk and confrontation' and, most recently,
the 'era of the commodification and commercialisation of Aboriginal rights' (afterFordism) are more applicable.

In the following parallel chronologies, Armitage's descriptive categories have not

been strictly applied since these do not appear to be consistent across the two
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countries in some significant respects. However the eras suggested (pre-1860, 18601920, 1920-60, 1960-70, 1970-90s, and post-1990s) generally reflect the periods he
set out.

Table 4. Parallel chronology showing Indigenous rights in the political
jurisprudence of Australia and New Zealand pre-1860 to 1998

AUSTRALIA: ABORIGINAL AND TORRES

NEW ZEALAND: MAORI

STRAIT ISLANDER PEOPLES

Pre-1860:

coercion,

genocide,

and

Pre-1860: cooperation and dispossession era

dispossession era

1769

•

Captain James Cook first visits New Zealand
shores.

1776

•

Royal Navy's First Fleet under Captain
James Cook claims to acquire continent for
British Crown by virtue of 'discovery' of
terra nullius )land belonging to no one).
Discovery consists of coming ashore at
Botany Bay (Sydney). Orders were to
acquire territory with 'the consent of the
natives', but Cook does not consider the
Aboriginal people he encounters to be
capable of giving such consent.
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1788
•

Governor Phillip assumes British sovereignty
over Australia, starting with New South
Wales (NSW).

1834
•

South Australia (SA): an attempt to amend
the SA Constitution Bill's recognition of the
land rights of Aboriginal people is defeated,
despite the Colonial Office urging that it
should be a condition precedent for the
establishment of the SA colony.

1835

•

1835

Victoria (Vic): Batman attempts to acquire

British by the chiefs of certain North Island

Colony

Tribes.

of

Victoria.

Neither

party

is

'treaty'. The Crown has exclusive possession
of

waste

and

unalienated

land,

all

unencumbered' by native title.
NSW: Act for the Prevention of Vagrancy
prohibits Whites from lodging or wandering
with Blacks.

1836
•

NSW: R v Murrell rejects Aboriginal law
ways or sovereignty (followed in R v. Wedge
(NSW) 1976).

•

Declaration of Independence presented to the

land by 'treaty' with Aboriginal people in the

recognised as having the capacity to make a

•

•

SA:

Letters

Patent

establish

province:

'nothing... shall affect or be construed to
affect

the

rights

of

any

Aboriginal
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Natives ... to

the

actual

occupation

or

enjoyment' of any lands the now occupy or
enjoy.

1837
•

1837
Great Britain: Report of the House of

•

Commons Select Committee on Aboriginal

Report of the House of Commons Select
Committee on Aboriginal Tribes.

Tribes.

1838
•

Myall Creek massacre. Seven stockmen
hanged for massacre of Aboriginal men,
women, and children.

1840
•

Treaty of Waitangi (between Maori chiefs
and Queen Victoria): The Crown purports to
have

acquired

'sovereignty'

under

the

doctrine of acquisition by cession'.
•

1841
•

1841
Vic: R v. Bon Jon accepts Aboriginal

•

The Land Claims Ordinance grants the

sovereignty and absence of jurisdiction,

Crown the right of pre-emption - that is, the

following the US case Worcester v. Georgia

power to control the sale and purchase of

(1832); contrast Murrell.

Maori land.

1847
•

A Protector of Aborigines is appointed.

1847
NSW: A-G v. Brown determines that waste

•

SC: R v. Symonds is judicial affirmation of

lands vest in the Crown, who may make

Treaty obligations and rights but also of the

grants to any subjects of the Crown in fee

Crown's power to extinguish native title.

simple.

This case is followed in Re Ninety Mile
Beach (1963) and many other cases.
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1852
•

The Constitution Act establishes a selfgoverning colony and separation from the
colony ofNSW. Maori districts are included,
in which chiefs would govern, but this
measure is never brought into force.

•

Maori control 34 million acres.

1858
•

The Native Circuit Courts Act and the Native
Districts Regulation Act grant short-lived
empowerment of tribal runanga (councils) to
administer Maori customary law for dispute
settlement.

•

The Tainui-based Kingitanga Movement
elects the first Maori King to help with
resistance against alienation of Maori lands.

1860-1920: paternalism and the coercion,

1860-1920:

coercion,

segregation, and protection era

assimilation era

segregation,

and

1860
•

Maori control2! million acres.

1860-65
•

The Land Wars and unlawful confiscation of
over 3.25 million acres of land in the North
Island (mostly from Waikato and Taranki
Tribes)

1861

1861
•

NSW: R v. Neddy Monkey and Ors rejects
Aboriginal law ways or sovereignty.
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•

The Native Department is established.

1863
•

The Suppression of Rebellion Act suspends
Maori civil rights in many circumstances.

1863-65
•

The New Zealand Settlements Acts validates
confiscation of Maori land on the North
Island, notably at Taranaki and Waikato.

1865
•

The

Native

Land

Act

promotes

the

individualisation of Maori title to Maori land
to 'destroy the principle of communism
which ran through the whole of their
institutions' .
•

The Native Rights Act purports to promote
recognition of Native customs and usages.

1867
•

The Maori Representation Act creates four
Maori seats, which under-represents the
potential electorate on the Maori roll and
requires Maori MPs to represent massive
constituencies combining many different iwi.
The Act, however,

fails to

stop the

Kotahitanga movement (calling for a Maori

Parliament).

1869
•

Vic.: Aboriginal Protection Act sets up a
board

to

regulate

the

residence

and

employment of adults, and the care, custody,
and education of children, deemed to be
Aboriginal.
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1870
•

Native

Lands

Fraud

Prevention

Act

invalidates the purchase of lands from Maori
mad by means of improper consideration and
trickery.
•

The

Native

Schools

Act

provides

for

compulsory primary schooling for Maori
children in English.

1874
•

Western

Australia

(WA):

the

Crown

promises to allocate 1 per cent of GDP to
Aboriginal welfare in compensation for loss
of land

seized

for

agriculture

without

consent.
1877
•

SC: Wi Parata v. Bishop of Wellington, per
Prendergast J, provides judicial nullification
of the Treaty obligations and those under the
1865 Native Rights Act.

1883
•

NSW: R v. Cabby rejects Aboriginal law
ways or sovereignty.

1885
•

Queensland (Qld): the Election Act excludes
all Aboriginal natives of Australia, India,
China, or the South Sea Islands (except those
own

free-hold)

from

the

electoral

roll

(repealed 1915).

1886

1886
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•

•

Vic.: In the Aborigines Protection Act, half-

•

The Native Equitable Owners Act attempts

castes are deemed to be Aboriginals and are

to regularise the sale of Maori lands sold in

to be overseen by the board.

breach of collective

WA:

the

establishes

Aborigines
the

Protection

Protection

Board,

trusts -

that

is,

unauthorised sale by individuals.

Act
and

empowers Justices of the Peace to expel
Aboriginal people from any city or town if
'loitering' or not 'decently clad from neck to
knee'.

1889
•

Privy Council (PC) (on appeal from NSW):
Cooper v. Stuart affirms 'terra nullius'

(followed in Dugan v. Mirror Newspaper Ltd

(1978).
1891
•

Maori control II million acres.

•

The Native Councils Bill, to create Maori

1892

self-management councils, is withdrawn.

1892-94
•

The Native Lands Purchases Act is passed to
accelerate the sale of Maori lands.

1894

1894
•

SA: the franchise to vote for the colonial

The Native rights Bill, introduced by a Maori

legislature is extended to all (including

MP to give Maori the power to make laws

Aboriginal) women.

for themselves, is defeated.

1897
•

•

Qld:

The

Aboriginals

Protection

and
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Restriction of the Sale of Opium

Act

appoints a protector, empowers the removal
of Aboriginal

people

to

reserves,

and

establishes detailed powers to regulate the
public and private lives of those deemed to
be Aboriginal. It includes prohibition of
traditional 'rites and customs'.

1900

1900
•

The

Constitution

Act

creates

the

•

Commonwealth of Australia through the
federation of the colonies of NSW, Vic,
Tasmania

WA,

take account of the Treaty unless reference to

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples

a right was incorporated into statute.

under

the

Commonwealth's jurisdiction:
•

s. 51

(xxvi):

Commonwealth

(Cth)

is

empowered to make laws with respect to
people of any race except for Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander peoples.
•

s. 25: Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples

are

not

enfranchised

for

Cth

parliamentary elections.
•

s. 127: Cth census count is not to include
Aboriginal
peoples,

and

who

Torres
are

also

Strait

Islander

excluded

from

calculations of population per electorate.

1902
•

PC: in Nireaha Tamaki v. Baker, the PC

Consistent with the terra nullius doctrine,

included

and

•

criticises the NZ Courts for their failure to

not

SA,

the sale of Maori land.

Qld.

were

Tas),

the Maori Lands Administration Act restricts

Cth: The Commonwealth Franchise Act
prohibits Aboriginal natives of Australia,
Asia, Africa, and Pacific Islands (except NZ)
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from enrolling on the electoral roll.

1905
•

Qld:

the

Elections

(Amendment)

Act

prohibits Aboriginal natives from being
entered on the electoral roll at all.
•

WA: the Aborigines Act establishes detailed
powers to regulate the public and private
lives of those deemed to be Aboriginal; the
Govemor is empowered to establish reserves;
the Chief Protector is empowered to remove
Aboriginal

camps from

townships

and

declare prohibited areas.

1907
•

WA: The Electoral Act prohibits Aboriginal
natives of Australia, Asia, Africa, or the
islands of the Pacific, or a 'half blood', from
being enrolled or, if enrolled, from voting in
any election.

1908
•

The Tohunga Suppression Act prohibits the
practice of Maori traditional healing.

•

Court of Appeal (CA): in Hohepa W. Neera
v. Bishop of Wellington, the court upholds Wi
Parata, reasoning that the Native Lands Act
provides that the Crown may override
customary native title.

1909

1909
•

NSW: The Aborigines Protection Act sets up

•

The

Native

Health

Act

prohibits

a Board of Protection with extensive duties;

breastfeeding by Maori mothers in public

it empowers the removal of children form

and the practise of kin (whangai) adoptions.
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their

families

on

grounds

of

neglect

(frequently, 'being Aboriginal' is cited as a
sufficient ground).
1910
•

SA/Northem Territory (NT): the Aborigines
Act sets up the office of Chief Protector',
with draconian powers to regulate the public
and private affairs of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander peoples (this office is later
renamed 'Director of Welfare under NT
Welfare Ordinance 1953).

1911

1911
•

NT created as separate jurisdiction from SA.

•

Cth:

•

Maori control 7 million acres.

1918
the

Commonwealth

Electoral

Act

disqualifies Aboriginal people from voting in
federal elections unless they have a right to
vote under state law (repealed 1949).
•

NT: Under the Aboriginals Ordinance, the
Chief Protector is deemed to be the legal
guardian of every Aboriginal child and is
given the power to authorise marriages of
females to non-Aborigines and issue any
guilty pleas.

1920-60: paternalism and the assimilation era

1920-60: assimilation era
1920
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•

Maori control 4.7 million acres.

•

The Sim Commission finds the taranaki and

1923
•

SA: The Aborigines (Training of Children)
Act empowers the Chief Protector to commit
any Aboriginal child to a State institution for

training as if a neglected child committed
... to an institution. '

1928

1928
•

Coniston:

last

reported

massacre

of

Aboriginal men, women, and children occurs

Waikato raupatu (confiscation) to be unjust

in central Australia.

and excessive.

1929
•

The Native Land Amendment Act enables
the government to provide, for the first time,
financial support for developing Maori land
and commercial ventures.

1930
•

QLD: the Elections Act Amendment Act
prohibits

Torres

Strait

Islanders

and

protected 'half-castes' being entered on the
electoral roll.

1930s

1930s
•

•

Association for the Protection of Native

Depression: cash benefits for Maori are set at

Races agitates for recognition of Aboriginal

half the Pakeha rate on the ground that Maori

civil, political, and social rights.

can live offthe land.

1935
•
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The influential Maori Ratana Church forges

an alliance with the Labour Party, effectively
guaranteeing the four Maori seats to Labour
(until 1996).
1936
•

WA: The Aborigines Act Amendment Act
deletes reference to 'Half-Caste' and makes
provisions

for

the

declassification

of

'quadroons' (with one-quarter Aboriginal
ancestry) from the category of 'native'.

1938
•

Aborigines Progressive Association declares
Australia Day a 'Day of Mourning and
Protest' commemorating 150 years of grief
since 1778.

1939
•

JCPC: In Hoani TeHeuHeu Tukino v. Aotea
District Maori Land Board, almost on the
centenary of the signing of the Treaty, the
PC holds that for the Treaty to have any
authority it must be incorporated into
municipal legislation.

1940
•

Cth: Under the Commonwealth Electoral
(Wartime) Act, Aboriginal people on active
service in Australian Imperial forces are
entitled to vote in Cth elections during the
period of war and for six months thereafter.

•

NSW: Under the Aborigines (Amendment)
Protection Act, the Protection Board is
replaced by the Aborigines Welfare Board
'to assist Aborigines to become assimilated'.
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1941
•

Cth: The Child Endowment Act extends
benefits only to non-nomadic Aboriginal
natives, prompting urbanisation.

1942
•

Cth: Under the Invalid and Old Age Pensions
Act, 'commissioner may determine that the
rate of pension payable to an Aboriginal...is
less than the maximum rate and can be paid
to an authority for his benefit'.

•

Cth: The Child Endowment Act provides for
Aboriginal

rmssions

to

receive

child

endowment directly.
•

NSW: Public Service Board calls for an end
to protectionism, and for promotion of equal
treatment in order to promote assimilation.

1944
•

WA: the Natives (Citizenship Rights) Act
establishes

elaborate

procedures

for

Aboriginal peoples to qualify as citizens (and
no longer be deemed native) - subject to
revocation. To qualify, an Aboriginal person
has to be industrious, of good behaviour and
reputation,

English-speaking,

free

from

disease, civilised, and so on.

1945
•

The

Maori

Social

and

Economic

Advancement Act sets up a network of
Maori committees to provide input into
community
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developments;

the

Maori

Wardens system is established to maintain
law and order in Maori settlements and
marae.

1946
•

WA: Aboriginal cattlemen strike for wages
equality in Pilbara.

1947
•

The Native Department is replaced by the
Department of Maori Affairs.

1951
•

High Court (HC): Waters v. Commonwealth
holds that an Aboriginal person has no right
of

protection

against

State-imposed

banishment.
•

NT: Aboriginals and Torres Strait Islanders
strike for wage equality in Darwin.

•

Cth: The federal government convenes the
Australian Council for Native welfare to
promote a uniform policy of assimilation
across all states and territories.
1953
•

The Town and Country Planning Act
severely restricts Maori building on Maori
land and contributes to urban drift by Maori.

1954
•

Cth: Under the Native Administration Act
Amendment Act, Aboriginal servicemen and
individuals with less than 25 per cent
Aboriginal blood are entitled to vote in
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federal elections.
1955
•

The Maori Trust Boards Act creates an
umbrella under which statutory trust boards
can be established to administer tribal assets.

•

CA: In Re the Bed of the Wanganui River,
the courts refuse to recognise the Treaty
rights unless they are incorporated into
statute.

1958
•

The Federal Council for the Advancement of
Aborigines is set up.

•

Albert Namatjira is gaoled for possession of
alcohol, which is unlawful for an Aboriginal
person in NT.

1960-70: integration and segregation era

1960-70: integration era

1960
•

The Hunn Report recommends an overall
policy of integration as a basis for a
monocultural New Zealand.

1961
•

Cth: The House of Representatives Select
Committee on Voting Rights of Aborigines
receives

a

report

finding

that

30,000

Aboriginal people are disenfranchised in NT,
Qld,and WA.

1962
•

1962
Cth: The Commonwealth electoral Act is
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•

The Maori Community Development Act

amended so that Cth franchise is extended to

creates Maori advisory councils at national

all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander

and district levels.

peoples.

•

The Prichard-Waetford Report (on Maori
Land Courts and Maori land ownership
problems) recommends ways to ease transfer
of Maori land into general ownership.

1963
•

CA: In Re the Ninety Mile Beach, the court
refuses to recognise Treaty rights unless they
are incorporated into Statute.

1965
•

Freedom Rides by Aboriginal and White
activists, modelled on the US Civil Rights
movement, are led by Charles Perkins, who
is later to become Permanent Secretary of the
Department of Aboriginal Affairs.

•

Cth Arbitration Commission upholds claim
for equal pay for Aboriginal and Tones Strait
Islander peoples in the pastoral industry
award, but implementation is deferred for
three years.

•

NT: Gurindji Walk-Off: Vestey's Aboriginal
employees walk off in protest against
unequal pay. They receive significant trade
union support, and there is a 'black ban' on
Vestey's products.

1966
•

SA: Under the Aboriginal Lands Trust Act,
trusts may be set up, run by 3-12 Aboriginal
people, to which the Governor may transfer
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title to Crown Lands or Aboriginal reserves
(though mineral rights are reserved to the
Crown).

1967

1967
•

•

•

•

A constitutional amendment authorised by

The

Maori

Affairs

Amendment

Act

referendum amends s. 51(xxvi) and repeals

empowers the department to pressure owners

s.127. The Cth is now to have conjoint

to

jurisdiction with the states over Aboriginal

communally owned land; where such land is

and Torres Strait Islander peoples (States

held by fewer than four people, the land must

have previously had exclusive jurisdiction

be put under one title. The Act aims to

over Aboriginal affairs).

address

Cth: Council of Aboriginal Affairs is set up

fragmentation of Maori land and to make the

to consult Aboriginal peoples.

transfer of Maori land to general title easier.

sell

their

the

'uneconomic

problem

of

shares'

In

uneconomic

Cth: the Office of Aboriginal Affairs is
created in the Prime Minister's Office.

1968
•

The Yirrakala People of Gove Peninsula,
Arnhem Land, lodge the first claim for
recognition of title to land as traditional
owners.

1969
•

NSW: The Aborigines Act abolishes the
board, sets up an Advisory Council with
Aboriginal representation, and empowers the
Minister to dispose of reserves to an
Aboriginal.

•

Cth:

the

Aboriginal

Study

Assistance

Scheme is established.

1970-90s:

Aboriginal

confrontation era

rights

talk

and

1970-90s:

Aboriginal

confrontation era
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rights

talk

and

1970

•

NSW: The first Aboriginal Legal Service is
established in Redfern, Sydney.

•

Vic: Aboriginal Land Rights Act vests
Aboriginal reserves at Framlingham and
Lake Tyers in trusts for the residents.

1971
•

1971
NT Supreme Court dismisses the Yirrakala

•

The Race Relations Act gives domestic

People's claim. Milirrpum v. Nabalco Pty

effect to the International Convention on the

Ltd re-affirms terra nullius while recognising

Elimination

Aboriginal law ways in obiter dicta. No form

Discrimination through the Office of the

of proprietary interest in land can be

Race Relations Conciliator.

of

all

Forms

of

Racial

established by Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander

people

based

on

inherent

sovereignty or native title.
•

Qld declares a state of emergency to prevent
an anti-apartheid protest from disrupting the
Springbok rugby tour.

1972-75
•

1972-75
Whitlam Labor government.

•

Kirk

and

Rowling

Whitlam

Labour

government.
•

Matiu Rata is appointed Minister of Maori
Affairs

1972
•

Canberra: The Aboriginal Tent Embassy is
established to protest against the McMahon
Coalition government's denial ofland rights.

•

Cth establishes Department of aboriginal
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Affairs (DAA).
•

Larrakia Petition: Aboriginal people petition
the Cth and the monarch for land rights, a
treaty, and reparation.

•

The (Woodward) Royal Commission into
Aboriginal Land Rights in the Northern
Territory is appointed by Whitlam.

•

WA: The Aboriginal Affairs

Planning

Authority Act creates the Aboriginal Land
Trust.

1973
•

Cth

establishes

Consultative

Aboriginal

National

Committee

(NACC),

a

consultation mechanism to open dialogue
between the Cth and Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander peoples.

1974

1974
•

The (Woodward) Aboriginal Land rights

•

The Maori Affairs Amendment Act makes

Commission Report proposes Aboriginal

provision for retransferring former Maori

Land Rights legislation for the Northern

land back into Maori freehold land.

Territory.
•

Cth: The Aboriginal Loans Commission

IS

established.
•

NSW: The Aboriginal Land Trust is created.

1975-84
•

Muldoon National government.

•

The Treaty of Waitangi Act establishes the

1975

1975
•

Cth:

The

Senate

passes

a

resolution

acknowledging that Aboriginal and Torres

Waitangi Tribunal, empowered (with inquiry

Strait

powers only) to investigate and recommend

Islander

peoples

had

'original
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•

possession' of the continent.

on Treaty breaches from 1976 onwards only,

Cth: The Racial Discrimination Act is passed

and to recommend on principles for the

to give domestic effect to ICERD, especially

interpretation of the Treaty.

Article 5, under the Constitution Act 1900, s.

•

presents a 60,000-signature petition calling

to implement Australia's international treaty

for the preservation of Maori land in Maori

obligations in municipal law.

hands.

Qld: The Aurukun Associates Agreement

Aboriginal and Islanders' Advancement and
the mining companies, grants bauxite-mining
leases

ion

Aboriginal

occupied

lands.

Aboriginal employees are to get award-level
pay rates (or, if there is no award, at least
minimum wage). The companies are to
respect Aboriginal law, custom, and religion.
A constitutional crisis results in the proAboriginal

rights

Whitlam

Labor

government being removed from office by
the Governor-General.

1975-83
•

Fraser

Liberal-National

Party

Coalition

government.

1976
•

Land March from the North to Wellington

51, which codifies the external affairs power

Act agreement, between the Director of

•

•

Cth: The Coalition government passes the
first land-rights legislation (the Aboriginal
Land Rights (Northern Territory) Act), a
watered-down version of the ALP's Bill of
the same name, but the first statutory
recognition of Aboriginal land rights by the
Cth.
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1977-78
•

Bastion Point in Auckland is occupied by
Maori owners. The occupiers are forcibly
removed by a massive police force.

1977-79
•

The Raglan Golf Course protest by Maori
owners results in the return of land.

1977

1977
•

Cth

sponsors

the

National

Aboriginal

•

The Human Rights Commission Act gives

Conference (NAC), set up as a forum for

domestic effect to the IPCCPR and creates

dialogue with the Government Council for

the commission and an Equal Opportunities

Aboriginal Development (CAD), which was

Tribunal.

set up to promote economic participation.

1978

1978
•

Qld: The Local Government (Aboriginal

Waitangi

Tribunal

(WT)

Reports:

Fisheries Regulations Report (WAll);

municipalisation of Aboriginal control to

Kaituna River Report (WAI 4) (which later

thwart a Cth initiative to facilitate Aboriginal

has an impact on the Maori Fisheries Act

self-management

1989).

Act

Mornington

enacts

laws

in

for

Aurukun

communities,

and

about

the

assumption of control by Qld government.
Cth: The Aboriginal and Torres
Islanders

(Queensland

Communities

Strait

reserves

Self-Management)

Act

and
is

designed to override Qld's legislation; it is
never

brought

into

force

for

fear

of

provoking a states' rights backlash.

1979-80
•

First

the

Lands)

•

•

Noonkanbah, WA: WA government supports
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an AMAX Corporation drilling project that
desecrates a sacred site. Despite a national
outcry,

and

continuous

occupation

by

traditional Aboriginal custodians of the site,
the Cth does not intervene.

1979
•

1979
NAC passes a motion calling for a treaty

•

Matiu Rata leaves the Labour Party to form a
Maori political party, Mana Motuhake.

between the Cth and Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander peoples; the Aboriginal Treaty
Committee,

an NGO

formed by non-

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people,
remains intact until 1993
•

HC: In Coe v. Commonwealth, a majority
court rejects inherent Aboriginal sovereignty
- even as domestic dependent nations, as
enunciated in Worcester v. Georgia.

1980

1980
•

•

NAC lists twenty-four issues requiring Cth

The Royal Commission investigating the

intervention for social justice, reparation, and

Maori land system recommends ultimate

a

abolition of the Maori Land Court and

Makarrata

(treaty

or

statement

of

incorporation of Maori land into the general

reconciliation).

land transfer system.

1981

1981
•

Cth: the Senate report Two Hundred Years
Later

recommends

action

towards

•

the

Maori leaders Dame Whina Cooper and Sir

Makarrata proposal.
•

Maori protesters disrupt the investiture of

Graham Latimer.

SA: The state Labor government enacts the

•

The majority of district Maori Councils

Pitjantjatjara Land rights Act, which declares

oppose sporting links to South Africa and the

that substantial tracts of interior SA are

Springbok rugby tour.

Pitjantjatjara

lands, and recognises and
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•

The Children and Young Persons Court

enforces tribal

laws

and

customs.

This

hears cases on a marae for the first time.

landmark legislation advances the return of

•

tribal lands to the original owners.

Under the Tauranga Moana Trust Board Act,
the Crown agrees to retrospectively pardon,
and pay compensation to the descendants of,
tribes involved in the battles of Gate Pa and
Te Ranga during the Maori Land Wars of
1860s.

1982

1982
•

HC: Koowarta v. Bjelke-Petersen affirms the

Kohanga reo flaxroot-based Maori-language

Cth's use of s. 51 to enact and enforce

nurseries are founded, expanding from a

legislation municipally in order to effect the

handful to I 19 within twelve months.

international

•

•

obligations

(for

example,

•

The Race relations Conciliator issues a

ICCPR); the court rejects Qld's claim that

doomsday prediction, in the Race Against

the Racial Discrimination Act 1976 (Cth) is

Time report on race relations, unless action is

inoperative in Qld (see also Mabo No. I).

initiated.

Qld:

The

Commonwealth

Games

Act

empowers the suspension of civil liberties to
prevent

pro-Aboriginal

and

anti-racist

protests disrupting the 1984 Commonwealth
Games in Brisbane.

1983-96
•

Hawke and Keating Labor governments.

1983-98
•

Period

of

significant

Aboriginal

confrontation with the Cth.

1983

1983
•

Labour's Minister of Aboriginal affairs,

•

WT: The Motonui-Waitara Report (WAI 6)

Clyde Holding, declares a set of principles

finds that the Crown is duty bound under the

for nationwide 'Uniform Land Rights and

Treaty to
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protect Maori fisheries

from

o

Compensation Policy'.

pollution (this later has an impact on the

Cth clarifies the role of the NAC as

Maori Fisheries Act 1989).

consultation,

liaison,

interpretation;

members

monitoring,

and

are increasingly

dissatisfied with limited power.
•

HC: Commonwealth v. Tasmania affirms the
Cth's use of the constitution Act 1901, s. 51,
to enact and enforce legislation municipally
in order to effect intemational obligations.

•

NSW: the state Labor government passes the
Aboriginal Land Rights Act, which creates
the NSW Land Councils.

1984-87-90
•

Lange, Palmer, and Moore fourth Labour
government.

1984
•

1984
SA: Under the Maralinga Tjarutja Land

•

The 2000-strong Hikoi (peace walk) is held

Rights Act, the control of land is vested in

to

traditional owners; restrictions are placed on

'celebrations' .

protest

national

Waitangi

Day

entry and mining; customs and traditions are
respected and sacred [s]ites preserved.
•

Cth: Australian Law Reform Commission is
to investigate Aboriginal Customary Law.

•

Vic: The Parliament Social Development
Committee produces the Report of Inquiry

into Compensation for Dispossession of
Aboriginal People.

1985

1985
•

HC: Gerhardy v. Brown holds that the power
to exclude anyone but Pitjantjatjara from
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•

WT: The Manukau Report (WAI 8) affirms
the guardianship of the Ngati Whatua

•

tribal lands under the Pitjantjatjara Land

(kaitiakitanga) role over Auckland harbour

Rights Act is not in breach of the Racial

(which has an impact on the Maori Fisheries

Discrimination Act 1975.

Act 1989 and Resource Management Act

WA: The Aboriginal Land Rights Act Bill is

1991).

defeated.
•

•

Under the Treaty of Waitangi (amendment)

NT/Cth: Uluru (Ayers Rock) is handed over

Act, the Waitangi Tribunal is empowered to

to its traditional owners, under a joint

conduct a retrospective inquiry into Treaty

venture initiative for the management of the

breaches since I 840. Tribunal membership is

National Park and tourism.

greatly increased.
•

The NZ Law Commission imposes the
requirement on itself to take tikanga Maori
into account in law reform.

•

The Minister of Justice proposes - in the A
Bill ofrights for New Zealand White Paperentrenched recognition for the Treaty. The
proposal, partially modelled on the Canadian
Constitution

Act

1982,

meets

with

opposition from all sides.

1986
•

1986
Cth: The ALP abandons its attempt to

•

The Royal Commission on the Electoral

implement a uniform land-rights policy

System

because of state opposition, including from

Proportional

the ALP in SA and WA.

abolition of the four Maori seats.
•

proposes

Mixed

representation

Member

(MMP)

and

The State Owned Enterprises Act asserts the
requirement that actions under the Act must
be consistent with the 'principles of the
Treaty'.

•

HC: Te Weehi v. Regional Fisheries Officer
recognises that Maori customary practices
may

override

legislation

of

general

application.
•
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In the Puau-Te-Atatu Daybreak report, the

Ministerial Advisory Committee criticises
the Department of Social Welfare for its lack
of recognition of Maori perspectives, and
recommends a policy ofbi-culturalism.
•

WT: Te Reo Maori Report (WAlII)
handed

down

(leading

to

the

1S

Maori

Language Act 1987).
•

The Labour Cabinet minutes departments to
prepare legislation taking into account the
Crown's obligations under the principles of
the Treaty.

1987
•

•

1987
Vic: The Aboriginal Land (Lake Condah and

•

The Maori Language Act declares Maori an

Framlingham Forest) Act returns Aboriginal

official language, and sets up the Maori

land.

Language

Cth: The Aboriginal

and Torres

to

promote

the

language and to assist the Crown to do so.

Strait

Islander Heritage Protection Act is enacted

Commission

•

CA: NZ Maori Council v. A-G declares that

on behalf of Victoria's Labor government to

the Treaty is the foundational constitutional

bypass opposition from Victoria's upper

document (contrast Wi Parata 1887) creating

house, the Legislative Council.

a partnership between Maori and Pakeha
requiring them to act reasonably and in good
faith.

The

Crown

owes

the

fiduciary

obligation to Maori to interpret legislation in
a fashion consistent with the 'principles of
the Treaty' .
•

HC: Huakina v. Waikato River Authority
continues the judicial recognition of Treaty
principles and the partnership requirement of
respect for Maoris values.

•

WT:

The

Orakei

Report

(WAI

9)

recommends the return of Bastion Point in
central Auckland to Ngati Whatua Maori.
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1988

1988
•

•

Burunga Agreement: The Prime Minister,

•

Hawke, signs an agreement with Aboriginal

(WAI 22) is handed down (which has an

leadership to negotiate an agreement and

impact on the Maori Fisheries Act 1989 and

discuss reparations.

the Treaty of Waitangi (State Enterprises)

The Cth Minister of Aboriginal Affairs sacks

Act).

the Aboriginal Development Commission.
•

•

WT: The Muriwhenua Fisheries Report

•

The Treaty of Waitangi (State Enterprises)

HC: Mabo No. 1 affirms the application of

Act empowers the tribunal to attach a

the Racial Discrimination Act to protect

memorial to any deed of transfer concerning

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples

a

from discriminatory dealings with their lands

privatisation

under

inquiry, to the effect that such an asset would

the

Queensland

Coast

Islands

State-owned

asset

while

transferred

subject

to

under
tribunal

Declaratory act 1985.

resume to the Crown in the event of a finding

Cth: The opening ceremony for the new

favouring Maori claimants.
•

Parliament House in Canberra recognises

The Parliamentary Commissioner for the

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples

Environment highlights Treaty principles

as the original occupants of Australia.

and the lack of implementation of the
Waitangi Tribunals' recommendations.
•

The Royal Commission on Social Policy's
April Report asserts the significance of
Treaty obligations and partnership.

1989
•

1989
Cth: The Aboriginal and Torres Strait

•

Islander Commission Act is enacted, but

Act, and the Broadcasting Act incorporate

without

the

the

original

preamble,

which

officially recognised Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander peoples of Australia as 'prior

•

The Crown Forest Assets Act, the Education

consistency with Treaty

principles

provision.
•

The Maori Fisheries Act recognises the

occupiers and owners of this land'.

Crown-iwi partnership in management of

The Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander

estuarine and littoral fisheries through an

Commission Act creates a commission

individual transferable quota system.

(ATSIC) elected by Aboriginal and Torres
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•

The government issues Principles for Crown

Strait Islander peoples to oversee expenditure

Action on the Treaty guidelines.

of the Cth's Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander budget. DAA is replaced by ATSIC.

1990: commodification of Aboriginal rights

1990: commodification of Aboriginal rights

era?

era?

1990-96

1990

•

Bolger National governments.

•

Labour passes the New Zealand Bill of

1990
•

Cth: Northern Territory Community Living
Areas Act.

Rights Act to give further domestic effect to
ICCPR. No entrenched Treaty rights (or
other rights)
widespread

are

included,

opposition.

because

Maori

of

regard

entrenchment as redundant, as the Treaty
was already, supposedly, a foundational
constitutional document.
•

CA: A-G v. NZ Maori Council (radio
frequencies case) strongly affirms that Treaty
considerations must apply to negotiations
between Maori and the Crown.

•

Runanga Iwi Bill is proposed to enable
devolution
Department

of
of

the

activities

Maori

affairs

of

the

to

iwi

authorities, supervised by the Iwi Transition
Authority

and

conducted

via

direct

negotiation with iwi. The Bill, introduced by
the Labour government, is never enacted.

1991

1991
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•

•

Under

the

Council

for

Aboriginal

•

The Ka Awatea Report sets out the National

Reconciliation Act, a 25-member council is

government Maori policy, puIling back from

set up to work towards reconciliation by the

the policy of devolution to iwi. The Ministry

year 2001.

of

Qld: The Aboriginal Land Act recognises

Department

some Aboriginal land rights.

government

•

Maori

Development
of

Maori

adopts

replaces

the

Affairs.

The

a

policy

of

mainstreaming services to Maori through
general departments.
•

WT: Ngai Tahu Final Report (WAI 27)
recommends a major settlement of claims
affecting much of the South Island.

•

WT: Mohaka River Report (WAI 119).

•

The Resource Management Act, the Harbour
Boards Dry Lands Revesting Act, and the
Crown

Minerals

Act

incorporate

the

consistency with Treaty principles provision.

1992

1992
•

HC: In Mabo No.2, terra nullius is
abandoned;

•

the original sovereignty of

The National Cabinet adopts a plan to settle
all major Maori claims by the year 2000 and

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples

sets a ceiling (a NZ$l

is recognised, establishing native title as a

envelope) on the amount of money to be

basis for proprietary interest in land.

aIlocated for this.
•

billion fiscal

The Sealords Deed of Settlement is signed
by the Crown and iwi concerning partownership

In

a fisheries multinational as

fulfilment of the Crown's obligations to
honour Maori commercial fishery rights.
•

The

Treaty

of

Waitangi

(Fisheries)

Commission Act establishes an institutional
mechanism

for

the

management

and

distribution of Maori fishery resources
between iwi.

14I

•

1993
•

•

1993
Eva Valley Accord: Aboriginal and Torres

•

Bolger National government is re-elected.

Strait Islander peoples' organisations meet to

•

The Treaty of Waitangi Fisheries Claim

develop a post-Mabo strategy on native title.

Settlement Act extinguishes the option of

WA: The Land (Title and Traditional Usage)

future Treaty-based claims to commercial

Act attempts to subvert the Mabo findings.

fisheries in exchange for the Sealords Deal.

The Act purports to extinguish common-law

•

•

The government awards Maori, through the

Aboriginal title and to replace it with

Treaty of Waitangi Fisheries Commission,

'traditional usage' rights under statute.

capital (NZ$150 million) to enter joint

Cth: The Prime Minister, Keating, makes a

venture

speech in Redfern acknowledging the failure

corporation.

of White Australia to confront its own

•

WT: Ngai Tahu Fisheries Report (WAI 27).

•

with

a

multinational

fishery

WT: Nga wha Geothermal Resource Report

history of atrocities committed against

(WAI 304) critiques the Treaty and tikanga

Aboriginal peoples.

Maori (Maori custom and beliefs) provisions

Cth: The Aboriginal and Torres Strait

of the Resource Management Act 1991.

Islander

Social

Justice

Commission,

•

The Te Ture Whenua Maori Act reforms the

reporting to the Cth Attorney-General, is set

regime of Maori land to keep most Maori

up to focus on the human rights of

land in Maori hands while freeing up some

Aboriginal

Maori-owned land for sale.

and

Torres

Strait

Islander

peoples.
•

Cth: The Native Title Act attempts to address
the Mabo No. 2 findings: the Federal Court
and a new National Native Title Tribunal
(NNTT) are empowered under the Act to
determine the existence of native title, and
compensation.

Complementary

state

legislation is envisaged (for example, Native
Title (Queensland) Act 1993).

1994

•

1994
HC: Walker vs. NSW asserts the non-
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•

Maori hui (consultation meetings) across the

justiciability of Crown sovereignty and

country strongly repudiate the proposal for

rejects

full and final settlement of treaty claims for

the

'post-Mabo '

argument

that

Indigenous criminal law and jurisdiction

NZ$I billion by the year 2000.

should be recognised as having survived.
•

The NNTI commences operation.

•

Cth: Justice under scrutiny (Report of the
House of representative Standing Committee
on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Affairs) reveals poor implementation of the
recommendations

of

RCIADIC

and

continuing high levels of Indigenous overrepresentation in the criminal-justice system.

1995
•

1995
HC: WA v. Commonwealth upholds validity

Settlement, the Crown vests Tainui with

the Land (Title and Traditional Usage) Act

interests in land (worth NZ$170 million) in

1993 (WA) to be invalid by virtue of

compensation for the illicit confiscations of

inconsistency with the Cth Native Title Act

the 1860s.
•

•

Cth: The ATSIC Amendment (Indigenous
Land Fund and Land Corporation Act)
establishes

the

Land

Corporation

to

administer the National Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Land Fund. The
corporation is responsible for acquiring land
for Indigenous communities who cannot
benefit under the Native Title Act's stringent
and strictly interpreted provisions and who
are already dispossessed ofland.
•

HC: Proceedings by members of the 'Stolen
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WT: Te Whanganui-a-Orutu Report (WAI
55).

The Social Justice Commissioner releases the
first Native Title report.

•

Under the Waikato-Tainui Raupatu Deed of

of the Native Title Act 1993 (Cth) and holds

and Racial Discrimination Act 1975.
•

•

WT: Kiwi Fruit Marketing Board Report
(WAI449).

Generation'

commence

in

Kruger

v.

Commonwealth.
•

Cth initiates a national inquiry by the
chairman of the Human Rights and Equal
Opportunity Commission into the separation
of Aboriginal children from their families.

•

Tas.:

The

last

state

government

to

acknowledge (some) Aboriginal land rights
passes

the

Aboriginal

Lands

Act,

establishing the Aboriginal Land Council of
Tasmania and an Aboriginal Land Fund, and
vesting certain sites in the Land Council in
perpetuity.
•

HC: Brandy v. Human Rights and Equal
Opportunities Commission undermines the
standing of National Native title tribunal
'orders', arising from the consent of the
parties, to be treated as Federal Court orders.

1996-current
•

Howard

Liberal-National

Coalition

government.

1996
•

•

1996
Cape York Peninsula Heads of Agreement

•

WT: In the Taranaki Interim Report (WAI

are signed, and are promoted as a model for

143), Kaupapa Tuatahi finds the Taranaki

regional negotiated settlement of native title

confiscations to be invalid and identifies a

claims, but the Qld government refuses to

holocaust perpetrated on Taranaki tribes in

endorse them.

the war waged by the colony in the 1860s: 'If

The Dunghutti (Dhangadi) people (northern

war is the absence of peace, the war in the

NSW) are involved in the first successful

Taraniki has never ended.'

resolution of a claim under the Native title
Act, and the first recognition of actual native
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•

The Crown settles the Treaty claim by Ngati
Awa regarding the return of the meeting

title on mainland Australia.
•

•

NSW:

Crescent

house (wharenui Mataatua) to its people.

Head

•

Agreement:

Subsequent to the NNTT finding, the state

handing over land and cash (worth NZ$40

government acknowledges the native title of

million) Whakatohea in compensation for

the Dunghutti People

land unjustly confiscated in retaliation for

and a right to

compensation for losses.

the death of the missionary Volner in the

Cth slashes AU$400 million from the ATSIC

I 860s.

budget.

•

•

•

Tahu, which include a NZ$170 million

Representatives, calls for the abolition of

payment to enable Ngai Tahu to purchase

ATSIC and an end to the 'Aboriginal

properties from an agreed list of Crown

industry'.

properties.

Cth proposes amendments to the Native Title
1996
•

negotiate.

•

Crown signs Heads of Agreement with Ngai

Pauline Hanson, an MP in the Cth House of

Act targeting native-title holders' right to

•

The Crown signs a Deed of Settlement

Bolger/Shipley and Peters, National New

Cth: The Prime Minister, Howard, rejects the

Zealand First Coalition government: first

notion that White Australia as a whole has

government

responsibility

Fifteen Maori MPs are elected; Labour

for

addressing

and

after

the

MMP

election.

acknowledging its 'racist bigoted history'.

loses control of Maori seats (which are won

HC: Wik Peoples v. Qld holds that the grant

by NZ First). Winston Peters (a Maori)

of pastoral leases did not

becomes

Deputy

Treasurer,

and

extinguish

native

title.

necessarily

Extinguishment

Prime
Tau

Minister and

Henare

becomes

Minister of Maori Development.

depends on the specific terms of the pastoral
lease and the legislation under which it was
granted. To the extent of any inconsistency,

1996

the rights of pastoral lessees are to prevail

•

•

•

HC: Tangiora v. Wellington District Legal

over the rights of native-title holders. Native

Services Committee overturns the decision

title may co-exist with a pastoral lease.

of the legal services committee to deny

Significant mining and agricultural sector

legal aid for the preparation of a complaint

groups demand the statutory extinguishment

to go before the UN Human Rights

of the common-law native title recognised by

Commission

Mabo.

complainants

HC: In the Waanyi People's Native Title

Waitangi Fisheries Commission.
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by
against

eighteen
the

Maori

Treaty

of

determination application, the HC overturns

•

the NNTT decision not to accept application

The

NZ

government-proposed

fiscal

envelope is dropped.

for negotiation and mediation. It does so on
the basis that the NNTT's rejection was a
serious injustice.

1997

•

•

•

1997

The National Indigenous Working Group on

Maori Authorities holds that the CA has pre-

decision and the Cth government's proposed

empted the Treaty of Waitangi fisheries

amendments to the Native Title Act.

Commission on the matter of provision for

Cth government releases a '10 Point Plan'

urban Maori without hearing evidence on the

response to the HC's Wik decision.

meaning of 'iwi'. The matter is remitted

Cth: Bringing Them Home (Report of the

back to the trial judge for reformulation of

Human

the question for hearing.

rights

and

Equal

Opportunity

WT: The Muriwhenua Land report (WAI
45) finds Muriwhenua claims to be well

Islander Children from their Families) is

founded. The tribunal examined pre-Treaty

tabled in federal Parliament. The findings

land

identify the implementation of a continuing

principles of land tenure based on the Maori

ethnocidal assimilationist policy into 1960s.

social and economic order of those times.
•

losses,

and

explored

pre-contact

WT: The tribunal releases a major report -

a formal government apology to those who

National

suffered as a result of government removal

Series - examining, by district, the impact of

policies.

Crown policies in areas that have not been

The Australian Reconciliation Convention is

the subject of the Treaty claims process.

held in Melbourne, organised by the Council

•

•

Separation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait

The Prime Minister, Howard, refuses to issue

•

JCPC: Treaty Tribes Coalition v. Urban

Native Title releases a response to the Wik

Commission's National Inquiry into the

•

•

•

Overview,

Rangahau

Whanui

District Court: Taranaki Fish & Game

for Aboriginal Reconciliation.

Council v. Mcllitchie finds that Maori

Cth: Amendments to the Ntive Title Act are

customary fishing rights includes rights to

introduced

of

fish for introduced game fish (for example,

Representatives, which are challenged by the

trout) without a licence. The Minister of

Labor Opposition as racially discriminatory.

Justice states that there is one law for Pakeha

Federal

and one law for Maori, and that Maori law

into

Court

the

(FC):

House

The

Hopevale
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Determination is the first permanent agreed

recognises exclusive Maori rights.

determination under the Native Title Act

•

The Coalition establishes four commissions

framework, resolving difficult issues of co-

to focus government policy on Maori: 1)

existence between traditional owners and

Health,

other Aboriginal people, as well as state,

Development, and 4) Employment.

local government, and commercial interests,

•

in the Hopevale area of North Queensland.

2)

Education,

3)

Economic

Nga Tahu iwi are offered the largest
financial settlement in NZ history (NZ$170
million), transfer of land, the re-introduction
of Maori place names, and exclusive access
at

specified

times

to

numerous

sites

throughout the South Island.

1998

1998

•

Cth:

At

the

Australian

Constitutional

•

Shipley National minority government.

Convention, Gatjil Djerrkura, the ATSIC

•

HC: Taranaki Fish & Game Council v.

Chairperson, calls for:

McRitchie overturns the lower court finding
that Maori customary rights to fish without a

1.

a

new

preamble

to

the

Cth

license apply to introduced 'sports fish' such

Constitution recognising the First
Australians,
2.

as the trout.
•

a Bill of Rights including specific

Tribes of Nu Tireni v. Ministry of Fisheries

recognition

finds the Confederation has unlawfully

for

Indigenous

Australians,
3.

constitutional

engaged in commercial fishing despite the
protection

against

claim that koha (gifts), rather than money,

adverse discrimination,
4.

5.

HC: Confederation of Chiefs of the United

were exchanged for the fish.

a 'race' power in s. 51 (26) to

•

WT: Te Whanau 0 Waipareira Report (WAI

become affirmative power,

414) determines that a trust constituted to

reserved seats in Parliament for

provide social services to urban Maori

Indigenous representatives.

without tribal

connections

was

to

be

considered a Treaty partner for the purposes
•

Cth: The Aboriginal

and Torres Strait

of Crown bodies such as the Department of

Islander Heritage Protection Bill comes

Social Welfare and its Community Funding

under criticism for its failure to provide

Agency,
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despite

not

being

an

'iwi'

adequate protection for Aboriginal and

organisation

Torres Strait Islander People's heritage. In

sense of the term 'iwi'.

particular, the weakening of the Cth's

•

•

III

a traditionally understood

HC: Te Whanau 0 Waipereira Trust and

position as the authority of final recourse, as

others v. Treaty of Waitangi Fisheries

recommended by the Evatt Review, is cited.

Commission finds that non-traditional urban

Cth:

and

Maori organisations do not qualify as iwi for

Title

the purposes of allocating assets such as

Amendment Bill to progress to the Senate

fishing quotas by the Commission, but that

without precipitating a double dissolution of

the Commission nonetheless had a duty to

Parliament and an election fought on a pro-

ensure the fishery asset benefited all Maori.

Agreement

Harradine

between

allows

the
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•

At the Geneva meeting of the UN Working
Group on Indigenous Populations, ATSIC
Chairperson Gatjil Djerrkura castigates the
Howard government for its complicity with
the One Nation Party's race agenda. He
identifies this as an evil fuelled by a cocktail
of anger, fear, and ignorance, leading
Australian politics astray, and couples it with
globalisation and economic rationalism as
phenomena that do nothing to benefit
Aboriginal people.

Source: Havemann (1999).
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5.5 The effect of a treaty on Indigenous rights

The most important document defining the relationship between Maori people and
the New Zealand government is the Treaty of Waitangi 1840 (the Treaty). It was
created and signed by representatives of both Maori and the British government, who
evolved to become the contemporary New Zealand government. In brief, the Treaty
recognises Maori as the original inhabitants and owners of New Zealand, having
resource rights and sovereignty. A number of principles are contained within the
Treaty that government must consider before making legislation, and especially in
regards to matters that impact upon Maori society. Given the increasing population
and limited land and sea space, most legislation and subsequent laws will have some
effect on Maori people.

However, there is some dispute over what constitutes an exact and accurate
interpretation of the Treaty in terms of what rights were ceded by Maori in relation to
land, sea and other resources, as "the process by which the Treaty was concluded, the
chiefs' inducement to sign, their understanding of its terms as well as that of the
British representatives and their advocates, are matters which cannot be grasped
today by a single statement of the terms of the Treaty" (McHugh. 1991:1). For a
start, there were two versions of the Treaty: an English and a Maori version, with
significant differences between the two documents. Subsequently, this factor has led
to ongoing issues of interpretation in relation to the Treaty.

It is unrealistic to expect that in 1840 there was an exact common and mutual

understanding between all parties involved in the establishment of and subsequent
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writing of the Treaty. The cultural divide was comprehensive, and Maori exposure to
a literate European world in which people freely entered into transactions in the
market place was limited; particularly under the auspices of the concept of 'freedom
of contract'. The English nineteenth century view of freedom of contract was that it
was the ideal behaviour between two or more parties, as it supposed equality
between contractual parties. It assumed that each party enjoyed equal knowledge,
bargaining power, and the rational ability to judge and act in and ensure their own
interest. However, this supposition of equality "was hardly one which could be
applied to compacts such as the Treaty of Waitangi. The very differences between
two cultures - the Crown on the one hand and the various tribes on the other - meant
that the interpretation of the Treaty of Waitangi would become an issue even before
the ink was dry on the 'roll of parchment' (McHugh. 1991:1).

In Australia, there is currently no treaty that determines the relationship between
Indigenous Australians and the Crown as represented by the current Australian
government or its British predecessors. Instead that relationship is defined in the
various government policies and legislation over the last two centuries that have
largely regarded Indigenous Australians as marginal to an imported culture and
society. This marginalisation is characterised by social ills including low
unemployment, substance abuse, low levels of health and education, crime and
racism. Ironically, despite these social ills, the current focus of government policy is
not how Indigenous Australians might be assisted economically, but rather on the
inability of Indigenous Australians to emerge from an imposed circumstance of
extreme marginalisation as a result of previous and current government policy.
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Further, at present there is no elected representative body that has carnage of
Indigenous Australian issues. Since the disbanding of the Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Commission by the Howard government, representation of Indigenous
Australian issues is through an advisory committee, the members of which are
appointed by the government.

5.5.1 Sovereignty and/or self government

Sovereignty can be defined as the "supreme and independent power or authority in
government as possessed or claimed by a state or community" (Delbridge.
1996:951), and is a term used widely in legal and political theory to describe both a
modem nation-state and a supreme legislature within a state (Bullock and
Stallybrass. 1981). The sovereignty of a state (according to international law) is that
area of responsibility or conduct in which it is autonomous, and not subject to control
from other states or to obligations of international law. By comparison, sovereignty
within a state implies that there are no legal limits on its legislative competence
(Bullock and Stallybrass. 1981).

In relation to Maori, the Treaty acts as an agreement with the British and successive
governments to enact sovereignty over both Maori and non-Maori people. In effect,
the Treaty establishes that Maori ceded sovereignty of their respective states to the
Crown in 1840. The extent of the cession of Maori sovereignty to the Crown remains
an issue of contention between the parties.
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As described above, there is no treaty between Indigenous Australians and the Crown
as represented by the Australian government. Sovereignty in Australia is held by the
Australian government; the existence of Indigenous Australian sovereignty is yet to
be recognised by the Australian government. As with the Maori, the issue of
sovereignty in Australia remains one of contention between Indigenous Australians
and the Crown.

5.5.2 Land and/or natural resources

Under the Treaty, Maori are to be consulted in regards to any actions regarding land,
sea and other natural resources. However, recent history shows that the government
has acted with little or no regard to principles contained within the Treaty. At the
time of writing, fierce debate continues in regards to ownership and access rights
over the foreshore and seabed between Maori and non-Maori (as illustrated in
Jackson. 2003 and Powell. 2003).

In comparison, until the creation of land rights legislation in 1976 and native title
legislation in 1994, traditional Indigenous Australian lands, estates and waters were
subject to Australian common law. Public or private sector interests were not
required to consult with traditional owners of land (Indigenous Australians) as all
land and associated resources was deemed to be owned by the Crown. Ironically, the
creation of legislation invoking native title and land rights is limited in its ability to
empower Indigenous Australians either economically or socially, since the
legislation only emphasises recognition of prior ownership of land and associated
resources. This legislative inability relegates Indigenous Australians to be considered
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as historical artefacts frozen in a time preceding British colonisation, rather than the
dynamic group of people that have survived the ongoing subjugation by successive
Australian governments over the last two centuries.

5.5.3 Automatic consultation over national and constitutional issues

While it may prescribe certain principles in the interest of goodwill between Maori
and non-Maori, differing interpretations of the Treaty by Maori and the New Zealand
Government (as described above) have become a legal battleground, particularly in
regards to national and constitutional issues. Maori people feel that the Government
is compelled by the Treaty to engage Maori on issues of national and constitutional
importance, particularly where resource ownership and access are involved. To not
involve Maori in discussions of national and constitutional matters would be
perceived as serious breach of Treaty principles.

By its actions, it would appear that the New Zealand Government has adopted the
literal English version of the Treaty. Consultation or negotiations with Maori have
usually happened as a result of Maori insistence, and not by the goodwill of the
Government.

Consultation with Indigenous Australians by Australian governments, where it
occurs, is restricted to dialogue with the small committee of Indigenous people
appointed by the Howard government. This is not automatic; rather, consultation
usually occurs as a result of a demand by Indigenous Australians that they be
engaged over issues pertaining to national and constitutional importance.
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5.6 Indigenous access to radio spectrum

Maori access to radio spectrum came through a series of four related Treaty claims
lodged before the Waitangi Tribunal (the Tribunal). These four claims are known
officially as Wai 26, Wai 150, Wai 176 and Wai 776. Before describing the four
Treaty claims, the role of the Tribunal is briefly examined below to provide some
understanding as to its significance in the case study.

The Tribunal was established through the auspices of the Treaty of Waitangi Act
1975. Initially the Tribunal was composed of three members - the Chief Judge of the
Maori Land Court (also Chairman), a person recommended by the Minister of
Justice, and a Maori person (McHugh. 1991). The Tribunal has evolved over time to
include up to 16 members, who are appointed by New Zealand's Governor-General
on the recommendation of the Minister of Maori Affairs; appointments are based on
a person's expertise in the matters that are apt to come before the Tribunal. Its
structure includes a chairperson, who is either a judge or a retired judge of the High
Court or the chiefjudge of the Maori Land Court, and a deputy chairperson, who is a
judge of the Maori Land Court. The remaining members of the Tribunal are a
balance of Maori and non-Maori appointees (Waitangi Tribunal. Online source).

In essence, the Tribunal is a permanent commission of inquiry with responsibility for
making recommendations "on claims brought by Maori relating to actions or
omissions of the Crown, which breach the promises made in the Treaty ofWaitangi"
(Waitangi Tribunal. Online source). It is assertive in its considerations of its role, in
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that it "includes inquiring into and making recommendations upon any claim
properly submitted to the Tribunal, examining and reporting on any proposed
legislation referred to the Tribunal by the House of Representatives or a Minister of
the Crown, and making recommendations or determinations in respect of certain
Crown forest land, railways land, State-owned enterprise land, and land transferred
to educational institutions" (Waitangi Tribunal. Online source).

The four claims and associated recommendations are described in their respective
Reports from the Waitangi Tribunal. Each claim is discussed in light of its
contribution to enabling Maori access to radio spectrum. Subsequently, the majority
of information contained in the following text is drawn almost exclusively from each
claim's respective Report; namely, Wai 26 and Wai 150 claims are dealt with in the
Report of the Waitangi Tribunal on Claims Concerning the Allocation of Radio
Frequencies (1990), Wai 176 is described in the Report on Broadcasting Claim
(1994), and the Radio Spectrum Management and Development Final Report (1999)
which described the claim and findings ofWai 776.

5.6.1 Claims Wai 26 and Wai 150

To begin, claim Wai 26 was received in June 1986 by the Tribunal from Huirangi
Waikerepuru, then chairman of Nga Whakapumau I Te Reo Incorporated, which
sought to reopen the proceedings that had resulted in the Report on the Te Reo Maori
Claim (1986). The Tribunal had no power to reopen matters that it had previously
dealt with as contained within its Report on the Te Reo Maori Claim. However, since
no final recommendations were made by the Tribunal on the issues of broadcasting,
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these issues were deemed to remain outstanding, and thus it could still deliberate on
those issues.

Wai 26 had two particular points of dispute. Firstly, it alleged that the Crown was in
breach of the Treaty by failing to await the Tribunal's recommendations before
introducing a Bill on the Maori language to parliament. In regards to this point the
claim considered language the greatest taonga (treasure) possessed by Maori, and
that it was subject to Treaty principles of protection in the same regard as other
physical taonga under Articles II and III. During the course of this investigation, the
author observed the role of language in Maori society. Informal interviews with staff
and students of Te Wananga-o-Raukawa (a centre of higher learning devoted to
Maori knowledge) found that the Maori language had undergone a revitalisation over
the past three decades by Maori to restore it back to its central position in Maori
society. Evidence of this lies in the recent establishment and maintenance of primary,
secondary and tertiary institutions of education in New Zealand that operate entirely
in the Maori language. Maori recognise that '[i]f the language be lost, man will be
lost, as dead as the moa' (Waitangi Tribunal. 1986), and that language is the only
instrument through which its culture can be passed from one individual to another,
and thus from one generation to the next. Subsequently, it was argued that the
existence and strength of a culture is dependent upon the existence and strength of its
language.

The second point of dispute in Wai 26 was that a claim for radio spectrum (among
other things) was being denied to Maori by the Crown. Subsequently it can be
assumed that being denied access to radio spectrum meant that Maori were prevented
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from taking advantage of modem communication technologies such as television and
radio, and therefore could not maintain, promote or develop the Maori language,
since the New Zealand broadcasting media broadcast predominantly in English.

Similarly, language plays a central role in Indigenous Australian societies, being
inextricably linked to both cultural and spiritual identity, and is recognised as being
fundamental to the successful transmission of culture from one generation to the
next, thus ensuring its survival. In relation to modem communication technologies,
Indigenous Australian utilisation of radio spectrum is currently well established and
exploits both broadcasting and narrowcasting to promote and maintain Indigenous
languages in areas where those languages are still intact. However, this utilisation is
restricted because its operation is determined by funding from external nonIndigenous sources through the form of tied grants. While these community-based
activities are important to Indigenous Australians in terms of an avenue of language
reproduction, development and production, they have limited control over the use of
radio spectrum since it is supplied to them on an ongoing basis at the whim of the
Australian government. Therefore, it could be argued that the ability to reproduce,
develop and maintain Indigenous Australian languages through radiocommunication
methods is currently subject to the ongoing supply of radio spectrum; supply of
which is ultimately at the behest of the Australian government.

Sir Graham Latimer lodged Wai 150 in June 1990 on behalf of the New Zealand
Maori Council. Following on from the claim of Wai 26, Wai 150 focussed its
argument toward issues of rangatiratanga in regards to radio spectrum and sought an
interim ruling and recommendation involving an immediate cessation of activities
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regarding the pursuit of the spectrum management policy embodied in the
Radiocommunications Act 1989 until outstanding issues raised in the claim had been
negotiated and resolved (Waitangi Tribunal. 1990). In addition, Latimer's claim also
called for a caveat that recognised and protected Maori interest in radio spectrum in
regards to any title to products created by the Act (Waitangi Tribunal. 1990).

The Wai 150 claim sought findings to the effect that Maori have rangatiratanga in
regards to allocation of radio spectrum. Since there was no agreement with Maori,
the sale of radio spectrum management licences under the Radiocommunications Act
1989 would be considered a breach of the Treaty, and would therefore be prejudicial
to Maori interests. In the early stages of the inquiry, it was agreed that, due to
similarities in each claim, the Wai 26 claim should be combined with the Wai 150
claim and that the two be considered as one claim (Waitangi Tribunal. 1990).

Subsequently, in mid-1990 the claimants filed a request for urgency in light of the
Crown's intentions to seek tenders for 20-year rights to radio spectrum. Both
claimants as well as the chairperson of the Tribunal made formal requests to the
above; however the Minister of Communications responded that the New Zealand
Government was not prepared to comply with their requests to delay the tendering
process. In response, the claimants initiated an action in New Zealand's High Court
that sought a judicial review of the Minister's decision; this action was successful in
its intent. Despite an appeal by the Crown, a majority ofthe five member court found
that the Minister's decision to proceed with the tender without first awaiting the
deliberations of the Tribunal was, in essence, an unreasonable action. As a result, the
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Tribunal proceeded to consider Wai 26 and Wai 150 under the protection and
urgency of the High Court's ruling (Waitangi Tribunal. 1990).

In summary, the basis of the Wai 150 claim was in the concept of rangatiratanga,

which stated that previous to, during, and after 1840, the Maori chiefs and nations
were in possession of, and had tino rangatiratanga over, the entirety of New Zealand.
This concept included everything below, on and above the surface of lands and
waters. The concept of tino rangatiratanga embodied the absolute and independent
activity of Maori over the whole of the realm between Ranginui and Papatuanuku,
and also included the absolute and independent authority of Maori over their own
affairs, their culture, and the Maori way of life including te reo Maori. Essentially
rangatiratanga "is more than a narrow matter of ownership and property, although it
contains many of the incidents of ownership and property. It is a matter of
responsibility for sustenance of the body, and also of the mind, and the language and
culture of the Maori people" (Waitangi Tribunal. 1990: appendix 2).
The specific relationship of the concept of rangatiratanga to the Treaty was described
by the Wai 150 claim in several points. First, the Crown's kawanatanga within New
Zealand was created by the Treaty, and provides guarantee to Maori their tino
rangatiratanga; this creation of kawanatanga is perfect only if the guarantees are
fulfilled. Second, there is nothing in the terms of the Treaty that allows or
foreshadows any authority on the part of the Crown to determine, define or limit the
properties of the universe; properties, such as radio spectrum, that may be used by
Maori in the exercise of their rangatiratanga over tikanga Maori. Third, under the
Treaty, where any property or part of the universe (in this case, radio spectrum) has,
or may have, value as an economic asset, the Crown has no authority to possess,
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alienate, or otherwise treat it as its own property without first recognising the prior
claim of Maori rangatiratanga. Fourth, under the Treaty, Where any property or part
of the universe has value as a cultural asset, because of its ability to assist or sustain
an activity that represents the preservation and sustenance (or undisturbed
possession) of tikanga Maori, the Crown has an obligation to recognise and
guarantee Maori rangatiratanga over its allocation and use for that purpose. Fifth,
Wai 150 referred to the specific properties of the physical universe that permit the
propagation of radio waves through space. The ability to propagate radio waves may
confer upon the broadcaster or transmitter of such waves economic and/or other
(social, cultural and political) benefits. In essence, possession of the ability to
transmit radio waves, however acquired, is therefore an economic and a cultural
asset.

The Tribunal concluded that the claim had substance. Subsequently it made three
recommendations: a) that the Crown suspend the tender for radio spectrum for six
months to allow further consultation with Iwi to take place; b) that the Crown make
available independent technical advisers of radio spectrum; and c) that radio
spectrum in the FM range be made available for Maori broadcasting in Auckland and
Wellington (Waitangi Tribunal. 1990).

Like the Maori, Indigenous Australians have a vested interest in radio spectrum as
both a cultural and economic asset. As in Maori tino rangatiratanga, Indigenous
Australian sovereignty over land and waters, including those resources above and
below the surface of such existed prior to British colonisation. While it has been
described earlier that the Crown holds sovereignty in Australia, this statement did not
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mean that Indigenous Australians relinquished their own sovereignty; it simply
means that they are currently unable to express this under Australian law. Therefore,
while it is currently inapplicable under current Australian law, the arguments used in
Wai 150 retains valuable information as to a) the relationship of Indigenous
Australians to radio spectrum, and b) the questionable process or authority under
which the Australian government acquired control over radio spectrum.

5.6.2 Claim Wai 176

As with the previous claims mentioned above, Wai 176 emphasised the cultural
importance of radio spectrum (as contained in Wai 26 and 150) in response to
proposals by the Crown in respect of broadcasting policy. These proposals were
considered by Maori to be contrary to principles as described in the Treaty. Lodged
in early 1991, this claim sought urgent intervention from the Tribunal, but by this
time, the matter had become subject to High Court proceedings. Many of the central
issues had been described in the Tribunal's earlier reports, Te Reo Maori Report
(Wai 26) and The Allocation of Radio Frequencies Report (Wai 150). However, the
High Court held that proposals by the Crown with regard to the transfer of particular
television assets were consistent with the Crown's treaty obligations; Chief Judge
E.T.J. Durie (then Chairperson of the Waitangi Tribunal) confirmed this finding, and
concluded in his summary of considerations of the claim that unless there was any
further steps to be taken by the claimants, the Tribunal would not make any further
inquiry into Wai 176 (Waitangi Tribunal. 1994). In spite of the findings against this
claim, Wai 176 appeared to confirm the previous claims of Wai 26 and Wai 150 in
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terms of the cultural significance of accessing the radio spectrum, particularly in
terms of language maintenance through modem communication technologies.

Again, the argument contained in Wai 176 is applicable in Australia with regard to
Indigenous Australians. The existence of 22 licensed Indigenous Australiancontrolled radio stations broadcasting to the general public, in addition to 115 remote
Indigenous broadcasting services, indicates that Indigenous Australians recognise the
cultural significance of accessing radio spectrum.

However, it was not until the submission of the claim Wai 776 by Rangiaho Everton
in March 1999 that Maori forwarded a specific economic argument in regards to
radio spectrum.

5.6.3 Claim Wai 776

Within the Radio Spectrum Management and Development Final Report (Waitangi
Tribuna1.1999), it was shown that claim Wai 776 was encapsulated in two definitive
statements. The first was an assertion by the claimant (Everton) that the Crown's
actions to sell off or auction property rights in the spectrum were either in breach of
the broader Treaty principle of partnership, or in breach of Article 2 of the guarantee
within the Treaty pertaining to protection of taonga or kainga. The second is that the
claim consisted of two main limbs, namely that a) Maori have a right to a fair and
equitable share in the radio spectrum resource; and b) Maori have a right to a fair and
equitable share in the spectrum, especially where the Crown has an obligation to
promote and protect Maori language and culture.
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At that time, the Crown was preparing to auction the rights to manage the radio
spectrum in the two gigahertz range (radio frequencies between 1.7GHz and 2.3GHz)
on 29 March 1999. These rights were to last for 20 years and would give the
successful bidders the right to issue licences to generate signals. In general, the two
gigahertz range of radio spectrum is considered optimal for the uses of
telecommunications and information technologies, including the Internet, cellular
phones, video links and video conferencing.

Everton sought recommendations that a) the findings in the Report of the Waitangi
Tribunal on Claims Concerning the Allocation of Radio Frequencies (1990) did not
apply merely to where Maori language or culture is at stake in broadcasting, but to
the tribal interest in telecommunications generally; b) Maori have a guaranteed right
under the Treaty of Waitangi to participate in spectrum management and are entitled
to benefit economically, culturally and socially from its management; c) the
Radiocommunications Act 1989 is in breach of the Treaty of Waitangi insofar as it
vested in the Crown all management rights to the spectrum from 9kHz to 3000GHz
without consultation with or the agreement of Maori and assumed a monopoly over
the resource; and d) the Radiocommunications Act 1989 was in breach of the Treaty
of Waitangi insofar as it alienated management rights without consultation with
Maori (Waitangi Tribunal. 1999).

The Tribunal considered the claim as submitted by Everton, and subsequently
reached the conclusion that there was a breach ofthe principles of the Treaty and that
the claimant would be prejudiced if the Crown were to proceed with the auction
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without first reserving for Maori a fair and equitable portion of the frequencies, and
subsequently found that the Radiocommunications Act 1989 was in breach of the
principles of the Treaty.

In combination, these claims are significant to Indigenous Australian interests
because they imply that exclusion of Indigenous people from radio spectrum, by
whatever legislative means, is a political position, possibly emanating from
imperialist tendencies, and which requires continual defence in the face of
considerations such as racial discrimination, sovereignty and native title issues.
Further, the four Wai claims above also imply that ownership of radio spectrum in a
given geographic area was originally subject to Indigenous rights prior to settlement,
colonisation or invasion by another subsequent people. Wai 26, 150, 176 and 776
throw in sharp relief that, despite current political or legal encumbrances, Indigenous
Australians continue to possess native title rights and interests in radio spectrum in
Australia, but are currently unable to express these rights under Australian law.

5.7 Summary

Speaking generally, Maori were successful in providing arguments, through the
Treaty, based on their exclusion from radio spectrum by the New Zealand
government with regards to cultural and economic considerations. For similar
reasons of social exclusion and marginality, such arguments may prove to be of
interest to Indigenous Australians in exploring legal avenues to gain access to radio
spectrum. Given their marginalisation as described in the previous Chapter, it would
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appear that Indigenous Australians might be able to take advantage of a similar basis
of exclusion upon which construction of a case of native title in radio spectrum might
be made.

A number of findings emerge from the comparative study that may prove to be of
specific interest to Indigenous Australian considerations of pursuing native title in
radio spectrum. These findings are presented in the following Chapter; these are
subjected to analysis with a singular focus on how the Maori experience might
contribute to the possible construction of a legal case with plausibility to demonstrate
native title in radio spectrum. In addition, general findings (that is, those findings not
associated specifically with the comparative study) emerging from information
contained in previous Chapters are presented as a precursor to those arising from the
research. With reference to these findings, consideration is then given to the question
of whether a plausible case can be constructed that demonstrates native title in radio
spectrum.
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CHAPTER 6

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS
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6.2 Presentation of general findings
6.2.1 The question of native title in radio spectrum is not definitive
6.2.2 There is a scarcity of relevant literature considering Indigenous
Australian rights in radio spectrum
6.2.3 Marginalisation of Indigenous Australians from radio spectrum is
extreme
6.2.4 Indigenous Australians do not benefit financially from the wealth
generated by commercial exploitation of radio spectrum
6.2.5 There has been no test case involving native title in radio
spectrum in Australia
6.3 Findings from the Maori experience in New Zealand in relation radio
spectrum
6.3.1 The Treaty ofWaitangi 1840 and recognition of Maori resource
ownership
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'freezing' Maori culture in time
6.3.4 Discriminatory behaviour of New Zealand Government to exclude
Maori access to radio spectrum
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6.4 Can a plausible case be constructed for native title in radio spectrum in
Australia?
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6.1 Introduction

This Chapter begins with a presentation of general findings emergmg from an
analysis of data and information in the Chapters preceding the case study contained
in Chapter 4. This is followed by a presentation of specific findings from the case
study. From these findings, a discussion is provided on the question of whether a
plausible case can be constructed for native title in radio spectrum in Australia.

6.2 Presentation of general findings

6.2.1 The question of native title in radio spectrum is not definitive

The question of whether there is native title in radio spectrum is not definitive in
light of the discussion above. The legislation of native title represents a legal avenue
for Indigenous Australians to access radio spectrum; however, as an instrument it is
both ineffective and inefficient to achieve real outcomes in relation to ownership or
management of natural resources. Further, the application of native title legislation to
a unique economic resource such as radio spectrum still remains an untested
proposition, and raises questions about the ability of current native title legislation to
accommodate such a claim. Challenges to the validity of the Australian
government's assertion that it has a monopoly over property rights to radio spectrum
may provide Indigenous Australians with an initial step to commence more detailed
examination of this issue. Perhaps the most important lesson that can be learnt from
the Maori experience is that any Indigenous Australian access or ownership of radio
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spectrum will need to be initiated by Indigenous Australians themselves, since there
has been no action by the Australian government to incorporate their involvement in
radio spectrum on the supply side of associated economic activity.

6.2.2 There is a scarcity of relevant literature considering Indigenous Australian
rights in radio spectrum

There currently exists very little literature that considers native title in relation to
radio spectrum. The vast majority of literature regarding native title and natural
resources revolves around the traditional tangible resources of land and waters. In
that regard, this minor study stands at the forefront of future discussion and
development of dialogue regarding native title in relation to radio spectrum.

6.2.3 Marginalisation of Indigenous Australians from radio spectrum is extreme

The status quo of Indigenous Australians in relation to economies associated with the
resource of radio spectrum is currently one of extreme marginalisation. Under
Australian common law, Indigenous Australians own no part of the radio spectrum.
Moreover, Indigenous Australians have no financial interests in manufacturing
industries associated with products utilised in radio spectrum. In the most recent
review of radiocommunications by the Australian government, Indigenous
Australians or native title was not a consideration within its terms of reference.
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6.2.4 Indigenous Australians do not benefit financially from the wealth
generated by commercial exploitation of radio spectrum

Further to the previous finding, Indigenous Australians do not benefit financially

from the wealth generated from the commercial exploitation of radio spectrum.
There was no allocation of monies to Indigenous Australians from recent government
auctions or from the subsequent taxes imposed by government. Indigenous
Australians receive benefits (for example, compensation, royalties, employment,
training and educational opportunities, and community sponsorships) from other
primary resource industries including mining and pastoralism. Examples of this
include Indigenous Australian populations resident in the regions of Nhulunbuy,
Darwin and Jabiru (Northern Territory), Kununurra (Western Australia) and Weipa
(Queensland). Mining companies and the resident Indigenous populations of those
respective regions have been able to come to some mutual agreement (via Indigenous
Land Use Agreements (ILUA)) regarding primary resource extraction and
exploitation. Similarly, the pastoral industry in Northern Australia has also been able
to secure agreements from Indigenous populations to enable its operations to
continue with benefits flowing from such economic activity to flow to Indigenous
Australians (for example, the six YankunytjatjaraJAntakirinja ILUAs covering seven
pastoral properties in South Australia). The same cannot be said for wealth generated
from exploitation of radio spectrum.
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6.2.5 There has been no test case involving native title in radio spectrum in
Australia

There has been no test case involving a native title application to radio spectrum to
date. Claims of a native title application as described by Dodgson (2000) have never
been realised in a lodgement of such. Inquiries to the National Native Title Tribunal
in Sydney have revealed that such a claim has never been lodged. A claim of native
title in relation to radio spectrum may have significant political and economic impact
on a national level given the amounts of wealth that has been generated thus far, and
the significant amount of investment already present in all aspects of the radio
spectrum economy. A test case involving native title in relation to radio spectrum
would shed some light on the adequacy of current native title legislation to
accommodate claims to 'new' resources and technologies, as well as giving
opportunity to both public and private stakeholders to express their interests.
Similarly, a test case would present an opportunity to explain the inadequacy of
current native title legislation through analysis of the origins of common law native
title.

6.3 Findings from the Maori experience in New Zealand in relation radio
spectrum

Findings of interest are drawn from the Maori experience in New Zealand; these
findings give new insight into how Indigenous Australians might consider native title
with regard to radio spectrum in Australia. The first finding is in regards to how
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6.2.5 There has been no test case involving native title in radio spectrum in
Australia

There has been no test case involving a native title application to radio spectrum to
date. Claims of a native title application as described by Dodgson (2000) have never
been realised in a lodgement of such. Inquiries to the National Native Title Tribunal
in Sydney have revealed that such a claim has never been lodged. A claim of native
title in relation to radio spectrum may have significant political and economic impact
on a national level given the amounts of wealth that has been generated thus far, and
the significant amount of investment already present in all aspects of the radio
spectrum economy. A test case involving native title in relation to radio spectrum
would shed some light on the adequacy of current native title legislation to
accommodate claims to 'new' resources and technologies, as well as giving
opportunity to both public and private stakeholders to express their interests.
Similarly, a test case would present an opportunity to explain the inadequacy of
current native title legislation through analysis of the origins of common law native
title.

6.3 Findings from the Maori experience in New Zealand in relation radio
spectrum

Findings of interest are drawn from the Maori experience in New Zealand; these
findings give new insight into how Indigenous Australians might consider native title
with regard to radio spectrum in Australia. The first finding is in regards to how
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legislation and legal process, namely the Treaty of Waitangi 1840 (the Treaty) and
the Waitangi Tribunal, was used by Maori to frame a successful argument. The
second, third and fourth findings are in relation to different perspectives of a
common goal of accessing radio spectrum. These four findings are described briefly
below, and form the points of consideration regarding how Indigenous Australians
might use this information and the previous general findings to construct a case to
demonstrate native title in radio spectrum.

6.3.1 Finding in regards to the Treaty ofWaitangi 1840

The first finding relates to the legal argument forwarded by Maori framed within the
Treaty of Waitangi 1840. The Treaty of Waitangi 1840 (the Treaty) has been a
relatively effective instrument in enabling Maori people to access the radio spectrum.
As shown in the previous Chapter, the Treaty has been a constant reference in
relation to the Crown's official acknowledgment and recognition of Maori
rangatiratanga over their resources and taonga, and which are embodied in the
principles contained within the Treaty.

Under the Treaty, Maori have benefited through the passing of the Treaty of
Waitangi Act 1975 and the subsequent formation of the Waitangi Tribunal. This Act
provides for the observance, and confirmation, of the principles of the Treaty through
the Waitangi Tribunal to make recommendations on claims relating to the practical
application of the Treaty. In addition, the Waitangi Tribunal determines whether
particular matters are inconsistent with the principles of the Treaty. Initially, the
Treaty of Waitangi Act 1975 was limited to claims arising from 1975, but this
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restriction was amended in 1985 to increase its jurisdiction to include investigation
and reporting on historic claims back to 1840. Other legislation relating to state
enterprises and resource management have been created in relation to the Treaty and
which reinforces its principles. Since 1840 Maori have frequently asserted their
rights according to principles contained within the Treaty, particularly in regards to
resources. Subsequently, the Treaty of Waitangi (more specifically, the principles
contained therein) is a significant consideration that is contained within other New
Zealand legislation in regards to resources. Despite the aggression shown by the New
Zealand Government in its attempt to enclose the radio spectrum in legislation, the
Treaty is significant in accounting for Maori rights and interests in this resource.

The implication of this finding for Indigenous Australians is that it demonstrates
quite clearly that Indigenous rights, derived from international law as expressed
within the Declaration of Indigenous Peoples' Rights (United Nations. 2006), do
exist in radio spectrum. While it is acknowledged that there are fundamental
differences between the Treaty ofWaitangi and the Native Title Act, it is argued that
just because a right cannot be enforced, it does not mean that it does not exist.

6.3.2 Finding in regard to Maori exploitation and knowledge of electromagnetic
spectrum

The second finding relates to the way in which Maori emphasised their historical and
ongoing relationship with the greater electromagnetic spectrum of which radio
spectrum is a part. As described in the previous Chapter, Maori argued that they had
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knowledge of and utilised parts of the electromagnetic spectrum, including light
emitted from nearby stars for navigation and heat radiation from the sun.

It is obvious that Indigenous Australians can argue a similar exploitation and

knowledge of, as well as maintaining an ongoing relationship with the same part of
the electromagnetic spectrum as was forwarded by the Maori; namely celestial
bodies that have been incorporated in explanations of natural phenomena from a
traditional or customary perspective. Further, unlike physical separation from land,
Indigenous Australians have never been physically separated from the greater
electromagnetic spectrum since it is ubiquitous in nature.

6.3.3 Finding in regards to the Maori response to New Zealand Government's
deployment of 'freezing' Maori culture in time

The third finding relates to the counter argument employed by Maori in that the New
Zealand government were not using or exploiting radio spectrum in 1840 either. The
New Zealand government argued that Maori could not claim Treaty rights to a
resource that they were not exploiting at the time of the signing of the Treaty. The
strategy of 'freezing' Indigenous people in time is a common ploy (as in Mohr. 2002)
employed by colonisers to justify their 'acquisition' of resources. However, this
strategy also discounted the New Zealand government's claim to radio spectrum (on
this basis) in that it was not exploiting the radio spectrum either in 1840. Further,
such arguments deny the right of Indigenous Australian society to evolve or enact
change over time, and be perceived and acknowledged as a contemporary group in a
state of flux given the recent events of colonisation.
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6.3.4 Finding in regards to discriminatory behaviour of New Zealand
Government to exclude Maori access to radio spectrum

With reference to the previous three findings arising from the case study, the fourth
finding relates to discriminatory behaviour by New Zealand Government to exclude
Maori from radio spectrum. By denying Maori access to radio spectrum both
culturally and economically, the New Zealand government was found by the
Waitangi Tribunal to be discriminatory toward Maori. While no specific Treaty
breaches were found by the Waitangi Tribunal (1990), the Maori were successful in
that an urgent interim ruling and recommendation that nothing be done to pursue the
spectrum management policy embodied in the Radiocommunications Act 1989 until
a negotiated resolution of all the issues raised in the claim had been undertaken, and
that any title to radio spectrum products created by the Act be subject to a caveat
which recognised and protected the Maori interest in radio frequencies.

As described in Chapter 4, the same could be said for Indigenous Australians; access
to radio spectrum is being denied to Indigenous interests in Australia in social,
political and economic terms. Actions by the Australian government

in relation to

radio spectrum are discriminatory to Indigenous Australians, as they (the actions)
determine, either intentionally or unintentionally, that Indigenous Australians will
play no productive role in any economic activity associated with radio spectrum.
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6.4 Can a case be constructed for native title in radio spectrum in Australia?

In light of the findings above, the question of whether a case can be constructed for
native title in radio spectrum in Australia cannot be definitively answered. The range
of variables in considering such a question include issues emerging from the
political, legal, constitutional and economic spheres in Australia, as well as the lack
of literature that considers native title in radio spectrum. These variables must be
considered both as singular components that possess their own idiosyncrasies, as
well as acting as contributing factors to larger complex social phenomena.

At present, it appears that native title legislation, with its current encumbrances as
represented by the 1993 Native Title Act, the recent 1998 amendments to the Act,
and common law concepts of Indigenous Australian rights prevent native title being
enforced in regard to radio spectrum. Following the amendments, the government
continues to avoid according legal recognition and acknowledgement to Indigenous
Australians as the prior owners of land, seas and radio spectrum within Australia.
However, non-recognition of Indigenous Australian rights to radio spectrum does not
mean they (rights) do not exist; it is emphasised here that they are simply unable to
be enforced under current Australian law. Therefore, if the impediments represented
by associated political, legal, constitutional issues surrounding Indigenous rights are
addressed, it is argued that a case can be constructed to demonstrate native title
interests in Australian radio spectrum, and that the arguments (based on Indigenous
rights) used by Maori in New Zealand can be applied directly to enhance this
outcome.
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The Maori expenence

IS

valuable because it demonstrates that Indigenous

Australians' inability to enforce their sovereignty, rights and interests is a temporary
circumstance constructed by the Australian government that effect marginalisation.
This has a number of implications. First, constructed circumstances such as these
indicate that these are borne from political expression emanating from an imperialist
position. Second, such constructed circumstances that marginalise Indigenous
Australians from radio spectrum require continuous defence and maintenance in the
face of growing discontent from both national and international quarters. Therefore, a
test case for native title in radio spectrum would act as a challenge to the defence of
the Australian government on this question.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

7.1 Introduction: the question of native title in radio spectrum as examined in
this thesis
7.2 Recommendations for further research
7.3 Future implications for Indigenous Australians in relation to radio spectrum
7.4 Conclusion
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7.1 Introduction: the question of native title in radio spectrum as examined in
this thesis

To examine the question of native title in radio spectrum, this thesis was organised
into six Chapters. Against a background describing the origin of the question
contained in the thesis, Chapter 1 introduced the central subject matter of the thesis
by proposing that, in answer to the rhetorical question contained in the title of the
thesis, native title exists in radio spectrum, but acknowledged that currently there are
difficulties in expressing those associated rights and interests.

In Chapter 2 it was shown that there is a scarcity of relevant literature that examines

the question of native title in radio spectrum. This was found to be limited to a small
number of articles and papers, both published and unpublished. Only one article
directly examined the question of native title in radio spectrum, and it concluded that
there was not a definitive answer to this question. Further, all literature examined in
this Chapter contained a reference to the Maori experience in New Zealand.

The emphasis of Chapter 3 was to provide an examination of radio spectrum as an
economic resource. It commenced by defining the concepts 'resource' and 'economic
resource' before examining radio spectrum as an economic resource in terms of its
unique characteristics, its various commercial uses, as a source of revenue, and how
these aspects of radio spectrum use affected its supply in the Australian market place.
This Chapter then continued with a description of the emergence of new
communication technologies, before discussing implications for competing interests
in radio spectrum markets. In summary, this Chapter found that there is a prominent
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absence of Indigenous Australians with regard to the control and distribution of radio
spectrum. An explanation of this absence from the radio spectrum marketplace was
examined in more detail in Chapter 4.

Chapter 4 provided an explanation of the absence of Indigenous Australians from the
radio spectrum marketplace. This Chapter suggested that an examination of
Indigenous Australian marginalisation is important as it (marginalisation) represents
an impediment in any actions considering native title in radio spectrum. It did this by
first defining the concept of marginalisation as a process. This Chapter then
continued to describe three sociological explanations of marginalisation: centreperiphery dichotomy, world system theory and imperialism. While consideration was
given to the two former explanations regarding Indigenous marginalisation, it was
imperialism that was the theory of choice for this thesis. Subsequently, Australian
government actions of regulation and management of radio spectrum were
interpreted as acts of imperialism since Indigenous Australians are not participating
in the production side of the radio spectrum economy: they were perceived to possess
no prior right of ownership of such spectrum, they do not have current access to
spectrum by way of market means, and thus they have no control or management
over spectrum in its exploitation or allocation. In its summation, this Chapter drew
the conclusion that the subordinating/subjugation of British and Australian
governments toward Indigenous Australians has continued since colonisation in
1788, particularly in regards to ownership and control of economic resources. Thus,
it was concluded that it is the lesser position currently occupied by Indigenous
Australians in a relationship of subjugation that is an impediment to considerations
of native title in radio spectrum; in practise, this relationship continued to show that
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the stronger of the two parties (that is, the Australian government) determined the
political, legal and economic framework in which Indigenous Australians were
required to function. To surmount this impediment, it was felt that an examination of
precedents of Indigenous rights in radio spectrum may prove helpful in
considerations of native title in radio spectrum. Subsequently, in Chapter 4 a case
study of Maori rights in radio spectrum in New Zealand was undertaken to observe
any information that may prove helpful in considerations of native title in radio
spectrum.

Chapter 5 introduced two important components. The first component comprised a
description of the case study approach used to gain supportive information to aid
Indigenous Australians' considerations of native title in radio spectrum. Accordingly,
the case study approach was described in its intent as a method of investigation, and
gave both its advantages and disadvantages in comparison with other methodologies.
The chapter continued with a rationalisation of why the case study approach was
most amenable to the problem of proving native title in radio spectrum, based on the
supposition that case studies, or in legal terminology, cases, are a source of law to
which courts may refer to as part of the decision making process, and that cases
frequently become common law. It was felt that making a case for native title in
radio spectrum was a problem that would benefit from examination of precedents.
Subsequently, the second component consisted of a case study of Maori rights in
radio spectrum in New Zealand, with particular focus on four specific claims,
submitted before the Waitangi Tribunal, that enabled Maori to successfully construct
a case for Indigenous rights in radio spectrum. Each claim was described and
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analysed according to its applicability in confirming Indigenous Australian native
title in radio spectrum.

Chapter 6 presents findings as to whether a legal case can be constructed to prove
native title exists in radio spectrum in Australia, using the Maori experience as a
precedent. These findings were comprised of considerations of the fundamental
arguments used by Maori in relation to radio spectrum, and whether these arguments
could be applied by Indigenous Australians through the Native Title Act. Eventually,
this chapter found that Indigenous Australians could construct a plausible case to
demonstrate native title in radio spectrum, but not before political and legal
encumbrances were dealt with.

Finally, this chapter reiterated the question of native title in radio spectrum in
Australia as examined in this thesis. It also makes a number of recommendations for
further research that focus on improving the position of Indigenous Australians in
relation to radio spectrum. Implications for the future regarding Indigenous
Australians and radio spectrum are briefly discussed before the thesis is brought to a
close.

7.2 Recommendations for further research

The recommendations below are written in relation to the findings contained in the
previous Chapter. They include
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1. A review of native title legislation should be undertaken to ascertain its ability to
frame meaningful discussion in regards to the question of native title in radio
spectrum.

2. Research that establishes the existence of knowledge and exploitation of the
greater electromagnetic spectrum within traditional Indigenous Australian societies.

3. Research that establishes and describes the level of participation by Indigenous
Australians in the demand side of economic activity associated with radio spectrum.

4. Research leading to increased participation by Indigenous Australians

III

the

demand side of economic activity associated with radio spectrum.

5. Research drawing on intemationallaw leading to a test case involving Indigenous
rights in radio spectrum.

6. An examination of available literature to establish common legal strategies
practised by governments to marginalise Indigenous peoples from radio spectrum.

7. An examination of available literature to establish common regulation and
management strategies implemented by governments that result in marginalising
Indigenous peoples from radio spectrum.

8. Research describing the accumulation and distribution of wealth associated with
radio spectrum in Australia with regard to Indigenous Australians.
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